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Abstract
t “^1?" dinoflagellate cysts In sediments of the mid 
»estern Anglo-Parls Basin are examined. Samples »ere 
collated from a range of facies types (I.e. basin margin-central basin) but
K t “®® placed on those which represented deposition around
Tne Das I n margins»
Seventeen sites were sampled In southern England and N.W. France, and 
r^luded a s^tlon from the Turonlan stratotype In Touralne, and the type 
l(^alltles of the Crale de Vllledleu (Vllledleu-le-Chateau), the Beer Head
Limestone and the Seaton Chalk (S.E. Devon). The existing IIthostratlgraph- 
c schemes for the various formations examined were reviewed and correlated 
to allow good control on sampling.
^orty samples were processed from which 144 species of 
dinoflagellate cysts were recorded. These Included 5 new species, 
^homosphaera ¿ Jmplex> £pelIdosphaerldla tubercuiata. Litosphaerfriinm jnsdlus, 
L. Jima and P.yxid Inopsls W Y U m > and 2 new subspecies, AchQmo«;nhaara sanana 
iirfiYlspInus and ¿Jalstosphaerldlum armatum brevispinngiim- in addition, 16 
species were recorded for the first time In sediments from the Anglo-Parls 
Basin. Dinoflagellate cyst distribution charts were constructed for each 
productive locality and a summary "range" chart produced. Disagreements 
between ranges recorded here, and published ranges from elsewhere In the 
basin Indicate that the cyst distribution In marginal environments Is primar­
ily the result of local facies variation and not evolution.
LIthologIcal/palynologIcal relationships were assessed to provide data 
on possible palaeoenvironmental Indicators, In particular relative water 
depth, and transgressive-regressive phases of the Chalk Sea. Increases In 
cyst abundance are thought to be related to periodic Influxes of 
nutrlent-rlch currents. Significant Increases In abundance and. diversity are 
related to major eustatic transgressive episodes.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Alms and scope
The present study has 2 main alms:-
.A) To examine the biostratigraphic distribution of dinoflagellate cysts 
in mid Cretaceous sediments from a range of facies in the Angio-Paris Basin 
(i.e. basin margin-central basin), but with particular emphasis on those 
which were deposited near the basin margins. The results wi i I be compared 
with previous work on the Anglo-Paris Basin which, until now, has been con­
centrated mainly on material deposited in the deeper water, more central 
parts of the basin.
B) To make a detailed comparison between dinoflageliate cyst 
abundance/diversity and lithology in order to determine whether particular 
cysts, or cyst associations can be used as indicators of specific deposition- 
al environments (e.g. neritic, inner shelf, outer shelf), and also of 
changing palaeoenvironmental conditions (e.g. transgressive/regressive 
phases, nutrient input, current activity). Post-depositional effects on the 
cyst distribution will also be analysed.
1 .1 .1  Fieldwork area
The major fieldwork area Is shown on Fig. 1 and covers approximately 
50,000 sq. kms. Studies were concentrated on coastal exposures from south­
ern England, and inland exposures in NW France (Fig. 1). The French sites 
were intended to include the Cenomanian and Turónian stratotype sections and
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the type sections for the Crale de Vllledleu (Jarvis et al., 1983). However, 
It was found that due to poor exposure, and unsuitability of material for 
palynological processing, the Cenomanian stratotype sections around Le Mans 
(NW France) could not be examined further and, therefore, similar aged mater­
ial was collected from elsewhere In NW France. In SW England samples were 
collected from the type localities of the Beer Head Limestone and the Seaton 
Chalk (Jarvis & Tocher, 1983; Jarvis & Woodroof, 1984). Samples ranging In 
age from late Alblan (¿±01Iczkala dIspar Zone) to early Conlaclan (Mlcra^ter 
oortestudlnarlum Zone) were collected from 17 sites.
1.1.2 Fieldwork method
Detailed measured sections were regarded as an essential prerequisite 
for the collection and evaluation of the samples. . Both published sections 
and data collected during the present study were used (Chapter 2). Sample 
collection was based on the desire to examine the cyst content from a wide 
variety of lithologies rather than Just concentrating on the normally 
organic-rich argillaceous horizons. In order to achieve this, sample spacing 
was not taken at any set Interval (since many lithologies would have been 
omitted) but rather was dependant on the degree of lithological variation 
present at each particular locality.
W :
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1.1.3 Laboratory work
Preparation of material:- The methods used to Isolate the organic resi­
dues were mainly developed by Aberdeen University Geology Department, 
although a number of minor modifications were found to be necessary after 
experimentation to accomodate the particular problems of extracting palyno- 
morphs from the carbonate-rich (chalks), and slllca-rich (flints) samples.
Cloning the sample:- Each sample was scrubbed thoroughly under running 
water with a hard brush to remove any surface contamination. This, of 
course, was not possible for the sand samples. Strongly Indurated sediments 
such as hardgrounds were also scraped with a scalpel. The sample was then 
placed In a clean polythene bag and crushed with a hammer.
Weighing the sample:- I decided to use a standard sample weight for all 
lithologies examined (I.e. 40 grams) In order to facilitate correlations 
based on the abundance and diversity of the palynomorph assemblages reco­
vered. Each sample was placed In a disposable weighing boat and measured on 
a Stanton Unimatic (3.41 Balance. It was then placed In a labelled, 250ml 
polypropylene beaker ready for the next stage.
Removal of the carbonates:- Sufficient 10% HCI was poured Into each 
beaker to cover the sample and the reaction noted. The beaker was then 
covered. When the reaction had ceased and the sediment settled, the liquid 
was decanted and fresh 10% HCI added. This process was repeated until no 
further reaction took place (I.e. all the carbonate material had been 
removed In solution. The beaker was then filled with distilled water. When 
the sediment had completely settled the liquid was decanted and fresh dis­
tilled water added. This process was repeated until the sample was neutral 
when tested with litmus paper. The same process was carried out on the flint
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samples In order to remove any of the adhering chalk material. In these 
cases» however» all the liquid was decanted after every acid addition. The 
sample was then thoroughly washed with distilled water.
Removal of the silicates:- The excess water In each beaker was decanted 
and the sample placed In the fume cupboard. A small amount (~5-10ml) of 
cone. HCI was then added and the sample stirred slowly with a polypropylene 
rod to check that no carbonate material remained. The beaker was then care­
fully topped up with 200ml of Hydrofluoric Acid (HF 23N) and placed In a 
preheated water bath. The Instrument used was a Grant JB polypropylene-lIned 
bath with a 6x250ml beaker capacity. Each sample batch was heated for 3 
hours» stirring carefully every 30 minutes. After 3 hours the beakers were 
removed and the stirring rods placed In a beaker containing a neutralising 
solution (NaC03). The samples were allowed to settle for at least 1 hour 
before the HF was decanted Into a large polypropylene container for neutrali­
sation and disposal. The beakers were then filled with distilled water and 
left until the sediment had settled. The liquid was then decanted and fresh 
distilled water added. This process was repeated at least 6 times until the 
sample was neutral when tested with litmus paper» and could then be removed 
from the fume cupboard.
sintering procedure;- For this» a "sintaglass funnel" (porosity 2) was 
used In conjunction with a pyrex Buchner flask (1 litre capacity) and a hand 
bellows. The sample was washed Into the funnel using distilled water» and 
first agitated then drained using the bellows. This was repeated several 
times» while adding fresh distilled water» until most of the finer material 
was removed. To check whether any further treatment was necessary» the resi­
due was collected In a pasteur pipette and a small amount placed on a glass 
slide for examination under the microscope.
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Ultrasonic treatment:- If large concentrations of amorphous organic 
material were present the sample residue was placed In a labelled 50ml 
polypropylene beaker and placed In an ultrasonic tank. Treatment times var­
ied from 1-4 minutes. In most cases during the present study» this was 
sufficient to remove all the unwanted material.
Oxidation:- When the organic residue was too dark for examination under 
the microscope oxidation using fuming Nitric Acid was tried. For this» the
”sIntagl|ass”/buchner f lask/bel lows set-up was placed In the fume cupboard and
a few mis. of acid added. The sample was then agitated for a maximum of 2 
minutes» then drained and washed through with distilled water until neutral. 
This treatment was rarely necessary.
Other treatment:- A few of the coarse sand samples had concentrations of 
Insoluble detritus which none of the above procedures could remove. This 
problem was overcome by placing the residue In a large watch-glass and swir­
ling It round until the heavier material was concentrated In the centre. The 
rest of the sample could then be removed by pipette and sintered normally.
Slide preparation:- When the aforementioned treatments were completed» 
the organic residues were collected In pipettes prior to slide-making. Prior 
to Immediate use» the glass slides (76x26mm) were numbered with a diamond 
pencil and placed In a beaker containing methylated spirits. The glass 
covers lips (40x22mm) were similarly stored In a separate beaker. Each slide 
was then carefully wiped and placed on a low temperature hot-plate. Using a 
pipette» a few drops of the mounting medium (heated glycerin Jelly) were 
placed on the slide. A corresponding amount of residue was added and the two 
thoroughly mixed using a glass rod. The slide was then replaced on the 
hot-plate to remove some of the excess water. After a few minutes the slide 
was removed from the hot-plate and the coversllp applied. When the Jelly was
m
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completely set, the excess material was removed from the edges of the cover­
si Ip, and the s I Ide sealed by applying clear varnish. The slide was then 
labelled and set aside for examination.
Storing of residue:- Any remaining residue was placed In a small, 
labelled glass bottle and allowed to settle. The excess water was then
removed and a few drops of Phenol added. The bottle was then topped up with 
glycerol and stored.
Examination of material:- All of the slides were given an Initial exami­
nation and a small number which contained particularly rich palynomorph 
assemblages were selected as the basis for a taxonomic study. All of the 
specimens recorded In these samples were Identified, where possible, by com­
parison with previously published data, and used to compile a checklist of 
dinoflagellate cyst taxa. This checklist was accompanied by a photographic 
file In which all the recorded forms were Illustrated. A N  the slides were 
then examined and the numbers of each species recorded on the checklist. 
When samples were particularly rich (e.g. Beachy Head and Asham) the first 
500 specimens only were noted, and each species was recorded as a percentage 
of the overall assemblage. In all other cases, the total microplankton con­
tent for each sample was recorded. Finally, any new species or subspecies 
were described.
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CHAPTER 2 
LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY
Introductlon
This chapter examines the detailed Iithostratigraphy of the various geo­
logical formations present in the western Anglo-Paris Basin (sections 2 .1 & 
2.3), and the individual exposures from which samples were collected (sec­
tions 2.2 4 2.4). All localities mentioned in the text can be found on Fig. 
1» and Iithostratigraphic correlations are provided on Fig. 2.
2.1 Lithostratigraphy of formations examined in western France.
2.1.1 Glauconie de base (ALB I AN-LOWER CENOMANIAN)
The term Glauconie de base was first introduced by Juignet (1974) who 
defined it as the glauconite-rich beds that rest unconformabiy on the Sables 
ferrugineux (Aptian) east of a line between VIIlers-sur-mer and Gace, and on 
Oxfordian strata west of this line. The formation ranges in thickness from 
4-6m and extends westwards between Cormeilles and Bernay up to the edge of 
the Normandy Basin. It is overlain everywhere by the Craie de Rouen. 
Juignet (1974, 1980) divides the Glauconie de base Into two units. The lower 
unit consists of lenticular sequences of glauconitic “sand containing phos- 
phatic nodules, and is regarded as the lateral equivalent of the Poudingue 
ferrugineux and Gault of the Pays de Caux. The upper unit is more 
carbonate-rich and is correlated with the Gaize and the Craie glauconieuse.
2.1.2 Craie glauconieuse (LOWER CENOMANIAN)
This formation as defined by Passy (1832), includes the entire Cenomani­
an Stage in Normandy. Bizet (1881, 1882, 1885) however, working in the Pays 
d»Auge and the Perche restricted the Craie glauconieuse to Lower Cenomanian 
strata. More recently, Juignet (1974) defined it as a widespread formation
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resting on the Galze In Normandy, the Glauconie de base In the Pays d»Auge, 
and the Glauconie a Qalraa yesIc u Iqsa In the Perche and North Sarthe. The 
base of the formation In Normandy Is marked by the «Octevllle” erosion sur­
face (Juignet, 1974) and the top taken at the surface of '»Rouen No.1" 
Hardground (Juignet, 1974), a regional marker bed. The thickness of the for­
mation ranges from 30m In the Pays d'Auge and Perche, to less than 3m In the 
Pays de Bray. In expanded successions the Crale glauconleuse can be subdi­
vided Into six sequences separated by moderately to we 11-developed 
hardgroujids. Each of these sequences Is further divisible Into three parts; 
the lowest Is characterIsed by a glauconitic, bloclastic marl containing 
phosphatic nodules and fauna; the middle by grey, or light-brown chalks with 
flint bands; the upper by heavily-burrowed nodular chalks. Towards the edge 
of the Normandy Basin, the bloclastic chalks become sandy locally.
2.1.3 Crale de Rouen (MIDDLE-UPPER CENOMANIAN)
The Crale (glauconleuse) de Rouen was originally Introduced by Hebert 
(1857) to Include all the strata In the Normandy region which overlay the 
Gault and was overlain by the "Crale Marneuse" (sensu Passy, 1832). This 
Interpretation was later revised by Lapparent (1879) who restricted the use 
of this term to the upper part of Heberts' original .formation. Juignet 
(1974) described the Crale de Rouen as overlying the Crale glauconleuse, 
underlying the Crale a Actlnocamax plenus, and extending from the Pays de 
Bray to the Perche. The base of the formation rests on the surface of the 
"Rouen No.1" Hardground (Juignet, 1974) and the top Is defined by "Antifer 
No.1" Hardground (Juignet, 1974). The average thickness Is 15-20m, although 
there are considerable local variations (e.g. from 2m at Rouen up to 30m In 
the Pays de Bray). The basal bed of the Crale de Rouen Is a classic fossil 
horizon ("I'horizon fosslllfere de Rouen") which contains an abundant, and 
diverse fauna. The remainder of the succession consists mainly of white 
chalks and numerous flint bands, with occasional nodular units and associated
t i
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glauconIte-rfch horizons.
2.1.4 Sables du Perche (MIDDLE-UPPER CENOMANIAN)
Sables du Perche was first utilised as a Cretaceous formation by Gull-
ller (1880) while mapping the area around Nogent-le-Rotrou, although the term 
had been used previously by.Desnoyers (1856) to describe Tertiary sands In 
the same area. More recently, Juignet (1974) has described this formation In 
the area around Le Mans. Here the Sables du Perche rest on the Sables et 
Gres a ^gatopygus flbtusus* the junction being marked by the "Jalals” 
Hardground (Juignet, 1974). To the north and north-east, the Sables du 
Perche overlie successively the Marnes de Nogent-1 e-Bernard, Crale de ThelIg- 
ny and the Crale de Rouen, and Is overlain by the Marnes a Ostr^a 
b-laur(culata. In the Perche, however, the formation rests on the Crale de 
Rouen and Is overlain by the Crale à Isr.gbratel la carantonen«;i<;. Thicknesses 
range from 15m around Le Mans, to more than 40m In eastern Perche. The sedi­
ments comprise 0.1-1m thick sequences of fine sands, or coarse sands and
gravels, with varying amounts of glauconite. Cross-bedding and thin argilla­
ceous horizons are common.
2.1.5 Marnes a Qatrea b_laur leu lata (UPPER CENOMANIAN)
Gull Her (1886) gave the first precise definition of this formation, 
which extends over the major part of Southern Maine and also Into Touralne 
and Anjou, from several quarry exposures around Yvres-I»Eveque. His work was 
used by Grossouvre (1900) and Delauney (1934), and later by Hancock (1959) 
who produced a detailed ammonite blostratigraphy for the region. The Marnes 
3 bjaiir leu lata lie between the Sables du Perche and the Sables et Gres a 
Catepygus ebtusus with an average thickness of "5m, although there are con­
siderable local variations. Throughout Its regional extent, the Marnes a ii. 
Mauriculata consists of alternations of marls and marly chalks. The con-
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trast of facies with the Sables du Perche Is less marked to the south of Le 
Mans where more arg11laceous sedimentation continued. North of Le Mans» 
however, the boundary between the two formations Is sharp and Is marked 
locally by either the ’’Fayeau" or ’’Duneau” Hardground (Juignet, 1974).
2.1.6 Sables et Gres à i^atODVOUS obtusus (UPPER CENOMANIAN)
This sequence of beds was first distinguished (but not named) In a 
number of exposures In the area around Le Mans. They were later grouped 
under tht name Crale à Tgrebratslla pectita by Trlger (1858) and assigned a 
basal Turonlan age. Gullller (1886) subdivided It Into the Sables à £. 
Qbtusus and the overlying Crale à Terébrate I la carantonan«;!«; but still 
retained both formations In the Turonlan. Later work by Grossouvre (1900) 
suggested that the Crale a 0. obtusus was In fact late Cenomanian In age and 
this was confirmed later by the detailed ammonite studies of Juignet et al. 
(1973). In the most recent revision of this formation, Juignet (1974) des­
cribed the Sables et Gres a 0. obtusus as having a similar geographic extent 
to that of the underlying Mames a Q. blaurIculata ; i.e. from around Bon- 
netable In the north, eastwards to Connerre, and southwards to the Loir
Valley. The sequence varies In thickness from 2m at Le Mans up to 15m around 
Mayet and La Fleche. In the latter area the facies I.s much sandier and Is 
known locally as the Sables de Bousse. The Sables et Gres a £. obtugij^ are 
regarded as the lateral equivalent of the Marnes a ActInocamax plenus (Jef­
feries, 1962, 1963) and the sequence typically consists of grey, shelly 
limestones associated with sandy marls or fine sands. A hardground often 
occurs. In conjunction with a grey nodular unit. In the lower or middle part 
of the formation.
2.1.7 Crale a Terebratel la carantonensis (UPPER CENOMANIAN)
Trlger (1858), In his stratigraphic scheme for Upper Cretaceous sedL
IP|.?t» ! iC !;
¿i
Í •
■j&
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merits In the Sarthe Region, placed the Crale a Terebratel\p^ oectlca at the 
base of the Turón Ian. Grossouvre (1900) disputed this Interpretation and 
maintained that the Crale a Ifirebratella carantonan«;!«; was topmost Cenomanian 
In age and that the overlying Crale a inaceramus lablatus represented the 
base of the Turonlan. Juignet et al. (1973) concurred with this view but 
emphasized the difficulty of dating this particular formation because of the 
scarcity of ammonite data. They suggested that this level be known as Hori­
zon A, although this term has since been abandoned (Wright A Kennedy, 1981). 
Juignet j (1974) redescrIbed the type succession of the Crale a I. 
carantonensls around Le Mans where the formation overlies the Sables et Gres 
a Q, ^tüSüS. In the Perche, however. It overlies the Sables du Perche. 
The base of the formation Is clearly marked In the type area by the ”MezI- 
eres" Hardground (Juignet, 1974) and In the Pays de Bray by the ’’Savlgny” 
Hardground (Juignet, 1974). The average thickness Is about 2m and the sedi­
ments consist of sandy chalks, occasionally coarse grained and commonly very 
glauconitic. They also contain phosphatic nodules and shell debris. The 
basal hardgrounds are often strongly bloturbated and contain fragments of the 
underlying formations.
2.1.8 Crale a Ac.tlnocamax pi en us (UPPER CENOMANIAN)
In 1832, Passy termed the middle part of the Upper Cretaceous succession 
In Normandy the "Crale Marneuse". Later, Hebert (1863, 1866) subdivided 
Passy»s »formation* Into three units: Crale de Touraine, Crale à Mlcra^tar 
gortestudinarlum and Crale à MJoraster corangulnum. and restricted the "Crale 
Marneuse" to the basal beds of the Crale de Touraine. Subsequently the 
"Crale marneuse" was subdivided Into 4 zones, the lowest of which Hebert 
named the Zone à Belemnites Y.erus (=A,. plenus) and assigned It to the base 
of the Turonlan. Jefferies (1962, 1963) accepted Hebert's definition and 
used It In his correlation of the "Zone of A. plenus» throughout the 
Anglo-Parls Basin. Juignet (1970, 1974), however, using Antifer as the type
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section. Interpreted the Crale a A. .pJenus as Upper Cenomanian. He des­
cribed the formation as overlying the Crale de Rouen and underlying the 
"Crale Marneuse» (sensu Passy, 1832; Hebert, 1863, 1866). The base Is
marked by "Antifer No.1” Hardground (Juignet, 1974) and the top by "Antifer 
No.3" Hardground (Juignet, 1974) and thicknesess ranges from 0.5-3m. The 
sediments consist of a sequence of argillaceous chalks and marls passing up 
Into grey-white nodular chalks, and typically, can be sudivided Into 8 units
separated by erosion surfaces and hardgrounds which are often glauconitlsed.
%
I
2.1.9 Crale noduleuse (UPPER CENOMANIAN-MID TURONIAN)
The term Crale noduleuse was first used by Chelloneix (1872) In a study 
of the chalk cliff exposures at Blanc-Nez, Pas-de-Calals. He divided the 
Turón Ian strata Into three zones which were adopted by several later workers 
(e.g. Barrols, 1878; Gosselet, 1891; Pruvost & Pringle, 1924). More 
recent work (Amedro et al., 1976a) on sections at Blanc-Nez has resulted In a 
detailed IIthostratIgraphIc scheme In which the succession Is subdivided Into 
7 units (=UNITS J-0). The Crale noduleuse (=UNIT L) overlies the Crale a A.
pienus (=UNIT K), Unit L Is divided Into three beds (a-c). The lowest. Bed
a. Is described as 1.5m of nodular chalk containing abundant Olcm) nodules 
of hard, compact, yellow chalk. These nodules, ji^ hlch are sometimes 
Iron-stained, are distributed In bands and separated by marly chalks. This 
level Is regarded as topmost Cenomanian In age. Bed b Is more nodular In
overall appearance, while Bed c consists of massive white chalk with only
occasional nodular units. The Crale noduleuse ranges from 12-20m In thick­
ness and Is the lateral equivalent of the Mel bourn Rock In southern England
(2.4.2).
I »
2.1.10 Crale a Inoceramus lablatus (LOW TURON I AN)
The Crale a 1. lablatus Is used here In the sense proposed by Alcayde
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(1980) from sections sampled In Touraine and Maine. Further north In the 
Pays de Caux, Pays d’Auge and Pays d’Ouche the Craie à 1. labfatn?; is 
regarded as being synoncmous with Beds b-c of the Craie noduleuse and the 
Craie marneuse (sensu Amedro et al.# 1976a).
Triger (1858)» In h Is Sarthe Memoir# subdivided the Cretaceous succès™ 
slon Into a number of groups and described "Groupe VII" as representing the 
Craie à Inoceramus oroblemafIcus (=1^ lablatus). Later Gul111er (1886) and 
Cayeux (1897) described exposures of this formation In Maine and Touraine. 
In both ^ases they noted the prescence of a thin bed of marly chalk under Iy-
Ing the Crale a X* IabIatus which they cal led the Crale a I. carantonensIs 
and assigned an early Turonlan age to the succession. Grossouvre (1900) 
however, placed the Crale a 1. lablatus at the base of the Turonlan. 
Alcayde (1980) described the formation as outcropping In numerous valleys In 
Touralne, north Berry, and Anjou where It overlies conformably the Crale a I. 
carantonensls and underlies the Crale micacee. The average thickness Is “’20m 
and the sediments consist of 1-5m thick sequences of soft chalks Interbedded 
with thin grey marl seams.
2.1.11 Crale marneuse (TURONIAN)
The term Crale marneuse Is used here In the IIthostjatigraphIc sense as 
proposed by Amedro et al. (1976), and should not be confused with the "Crale 
Marneuse" first Introduced by Passy (1832) which Is regarded by Alcayde 
(1980) as being synonymous with the Crale à 1. lablatug.
This formation was described from the cliff section at Blanc-Nez where 
It overlies the Crale noduleuse and Is overlain by the Crale à sílex rares 
(Amedro et al., 1976). The sediments consist of a monotonous sequence of 
granular, grey-white chalks with marl seams, flaser chalks (sensu Garrison & 
Kennedy, 1977), and occasional nodular bands. The chalk becomes marl 1er In 
the upper part of the succession.
I
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2.1.12 Craie micacée (MID TURONI AN)
The term Craie micacée was first used by Dujardin (1837), Grossouvre 
(1898)» In his subdivision of the Turonlan stage» described the Craie micacée 
(=Tuffeau de Bourre» Tuffeau de Ponce» Tuffeau de Saumur» and Tuffeau de 
Loches) as overlying the "Craie Marneuse" (sensu Passy» 1832) and underlying 
an unnamed sequence of yellow coloured sandy chalks and marls (Tuffeau 
Jaune), More recently Alcayde (1980) has described the Craie micacée as 
ranging from 15-40m In thickness and consisting of 1-4m beds of sandy mica­
ceous c^alk Interbedded with bands of massive» soft white chalk, Flint 
nodules occur occasionally» particularly In the upper part of the sequence. 
This formation Is exposed In most of the valleys In Touraine.
2.1.13 Tuffeau Jaune (HIGH TURONI AN)
The Tuffeau Jaune was first distinguished by Rolland et al. (1890)
Lecointre (1947» 1960) described the formation as a chalk sequence with a
high detrltal quartz content» numerous hardgrounds» and occasional
cross-bedded sandy horizons. It outcrops extensively In Touraine and local
facies variations have resulted In a variety of different terms (e.g. Pierre
✓
de ClIon»PIerre d’Ecorcheveau» Falun de Continvoir» etc.). In central
Touraine the sequence Is 30-35m thick and consists of 1^3m beds of homogene­
ous sandy chalks containing burrow» and seml-tabular flints (Alcayde» 1980; 
RobaszynskI étal.» 1982a).
2.1.14 Craie de Villedieu (CONI AC I AN-SANTON I AN)
The first details of sections In the type area of the Craie de Villedieu 
(V11ledleu-le-Chateau) are given by Bourgeois (1862)» and Cotteau & Triger 
(1855-1869) who distinguished a "zone à Spondylus truncatus" (=CraIe de Vil­
ledieu). The term Craie de Villedieu was first applied by Coquand (1856) and 
later (e.g. Dormoy» 1869; Gull 11er» 1886) this» with a more rigorous appi I-
r
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cation of stratigraphic terminology» gradually replaced the ’’zone a JS.. 
iruncatus” as a lIthostratigraphic unit» the lower boundary being taken 
universally at the base of the Calcaire dur de la RIbochere. In the most 
recent revision of the Crale de VII led leu (Jarvis et al.» 1982; Jarvis & 
Gale» 1984) the formation Is divided Into three members. The lowest of 
these» the Calcaire dur de la RIbochere» overlies the Tuffeau Jaune and Is 
the only member sampled In the present study. The base of this member con­
sists of a 60cm thick hardground» penetrated by numerous Thala«;«;?nnlriap 
burrows J (Langeals ThaI ass I no Ides Hardground) which Is overlain by a sequence 
of Indurated blomicrites and calcarenites with two prominent levels of 
syn-sedimentary IIthIfIcatlon (Cangey Massive Hardground» and Franceull 
Planar Hardground).
1'. ’f ■
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2.2 L íthostratIgraphy of sections sampled In western France
2.2.1 LIvet Quarry, Cordebugle (Figs. 3, 4)
Co-ords. x=455,40 y=157,80
The sequence In this large working quarry was described In detail by 
Juignet (1974). Above thick Aptian sands It Is possible to examine the Glau­
conie de base and the overlying Craie g laucónleuse. The Glauconie de base
comprises almost 7m of extremely glauconitic sands, with coarse-graIned
lenses, Interbedded with more argillaceous horizons, and often containing an 
abundant fauna. The sediments are heavily bloturbated at several levels. 
Juignet (1974) places the Alblan-CenomanIan boundary at an Inconspicuous ero­
sion surface which Is difficult to locate due to the friable nature of the 
sediment. The base of the Crale g laucónleuse, however. Is marked by a promi­
nent omission surface. The Crale g laucónleuse Is accessible for 
approximately 6m and comprises green, and dark maroon, glauconitic sediments 
at the base passing up Into marller sediments above. Irregular flint nodules 
start to appear halfway up the sequence, just below the omission surface 
termed ”LIvet” by Juignet (1974). Above this surface there Is a distinct 
change In lithology from glauconitic sands to creamy-brown marls with num­
erous bands of large, distorted grey flints.
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rFig. 4 L ithostratigraphy Of Livct Quarry, Cordebugle, France
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2.2.2 Hameau-Fredet Quarry, Fumíchon (Figs. 5, 6)
Co-ords. x=456,75 y=163,80
This Is an abandoned quarry situated behind the Chapel of Canteloup on 
the right bank of the Paquine River. Juignet (1974) records that this Is one 
of the few exposures In the LIsIeux area which shows the upper part of the 
Crale glauconleuse and Its contact with the Crale de Rouen. The lower part 
of the sequence consists of glauconitic chalks, containing occasional nodules 
and small grey flints, passing up Into less glauconitic chalk with nodular 
and semIj-tabular flints. A number of nodular, burrowed hardgrounds are 
present which Juignet (1974) correlates with "Bruneval Nos. 1, 2 & 3” 
Hardgrounds from the type section of the Crale glauconleuse at St. Jouln. 
The top of this formation Is taken at the surface of a regionally-developed 
hardground termed »‘Rouen No. 1»* by Juignet (1974). In this locality the 
overlying Crale de Rouen consists of g laucónIte-rich, marly chalks containing 
an abundant phosphatic fauna and numerous bivalve fragments. Two prominent 
omission surfaces are present which Juignet (1974) correlates with "Rouen 
Nos. 2 & 3" Hardgrounds from the type section of the Crale de Rouen at St. 
Jouln.
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2.2.3 Canteloup Quarry, Fumichon (Figs. 5, 7)
Co-ords. x=456,80 y=163,80
This abandoned quarry can be found by the side of the D143 In the vicin­
ity of the Chapel of Canteloup. The succession exposes the top 0.5m of the 
Crale g laucón Ieuse overlain by almost 14m of the Crafe de Rouen. The top of 
the Crale glauconleuse consists of a nodular, Indurated limestone with a net­
work of g laucónItlsed burrows. This unit has been correlated with the
regionally-developed "Rouen No. 1” Hardground by Julgnet (1974). Above this 
the lower part of the Crale de Rouen consists of glauconitic, marly chalks 
containing phosphatic nodules, reworked yellow chalk fntraclasts, and scat­
tered calcareous nodules. There are also two prominent omission surfaces 
which Julgnet (1974) correlates with "Rouen Nos. 2 & 3” Hardgrounds from the 
type-section of this formation at St. Jouln. The upper part of the succes­
sion Is characterised by a reduction In the amount of glauconite and the 
appearance of white chalks containing numerous bands of grey semI-tabular, 
and nodular fIInts.
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2.2.4 Les Fosses Blanches Quarry» La Caluyere (Figs. 8» 9)
Co-ords. x=464,10 y=34I,65
The section shown on Fig. 9 Is a composite of a small working quarry 
and an adjacent disused sand-pit. The latter exposure shows the upper part 
of the Sables du Perche which here consist of yellow, medium-grained, glau­
conitic sands containing large calcareous nodules which give the sediment a 
distinctive blocky appearance. The top of this formation Is taken at the 
surface of a blocky hardground which also marks the top of the sand-pit, and 
which Jijlgnet (1974) has correlated with the ’’Duneau No. 1” Hardground from 
the type—section near Duneau. At the base of the working quarry, the succes­
sion consists of a thin sequence of g laucónIte-rIch and quartz-rich, marly 
chalks which represent the Mames a Q. blaurIculata. The contact with the 
overlying Sables a Q, abtüSUS Is sharp. The latter formation Is represented 
here by a 30cm thick, grey, nodular Indurated limestone which Juignet (1974) 
has correlated with the "Bousse" Hardground from the type section near 
Duneau. The overlying Crale a I. cacanlfiOfillSla consists of g laucón I tic, 
marly chalks with associated quartz gravel and an abundant fauna. This for­
mation passes upward without visible break Into the monotonous grey, marly 
chalks of the Crale a 1,. lablatus. Rare calcareous nodules and small flints 
are present In the upper part of the succession.
jfC'-
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Flo. 0 L ith o stra tig ra p h s Of Les Fosses B lanches Q uarry.
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2.2.5 Moulin Ars Quarry, St. Calais (Figs. 10, 11)
Co-ords. x=481,45 y=326,90
This Is a large disused quarry, just off the 01 to the north of St. 
Calal.s which exposes a thick succession of the Sables du Perche, overlain by 
a thin development of the Crale a I. carantonensig and the Crale a 1. 
Jai?Iatus. Due to the dangerous state of the quarry face It was only possible 
to sample the lower two formations.
The basal part of the Sables du Perche consists of yellow and white 
quartz Jsands, occasionally cross-bedded, and containing abundant shell 
debris. Further up the succession the presence of large calcareous nodules 
give the sediment a distinctive blocky appearance. The top of this formation 
Is taken at the surface of a well-defined blocky hardground (Savigny No. 2; 
Juignet, 1974). The overlying Crale a I. carantonensis consists of glaucon­
itic chalks with occasional phosphatic nodules.
I
M
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2.2.6 Bofs du Galet Marl Pit, St. SyIvestre-de-CormelI les (Figs. 12, 13) 
Co-ords. x=460,60 y=173,05
This large disused marl pit exposes the Crale a A. plenum. Crale 
noduleuse, and Crale marneuse (sensu Amedro et al., 1976a). The Crale a A* 
p i SOUS Is characterised here by light grey marly chalks separated by two mas- 
slve-topped nodular hardgrounds, with g laucón It I sed surfaces which are 
penetrated by numerous ThaI ass Incides burrows. The lower hardground Is cor­
related with ’’Antifer No. 2” Hardground which Juignet (1974) described from 
the typ^ section at Antifer, and the upper hardground Is correlated with "An- 
tlfer No. 3”. Resting on the surface of the latter, the sediments consist 
of light-grey chalks with prominent bands of calcareous nodules. Juignet 
(1974) correlated these nodular chalks with the now defunct unit ’’Horizon A” 
(Juignet et al., 1973) and the basal part of the Crale a 1. lahlatns. | 
have followed the more recent IIthostratigraphIc scheme Introduced by Amedro 
et al. (1978) and correlated the nodular chalks with the Crale noduleuse 
from the Pas-de-(3alals region. Above this the rest of the sequence consists 
of creamy-white marly chalks with occasional bands of grey nodular flints and 
Is correlated here with the Crale marneuse (2.1.11).
*7.
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Fig. 13 L ithostratigraphy Of Bois du G allet Marl Pit, 
St. Sylvestre-de-C orm eilles, France
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2.2.7 Roadside Exposure At Ports (Figs. 14» 15)
Co-ords. x=464,00 y=226,25
A number of samples were collected from the steep chalk cliffs on the 
east bank of the River Vienne to the north of Ports. The exposure comprises 
about 21m of 1-2m thick hard white chalks Interbedded with thin light-grey 
marl seams representing the Crale a 1. lablatus. Near the top of the cliff 
the chalk becomes slightly micaceous» which may Indicate the prescence of the 
Crale micacee. However» the Intermittent nature of the exposure makes this 
very difjficult to establish. Small amounts of shell debris are present 
throughout the succession.
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2.2.8 Fontevraud Quarry (Figs. 16# 17)
Cb-ords. x=426,70 y=243,40
The section shown on Fig. 17 Is a composite of two adjacent disused 
quarries# Just off the main road south of Fontevraud# and exposes the Craie à 
1. Jablatus and the overlying Craie micacée. The former consists of a mono­
tonous sequence of massive# white# slightly micaceous chalks Interbedded with 
thin light-grey marl seams. Rare small grey sponge flints occur at the base 
of the section and minor amounts of shell debris are present throughout. The 
Craie mljcacee Is much richer In mica and occasionally contains an abundant 
ammonite and Inoceramid fauna (Woodroof# 1981). The Junction between the two 
formations Is taken here at the break between the two quarries.
I
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Fig. 17 L ith o s tr a t ig r a p h y  O f F o n te v ra u d  Q u a rry , F ra n c e
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2.2.9 "Mushroom Farm Section" At La Chartre-sur-le-LoIr (Figs. 18, 19) 
Co-ords. x=465,10 y=304,90
This section, which exposes the Junction between the Crale micacee and 
the Tuffeau jaune, can be examined beside the track which leads up to a mush­
room farm east of La Chartre. The lower part of the succession consists of 
micaceous sands, with some g laucón Ite, shell debris, and calcareous nodules. 
The top of the Crale micacee Is taken at the surface of a prominent burrowed 
hardground surface. Above this the Tuffeau Jaune becomes steadily less mica­
ceous arfd nodular and seml-tabular flints start to appear. Near the top of 
this exposure the sediments change from sandy chalks to white marly chalks 
containing small flints, occasional calcareous nodules and shell debris.
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Fig. 19 L ithostratigraphy Of “Mushroom Farm  Section”,
La Chartrc-sur-le-Loir, France
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2.2.10 Roadside Section At VIIledleu-le-Chateau (Figs. 20» 21)
Co-ords. x=472,45 y=304,09
This section exposes the Junction between the Tuffeau Jaune de Touralne 
and the Crale de VII led leu. Only the top few metres of the former and the 
basal member (Calea I re dur de la RIbochere) of the latter were sampled. This 
section has recently been described In detail by Jarvis et al. (1982). The 
topmost beds of the Tuffeau Jaune consist here of greenish-yellow» weakly 
Indurated glauconitic calcarenites with scattered calcareous nodules. The 
top of fjhe formation Is marked by a strongly Indurated hardground penetrated 
by numerous Thalassinoldes. Above this the basal bed of the Calea I re dur de 
la RIbochere Member Is composed of strongly llthifled» cream-coloured» medium 
to coarse sands» bryozoan calcarenites and blomicrites. This Is separated 
from the coarser-graIned material above by an omission surface. The top of 
the coarse-grained bed Is marked by a massive planar hardground and this Is 
In turn overlain by a succession of moderately Indurated bryozoan sands» 
gravels and blomicrites containing numerous oysters and other bivalves. This 
passes up Into the strongly Indurated» flat topped Franceull Planar 
Hardground (Jarvis et al.» 1982).
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2.3 Lithostratfgraphy of formations examined In southern England
Since no generally accepted IIthostratigraphIc scheme exists for SE Eng­
land despite extensive previous work (see Wright A Kennedy» 1981 for a recent 
review)» this section examines only those geological formations present In SW 
England.
2.3.1 Beer Head Limestone (CENOMANIAN)
%
The Beer Head Limestone consists of a succession of sandy blomlcrltlc 
limestones which may be subdivided Into four members (Jarvis & Woodroof» 
1984) : Pounds Pool Sandy Limestone (base)» Hooken Nodular Limestone» Little 
Beach Bloclastlc Limestone» and Pinnacles Glauconitic Limestone (top). The 
base of each member Is defined by a laterally extensive level of synsedlmen- 
tary IIthIfIcatIon I.e. a hardground surface. The Beer Head Limestone rests 
on the Indurated summit of the Upper Greensand (?Alblan)» the Small Cove 
Hardground. The thickest sections of the formation are In Hooken Cliffs 
(e.g. Beer Stone Adit» Fig. 25) where the succession Is most complete» 
attaining a thickness of 12.4m. Here the hardgrounds are moderately llthl- 
fled nodular units up to 60cm thick» separated by less Indurated nodular 
limestones and sands containing prominent Tha I ass I no-Ldes burrows. In more 
attenuated sections» the formation consists of a massively Indurated complex 
of superimposed hardgrounds» locally having a total thickness of 60cm. Even 
In the thinnest sections» however» It Is generally only the basal (Pounds 
Pool) member that Is absent (Jarvis & Tocher» 1982; Jarvis & Woodroof» 
1984).
2.3.2 Seaton Chalk (TURONIAN-CONIACIAN)
The Seaton Chalk consists of a succession of nodular» marly» and flinty 
chalks» and Is also divided into four members (Jarvis i Tocher» 1982» 1983;
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Jarvis & Woodroof» 1984) : Connett*s Hole Nodular Chalk (base)# Beer Roads 
Flinty Chalk, PInhay Nodular Chalk, and Clevelands FIInty Chalk (summit). 
Only the lower 3 members were sampled during the present study. The base of 
the formation Is taken at the surface of the Haven Cliff Neocard Ioceras 
Hardground (= Neocardloceras Pebble Bed of previous authors), which Is 
present throughout the area. Like the Beer Head Limestone, the Seaton Chalk 
displays considerable variation In thickness and lithology. In general the 
members thicken towards Hooken Cliffs (Fig, 25) but probably thinned consid­
erably wjest of Branscombe, where most of the succession has now been removed 
by erosion. This trend of thickening to the west Is broken at the base of 
the Beer Roads Member In the Hooken Cliffs, where the surface of the Bran­
scombe Hardground represents a significant dIsconformity, The Branscombe 
Hardground passes laterally Into 8 separate hardgrounds (upper part of the 
Connett*s Hole Member, ~9m of sediment) at White Cliff, which In turn pass 
laterally Into an even thicker succession of nodular chalks and weak 
hardgrounds further east (Jarvis & Tocher, 1982, 1983; Jarvis & Woodroof, 
1984).
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2.4 LIthostratIgraphy of sections sampled In southern England
2.4,1 Asham Pit» Beddingham (Figs, 22» 23)
Co-ords. 440073-440062
This large disused, quarry (now Infilled) was previously examined by Gas- 
ter (1929)» and Kennedy (1969). The quarry consisted of 3 large pits which» 
combined» exposed strata ranging from Gault (Alblan) to Middle Chalk. Figure
23 shows a composite of part of the succession exposed In Pits 1 and 2. The
%
I
base of ^It 1 consists of ~1m of blue-grey silty clay which passes up Into 3m 
of light brown silty clay representing the Upper Greensand. The silt content 
rises towards the top of the succession and occasional thin laminated units 
are present. The top of the Upper Greensand Is defined by an omission sur­
face which Is penetrated by numerous Thai ass I no Ides burrows. The sediment 
within these burrows Is Identical to the overlying basal bed of the Lower 
Chalk (the Glauconitic Marl) which Is represented here by a light brown» 
glauconitic» sandy marl which Is Intensely bloturbated and penetrated by num­
erous Thalassinoldes. Small» 1-3cm» phosphatic nodules and bivalve fragments 
are common. The glauconite content decreases upwards and virtually disap­
pears at the summit of the marl. Above this Is a thin exposure of 
Interbedded hard white chalks and medium-light greyjnarls. Pit 2 exposed 
approximately 25m of Interbedded white chalks and medium-light grey marl 
seams. About halfway up the exposure» the appearance of numerous iL. 
mantel Ilana Indicates the presence of the mId-CenomanIan (L mantel I Iana Band 
(Kennedy» 1969).
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Fig. 23 L ithostratigraphy Of Asham Pit, Beddingham,
S ussex , S. England
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2.4,2 Beachy Head» Eastbourne (Figs. 24, 25a-d)
Co-ords. 595958-585952
This coastal exposure, which has been described by a number of previous 
authors (e.g. Barrels, 1876; Reid, 1898; Jukes-Browne & Hill, 1903; Bull 
& Milner, 1925; Jefferies, 1962, 1963; Kennedy, 1969, and Woodroof, 1981), 
exposes Upper Albian-High Turonlan strata. The sequence is complicated by 
numerous landslips which obscure parts of the succession. The topmost bed of 
the Upper Greensand (Albian) is an Intensely bioturbated, fIne glauconitic 
sand. Tj)e Junction with the basal bed of the Lower Chalk, the Glauconitic 
Marl, Is sharply defined and marked by numerous Thalassinoides burrows which 
are Infilled with material originating from the overlying horizon. The Glau­
conitic Marl is light-brown, sandy and glauconite rich. It contains numerous 
1-3cm phosphatic nodules, particularly at the base and Is penetrated by prom­
inent Thalassinoides burrows. Shell debris is common throughout. The 
glauconite content decreases towards the top of the marl and disappears at 
the sharp, burrowed contact with overlying sequence of Interbedded marls and 
blue-grey chalk units. Near the top of the Lower Chalk, a conglomererate of 
green-coated pebbles and phosphatic nodules marks the base of the Plenus 
Marls (Jefferies, 1962, 1963). These are a sequence of 8 beds consisting 
primarily of marls and marly chalks separated by prominent omission surfaces 
and hardgrounds. An abundant fauna is often present. The transition from 
marly chalks to nodular chalks at the top of the Plenus Marls marks the Junc­
tion between the Lower and Middle Chalk. The nodular chalks (Melbourn Rock) 
are approximately 8m thick at this locality and the Cenomanlan-Turonian boun­
dary is at present taken ~1,5-2m above the base of this unit. The remainder 
of the Middle Chalk Is represented here by a thick monotonous sequence of 
white chalks Interbedded with thin medium-dark grey marl seams, with occa­
sional nodular units and weak hardgrounds near the summit. The Junction of 
the Middle Chalk and Upper Chalk is taken at a thin dark grey marl seam, 
above which there is a series of weak nodular hardgrounds and the first
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Fig. 25c L ith o s tr a t ig r a p h y  O f B e a c h y  H e a d ,
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Fig. 25d L ith o s tr a t ig ra p h y  O f B e a c h y  H ead ,
E a s tb o u rn e , S . E n g la n d
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2.4.3 Beer Head, Beer (Figs. 26, 27a-b)
Co-ords. 227879
This section exposes the Upper Greensand, Beer Head Limestone, and part 
of the Seaton Chalk. The Upper Greensand at this locality consists of a 
thick succession of coarse calcarenites rich In detrltal quartz and contain­
ing several thin tabular chert bands. In the sequence measured there were 
two nodular hardgrounds and the top was marked by a complex level of synsedl- 
mentary IIthIfIcatIon, the Small Cove Hardground (Jarvis & Woodroof, 1984). 
This haijdground consists of a 1-1.5m thick bed of strongly Indurated 
cross-bedded calcarenites penetrated by numerous Thalasslnoldeg burrows which 
have Isolated 5-30cm Irregular masses of sediment; these burrows allied with 
synsedImentary fracturing have resulted In a blocky morphology (Jarvis & Woo­
droof, 1984). The Beer Head Limestone rests on the surface of the Small Cove 
Hardground. The basal Pounds Pool Member Is ~3.5m thick at this locality. 
The lower part of the member consists of yellowish-brown, IImonIte-staIned, 
very coarse calcareous sandstones which are commonly decalcified and weather 
out to form a notch In the cl Iff. Large Cerlopora ramulosa Michel In are com­
mon. The upper part of the member Is composed of pale brown strongly 
Indurated sandy bloclastic limestones. £. ramuIosa remains common but glau- 
conltlsed Intraclasts are rare and large (1-5cm) fragments of bivalve shells 
are more abundant. The Pounds Pool Member Is generally structureless but 
towards the top becomes more shelly and weakly nodular. The top Is a hum­
mocky, weakly glauconitlsed and llmonite stained surface which produces a 
slight parting In most exposures. The Hooken Modular Limestone Member Is 
very thin at Beer Head (''90cm compared with 5m at the Beer Stone Adit) and 
consists of a medium to light grey shelly detrltal limestone which has a 
character 1stIca11y rubbly appearance. In the thin development at Beer Head 
almost all the nodules have been reworked, weakly glauconitlsed and/or llmon­
ite stained. The top of this member Is defined at the surface of a heavily 
mineralised hardground, the King’s Hole Hardground. Overlying this the basal
A
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Little Beach Member consists of a hardground and a bed of white nodules. The 
hardground In this exposure has a strongly mineralised and highly convolute 
surface. A bed of 2-5cm white nodules» surrounded by a light grey glauconi­
tic and sandy matrix» overlies the cavernous hardground. Above the nodule 
bed there Is a moderately Indurated unit of light grey calcisphere bloml- 
crltes penetrated by prominent Idlomorphic Thalassinoldes. These burrows are 
filled with medium to coarse quartz sand and fine sand sized glauconite bear­
ing blomicrites and originates from the prominent hardground which forms the 
top of |he Little Beach Member» the Humble Point Hardground. The darker» 
more friable burrow Infill Is Identical to that Immediately overlying thIs 
hardground and clearly originates from the Pinnacles Member. This member has 
a very thin development (~20cm) at Beer Head and consists of a massively 
Indurated hardground» the surface of which marks the base of the Seaton Chalk 
Formation. Only the lower part of the Connett's Hole Member was sampled at 
thIs I oca IIty.
The foundered bluffs at the top of Beer Head expose ~17m of the PInhay 
Nodular Chalk Member and Clevelands Flinty Chalk Member of the Seaton Chalk 
(Jarvis & Tocher» 1983). Only the former was sampled during the present 
study. The PInhay Member consists mainly of nodular chalks and hardgrounds 
with numerous nodular flints and one prominent seml-tabular flint» Annis* 
Knob FIInt.
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I 2.4.4 Beer Stone Adit» Beer (Figs. 26f 28a-d)
} Co-ords. 219879
1 This section exposes the top of the Upper Greensand here represented by
the Small Cove Hardground» the Beer Head Limestone and part of the Seaton 
Chalk. The basal metre of the Pounds Pool Member» which rests on the surface 
of the Small Cove Hardground» consists of yellowish-brown coarse calcareous 
sandstones containing large pieces of Cerlopora ramulosa. Fragments of the 
underlying Small (Dove Hardground Indicate a degree of lateral reworking. The 
upper part of the member Is here composed of pale-brown» strongly Indurated» 
sandy bloclastic limestones and the top Is marked by a weakly nodular unit» 
the Weston Hardground (Jarvis i Woodroof» 1984). The overlying Hooken Cliffs 
Member attains a maximum thickness (~5m) at the Beer Stone Adit. It Is com­
posed of medium to light grey shelly detrltal limestones with a
characterlstically rubbly appearance. Many large Olcm) partly slllcifled 
fragments of Inoceramids» oysters and other bivalves are common. The top of 
the member Is defined by the heavily mineralised King’s Hole Hardground 
(Jarvis & Woodroof» 1984). The basal part of the Little Beach Member con­
sists of a bed of white nodules (2-5cm) surrounded by a light grey
glauconitic and sandy matrix. Above this Is a moderately Indurated unit of 
light grey calcisphere blomicrites penetrated by prominent Thalassinoldes. 
The burrows are Infilled with material which originated from the overlying 
Pinnacles Member. The top of the Little Beach Member Is defined by the Hum­
ble Point Hardground» which Is Is the most Indurated and highly mineralised 
hardground In the Beer Head Limestone. The Pinnacles Member Is 2.3m thick at 
this locality (compared with 20cm at Beer Head). The basal bed Is a friable 
glauconitic sandy limestone containing two sets of white 2-5cm nodules and 
scattered phosphorite clasts. These are overlain by a bed of pale yellow 
Indurated sediment with a phosphatlsed top. Towards the top of the member 
the sediment becomes lighter In colour and develops a nodular structure. 
This Is the base of a g laucón ItIsed and llmonite stained hardground» the
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Haven Cliff Neocardloceras Hardground (Jarvis & Woodroof» 1984)» the surface 
of which defines the base of the Seaton Chalk Formation. The basal member of 
this formation» the Connett’s Hole Member Is 9m thick at this locality and 
contains 2 well developed nodular hardgrounds overlain by 2 higher beds of 
llmonite stained nodules. Above this there Is a 3m development of the Beer 
Stone which Is a succession of weakly cross-laminated echinoderm blomicrites. 
The top of these beds Is marked by a weakly developed nodular hardground 
overlain by a series of nodular chalks containing abundant Inoceramid derls. 
The summit of these beds Is taken at a prominent marl containing abundant
I
MytlInides. the West Ebb Marl (Jarvis & Woodroof» 1984). Above the West Ebb 
Marl are "2.5m of flaser, nodular and hardground chalks at the top of which 
Is a prominent, massively-Indurated hardground with a planar surface, the 
Branscombe Hardground. This hardground marks the top of the Connett’s Hole 
Member. The overlying Beer Roads Flinty Chalk Member consists of soft white 
chalks with numerous seml-tabular and thalassinold burrow flints, and occa­
sional prominent marl seams (e.g. Two Foot Band and Four Foot Band (Jarvis &
Tocher, In prep.).
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Fig. 28a L ith o stra tig rap h y  Of B eer S to n e  Adit, Beer,
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Fig. 28b L ithostra tig raphy  Of Beer S tone Adit, Beer,
S.E. Devon, England
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Fig. 28c L ithostra tig raphy  Of Beer S tone Adit, Beer,
S.E. Devon, England
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Fig. 28d L ith o stra tig rap h y  Of B eer S tone  Adit, Beer,
S.E. Devon, England
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CHAPTER 3 
TAXOWMY 
Introduction
This chapter Is divided Into 2 parts. The first lists» In alphabetical 
order» all the mIcroplancton taxa encountered during the present study» and 
Indicates the plates on which they are figured. The second part deals with 
new species and subspecies» or forms for which some amplifying remarks are 
thought necessary. Provisionally accepted species are preceded by a question 
mark (?^ . Forms which show only minor differences from published species are 
preceded by cf.
List Of Taxa
Achomosphaera crassipellls (Deflandre & Cookson» 1955) Stover & Evitt» 1978 
Cpl.1»flg.1]
A. ? naptunll (Elsenack» 1958) Davey & Williams» 1966a Cpl.1»flg.2]
A. ramuI Ifera (Deflandre» 1937b) Evitt» 1963 Cpl.1»flg.3]
A. reglensis Corradlnl» 1973 Cpl.1»flg.4]
A. sagena (Davey A Williams» 1966a) subsp. breYlsplima subsp. nov.
[pi.1»fIg.5]
A* sagena subsp. sagena Davey A Williams» 1966a [p1.1»fIg.63 
A. simplex so. nov. [pi.1»fIg.7-83 
A. verdlerl Below» 1982 [pl.1»flg.9]
Aldorfla Heflandrel (Clarke A Verdler» 1967) Stover A Evitt» 1978 
[pl.1»flg.103
Apteodtnlum maculatum Elsenack A Cookson» 1960 [p1.1»f Ig.113 
A. ret Iculatum Singh» 1971 [pi.1»fIg.123 
A* sp.A [pl.2»flg.l3 
A. sp.B [pl.2»flg.23
Ascodinlnm arrnphorum Cookson A Elsenack» 1960a [pi.2»fig.33 
Bacchidlnlum polypes (Cookson A Eisenack» 1962b) subsp. c 1 avui Ufll (Davey»
%
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1969a) Lentin & Williams» 1981 [pl.2»flg.4] 
fi. polypes subsp. polypes (Cookson & Eísenack» 1962b) Davey» 1979b 
Cpl.2,fIg.5]
Ratiacasphaera eutlches (Davey» 1969a) Davey» 1979d Cpl.2»flg.6]
Callalosohaerldlum asymmetrlcum (Deflandre & Courtevflle» 1939) Davey & 
Williams» 1966b Cpl.2»flg.7]
Cannlngla attadalica (Cookson & Eísenack» 1962b) Stover & Evitt» 1978 
[pi.2»fIg.8]
£. rol] 11 ver I Cookson & Eísenack» 1960b [pl.2»flg.9]
Q, reticulata Cookson & Eísenack» 1960b CpI.2»fIg.10]
CassiculosphaerIdia reticulata Davev» 1969a Cpl.2»fIg.11]
ChytroelsphaerIdia chytroeldes (Sarjeant» 1962a) Downie & Sarjeant» 1965; 
emend. Davey» 1979d [pi.2»fIg.12]
Clelstosphaerldlum ancorlferum (Cookson & Eísenack» 1960a) Davey et al.» 
1966; emend. Cookson ¿ Eísenack» 1968 [pl.3»flg.1] 
armaturn subsp. armatum (Deflandre» 1937b) Davey» 1969a 
[pi.3»fIg.2]
Q, armatum (Deflandre» 1937b) subsp. brevlsplnosum subsp. nov.
[pl.3»fIg.3]
Codon IeI I a campan uI ata (Cookson & Eísenack» 1960a) Downie i Sarjeant» 1965; 
emend. Davey» 1979b [pl.3»flg.4]
CometodInI urn ? whitel (Deflandre & Courteville» 1939) Stover & Evitt» 1978 
[pl.3»fIg.5]
CoronIfera ocean Ica Cookson & Eísenack» 1958; emend. May» 1980 
[pi.3»fIg.6]
Craspedodlnlum Indlstlnctum Cookson & Elsenack» 1974 [pl.3»flg.7] 
Crlbroperldlnlum cf. cooksonae Norvick» 1976 [pl.3»fIg.8-9]
Q. edwardsi1 (Cookson & Eísenack» 1958) Davey» 1969a [pi.3»fIg.10] 
eyl11crIStatum (Davey» 1969a) Stover & Evitt» 1978 [p1.3»fIg.11] 
Cvclonephellum rIa+hromaroInatum Cookson & Elsenack» 1962b [pi.4» flg.1]
"1
I
i
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£. rnmpactutn Def landre & Cookson» 1955 Cpl4»f îg.2]
Q, digtinctum Deflandre & Cookson» 1955 [pi,4»fIg.3-4] 
elsenackll Davev» 1969a [pl.4»flg.5]
Ç. hughesll Clarke & Verdier» 1967 Cpl.4»flg.6]
£. mfimhranfphorum Cookson & Elsenack» 1962b [p1.4»fIg,7-8]
Dapgî I îrlînlum conlsnlnum (Davey & Verdier» 1973) Lentin i Williams» 1981 
Cpl.4»flg.9]
12, I am Inasp I nosum (Davey & Williams» 1966b) Lentin & Williams» 1981 
Cplj.4»f Ig.10]
Û, multi spi nosum (Davey» 1974) Bujak et al.» 1980 Cp1.4»fIg.11]
Dlnopterygfurn cl ado I des Deflandre» 1935 CpI.4»fIg.12]
12, mftdusoides (Cookson & Elsenack» 1960a) Stover & Evitt» 1978 Cpl.5»fIg.1D 
DIsphaerla marropyla Cookson & Elsenack» 1960a [pl.5»flg.2] 
n, munda (Davey & Verdier» 1973) Norvick» 1976 Cpl.5»flg.3]
Fillpsod f nI urn ruguIosum Clarke 4 Verdier» 1967 CpI.5»flg.4]
FI IIpsQldIctyum r lr r u la t u m  (Clarke & Verdier» 1967) Lentin & Williams» 1977b
[pl.5»fIg.5]
Fndoceratlum detlinannae (Cookson 4 Hughes» 1964) Stover 4 Evitt» 1978 
CpI,5»fIg.6]
Fndoscrlnlum rampanulum (Gocht» 1959) VozzhenIkova» 1967 Cpl.5»flg.7]
FpalIdnsphaerldla spinosa (Cookson 4 Hughes» 1964) Davey» 1969a CpI.5»fig.8] 
£. tuberculata so. nov. CpI.5»fIg.9-10]
Fxoohosphaerldlum arnace Davev 4 Verdier» 1973 CpI.5»fIg.11]
£. phragmites Davev et al.» 1966 CpI.5»fIg.12]
Florentlnla husplna (Davey 4 Verdier» 1976) Duxbury» 1980 CpI.6»fIg.1]
£. deanel (Davey 4 Williams» 1966b) Davey 4 Verdier» 1973 CpI.6»fIg.2-3]
£. ferox (Deflandre» 1937b) Duxbury» 1980 CpI.6»fig.4]
£. cf. ferox Davev 4 Verdier» 1976 Cpl.6»flg.5]
£. laciniata Davev 4 Verdier» 1973 Cpl.6»flg.6]
£. mantel III (Davey 4 Williams» 1966b) Davey 4 Verdier» 1973 Cpl.6»flg.7]
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F. radiculata (Davey & Williams# 1966b) Davey & Verdier» 1973; emend.
Davey & Verdier» 1976 Cpl.6»flg.8]
£. resex Davev & Verdier» 1976 [pl.6»flg.9]
£. ? torti I osa (Davey & Verdier» 1976) Lentin & Williams» 1981
Cpl.6»flg.10-11]
£. tridartyIItes (ValensI» 1955a) Duxbury» 1980 CpI.6»fIg.12]
Fromea amphora Cookson & EÌsenack» 1958 [pl.8»flg.3] 
finnyaii larvsta cassi data (Elsenack & (Dookson» 1960) Sarjeant» 1966b 
[plj.7»f Ig.1]
polythyrls Davev» 1979b Cpl.7»flg.2]
Hapsocysta dlctyota Davev» 1979b Cpl.7»flg.3]
Heterosphaer Id I urn ? heteracanthurn (Def landre & (]ookson» 1955)
Elsenack & KJellstrom» 1971a Cpl.7»flg.4]
HystrIrhodInI urn puIchrum Deflandre» 1935 Cpl.7»flg.5]
HystrIchosphaer I d I urn howerbank11 Davey & WII I lams» 1966b CpI.7»f Ig.6]
H. diffId le Manum & Cookson» 1964 Cpl.7»flg.7]
H. tithîferum (Ehrenberg» 1838) subsp. brevi SP IrUiPl (Davey & Williams»
1966b) Lentin i Williams» 1973 Cpl.7»flg.8] 
ä. tiihlferum subsp. tublferiim (Ehrenberg» 1838) Def landre» 1937b; emend.
Davey & Williams» 1966b Cpl.7»flg.9]
HystrIchostrogvIon memhranIohorum Aoelopoulos» 1964 Cp 1.7»flg.10]
IsabelIdlnlum acuminatum (Cookson & Elsenack» 1958) Stover & Evitt» 1978
Cpl.7»fIg.11]
Klelthrlasphaeridlum readel (Davey & Williams» 1966b) Davey & Verdier» 1976 
CpI.7»f Ig.12]
LeberIdocvsta rhlamvdata (Cookson 4 Elsenack, 1962b) Stover 4 Evitt, 1978 
CpI .8»f Ig.1]
L. deflnrrnta (Davey 4 Verdier, 1973) Stover 4 Evitt, 1978 Cpl.8,flg.2]
I ltnsnhaerIritnm arundum (Elsenack 4 Cookson, 1960) Davey, 1979b Cpl.8,flg.4] 
L. medi US sp. nov. Cp 1.8»flg.5-6]
■;n
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L. glphonlphorum (Cookson & Eîsenack, 1968) Davey A Williams» 1966b 
CpI,8»fIg.7]
L. urna sp. nov. CpI.8»fIg.8-9]
MIcrodInlum ? criniturn Davey» 1969a CpI.8»fIg.10]
M. distinctum Davev» 1969a CpI.8»fIg.l1]
M. ornaturn Cookson A Elsenack» 1960a [pi.8»fIg.12]
M. setosum SarJeant» 1966b Cpl.9»flg.1]
M. ve IIgerum (Deflandre» 1937b) Davey» 1969a Cpl.9»flg.2] 
Nemato^phaeropsls dens I rad lata Cookson A Elsenack» 1962b Cpl.9»flg.3] 
OdontochItlna costata Alberti» 1961; emend. Clarke A Verdier» 1967 
Cpl.9»fIg.4]
Û. crlbropoda Deflandre A Cookson» 1955 [pl.9»flg.5]
Û. operoulata (0. Wetzel» 1933a) Deflandre A Cookson» 1955 [pl.9»flg.6] 
Q11gosphaerIdÎum anthophorum (Cookson A Elsenack» 1958) Davey» 1969a 
[pl.9»fIg.7]
Û. complex (White» 1842) Davey A Williams» 1966b Cpl.9»flg.8]
Û. poculum Jain» 1977 [pi.9.fig.9]
Û. pro IIxI spi nosum Davev A Williams» 1966b [p1.9»fIg.10]
Û. retIcuIatum Davey A W11 I Iams» 1966b [pl.9»flg.11]
Qperculodinlum sp.A [pi.9,fig.12]
Qvoldinlum scabrosum (Cookson A Hughes» 1964) Davey» 1970 [pI.1O.fIg.1]
Û. verrucosum (Cookson A Hughes» 1964) subsp. OStliim (Davey» 1970) 
Lentin A Williams» 1975 [pi.10»flg.2]
verrijcosum subsp. verrucosum (Cookson A Hughes» 1964) Davey» 1970 
[pi.10»fIg.3]
Û.. sp.A [pi .10»f Ig.4]
PalaeohystrIchoDhora Infusorloldes Deflandre» 1935 [pI.10»fIg.6]
£. paucI setosa Deflandre» 1943 [p1.10»fIg.7]
PalaeooerIdlnlum cretaceum Pocock» 1962; emend. Davey» 1970a
[pl.10»fIg.8]
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Palaeostancx:vstls reticulata Deflandre. 1937b CpI .10,fig.9]
Pervosohaerîdium blfIdum (Clarke & Verdier, 1967) comb. nov.
[pi.10,fig.10]
£. cencmanlense (Norvick, 1976) Below, 1982 [pi.10,fIg.11]
£. pseudQhvstrichodIn I urn (Deflandre, 1937) Yun, 1981 [p1.10,fIg.12]
£. truncatum (Davey, 1969a) Below, 1982 [pI.11,fIg,13 
Prollxosphaerldlum conulum Davey, 1969a [pI.11,fIg.2]
ProtoelIiDsodInlum spInocrIstatum Davey & Verdier, 1971 [pi.11,fIg.33 
PsalIgdnvaulax deflandrel Sarfeant, 1966b [pI.10,fIg.53 
Pterodlnlum cingulatum subsp. cingulatum (0. Wetzel, 1933b) Below, 1981 
[pi.11,fig.4]
£. rlngulatum (0. Wetzel, 1933b) subsp. granulatum (Clarke & Verdier, 
1967) Lentin & Williams, 1981 [pI.11,fIg.5]
£. rfngulatum (0. Wetzel, 1933b) subsp. ret feu latum (Davey & Williams, 
1966a) Lentin & Williams, 1981 [pi.11,fIg.6]
£. cornuturn Cookson i Eisenack, 1962b [pI.11,fIg.7]
PyxIdInops Is parvum SD. nov. [pi.11,fIg.8-9]
Raph1dodIn I urn fucatum Deflandre, 1936b [p1.11,fIg.10]
RhombodeI I a paucIspIna (Alberti, 1961) Duxbury, 1980 [p1.11,f Ig.113 
¿enonlasphaera rotundata Clarke & Verdier, 1967 [pI.11,fIg.123 
Sentusidinlum s d.A [pI.12,fIg.13 
sp.B [pl.12,fIg.23 
sp.C [pl.12,flg.33
Sniniferltes ? Hentatus (Gocht, 1959) Lentin i Williams, 1973; emend. 
Duxbury, 1977 [pi.12,fig.43
ramosus (Ehrenberg, 1838) subsp. gracl.lls (Davey & Williams, 1966a) 
Lentin & Williams, 1973 [pI.12,fIg.53
ramnsus (Ehrenberg, 1838) subsp. mil 11 lbreY.L& (Davey & Williams, 1966a) 
Lentin & Williams, 1973 [pi.12,fIg.63
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ramosus subsp. ramosus (Ehrenberg, 1838) LoebIIch 4 Loebllch, 1966 
Cpl.12,fIg.7]
ramosus (Ehrenberg, 1838) subsp. retIculatus (Davey & Williams, 1966a) 
Lent In 4 Williams, 1973 [p1.12,fIg.8]
■<;tftphodIn lum coronatum Deft andre, 1936a CpI .12,f Ig.9]
5;iiht ? I Isphaera pent I s-mar I ae (Deflandre, 1936b) LentIn 4 Williams, 1976 
C^l.12,f Ig.10] 
sp.A [pi.12,fIg.11] 
spjB CpI.12,fIg.12]
SurculQsphaerldlum IongIfurcatum (FIrtlon, 1952) Davey et al., 1966 
[pi.13,f Ig.1]
TanyosphaerIdI urn salpinx Norvlck, 1976 [pi.13,fig 2]
X. varleralamum Davev 4 Williams, 1966b [pI.13,fig.3]
T. sp.A [pl.13,fig.4]
Trlchodlnlum castaneum (Deflandre, 1935) Clarke 4 Verdler, 1967 
[pl.13,fig.5]
VaIensleI I a ovuI a (Deflandre, 1947c) Elsenack, 1963a [p1.13,fIg.6]
Wallodinlum anglIcum (Cookson 4 Hughes, 1964) LentIn 4 Williams, 1973 
[pl.13,f Ig.7]
Xenascus raratloldes (Deflandre, 1937b) LentIn 4 Williams, 1973 
[pl.13,fig.8]
X. ploteI Below, 1981 [pI.13,fIg.9]
X. sp.A [pl.13,fig.10-11]
Xlphophorldlum a latum (Cookson 4 Elsenack, 1962b) Sarjeant, 1966b 
[pl.13,fig.12]
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Systematic descriptions and discussions 
Class DINOPHYCEAE Fritsch, 1929 
Order PERIDINIALES Haeckel, 1894
Genus ACHQMOSPHAERA Evitt, 1963
Achomosphaera crass I pel I Is (Deflandre & Cookson, 1955) Stover i 
Evitt, 1978
I Cpl.1,flg.1]
Remarks.» The thick coarsely reticulate, subspherical central body of 
this species serves to distinguish It from most other forms of this genus. 
The most similar species, A. sagena, differs by not possessing faint parasu- 
tural markings.
A. ? neptun11 (Deflandre, 1937) Evitt, 1963
[pl.1,fIg.2]
Oescrlptlonî This Is a subspherical, skolochorate cyst with a finely 
reticulate perlphragm. The processes are hollow, occasionally faintly stri­
ate, trifurcate and typically closed distally. The clngular processes are 
linked by low membranes.
Remarks! While corresponding closely to the forms described by Davey i 
Williams (1966a), the figured specimen Is only provisionally retained In this 
genus due to the presence of an Intratabular process on the opercular para-
plate.
A. ramnllfera (Deflandre, 1937) Evitt, 1963
Cpl.1,f Ig.3]
Remarks: A- ramulifers Is characterised by the considerable variations 
In Its process morphology. The apical, antapical and In particular, the 
pre-, and postcingular processes are commonly fused together, usually trlfur-
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cate» with bifurcate terminations» although they can be more complex 
distally. The combination of the smooth walled» roughly polygonal» central 
body and prominent fused processes serve to distinguish this species from all 
others In this genus.
A. reglensis Corradinl» 1973 
Cpl.1»flg.4]
Ranarksi This species Is sIm I lar to A. ramul If era and A. simp.lfiX» It 
differs] from the former by possessing more numerous processes» which are 
often medially bifurcate» and which are not fused together by prominent mem­
branes» and from the latter by Its much larger size.
A. sagena Davey & WIII lams» 1966a 
brevlspInus subsp. nov.
1966a; Achomosohaera sagena : Davey & Williams» p. 31» pi. 2» figs.
CpI .1»fIg.5]
Diagnosis: A subspecies of A» sagena which posesses characteristically
short» poorly developed gonal and Intergonal processes.
Holotype: SIIde MCP/1307; Sample BAT 19(1)» Middle Chalk (Turonlan);
«
Beachy Head» Eastbourne» Sussex.
Dimensions: Ho I otype-Length of central body 53 >^ m» Width 49/»m» Length 
of processes 7-9 >*m.
Range-Length of central body 45-60>*m» Width 35-49 /»m» 
Length of processes 6-11 /*m.
A. sagena sagena Davey 4 WII I lams» 1966a 
Cpl.1»flg.63
Remarks: The most similar species to A. sagena sagena Is A.
crass f pel I Is which also possesses a thick-walled» densely reticulate central
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body» and distal Iy trifurcate processes. However, the former differs by 
lacking parasutural features between the process bases, and also by having 
processes which are only reticulate proximally and not along their entire 
length. Some examples of A* sagena sagena have a large circular perforation 
approximately halfway along the processes. This feature, however, can also 
occur on transitional forms between A. sagena sagena and A- crassipel 11s, 
thus making consistent Identification difficult.
] A. simplex sp. nov.
[pi.1,fig.7-8]
Derivation of name: Latin, simp I ex, simple-with reference to the simple 
nature of the processes.
Diagnosis: A small, smooth-waI led, subspherical species of
Achomosphaera which posesses a moderate number of simple, slightly fibrous, 
gonal and Intergonal processes.
Holotvpe: Slide WHP/355; Sample BH 3, Lower Chalk, Cenomanian; Beachy 
Head, Eastbourne, Sussex.
Dimensions: Holotype-Overa I I length 36.5/»m. Overall width 3 5 /*m.
Length of processes 10-15 /»m.
Range-Overall length 30-37.5 /»m. Overall width 25-35 /»m. 
Length of processes 10-15 /*m.
Desrriptlon: The cyst wall Is thin and frequently distorted. There are 
approximately 30 slightly fibrous processes which are distally trifurcate, 
with bifurcate terminations. The processes widen proximally and adjacent 
ones are occasionally linked by a low membrane (particularly In the cingular 
region). The archeopyle Is formed by the loss of a single precingular para- 
plate.
Remarks: A» simplex sp.nov. Is distinguished from A» raiTlul Itfifia by 
Its smaller size, and absence of prominent membranes linking adjacent 
processes. A« rp>gIensIs Is larger and has medially bifurcating processes.
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Genus ALDQRFIA Stover & Evitt, 1978
Aldorfla deflandrel (Clarke i Verdfer» 1967) Stover & Evitt» 1978
Cpl.1,fIg.10]
Rpfnarks! The subspherical central body» short apical projection» and 
separated wall structure (seen particularly well In the apical region) make 
this a relatively easy species to Identify. Clarke 4 Verdler (1967) men­
tioned the presence of paracingular features on some of their specimens but 
this feature was not observed during the present study.
Genus APTEQDIN1UM Elsenack» 1958
Aptendinlum maculatum Elsenack & Cookson» 1960
C p I.U f lg .11]
Remarks: This species Is usually easy to recognise although there Is 
some variability In the development of parasutural features. In some speci­
mens the paracingulum Is clearly defined» albeit faintly» whereas In others 
It Is absent. Elsenack & Cookson (1960) also remarked on the presence of 
small circular areas of thickening which were particularly well developed on 
the operculum. This feature was only noticeable on a few of the specimens 
examined. The most simllar specles» Apteod1niAM gr andfi Cookson & Hughes 
differs by being much larger.
ApteodlnIum sp.A 
Cpl.2 »fIg.1]
neqcrfptlon: This Is a large species of Apteodlnl-Um having a subspheri­
cal central body and short apical projection. The cyst wall Is finely 
reticulate with an ornament of low tubercles which show a distinct alignment 
In the cingular region. A large hoof-shaped archeopyle» formed by the loss
h
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of a single preclngular paraplate^ Is developed. Only one specimen of A. 
sp.A was recorded during the present study.
A. sp.B 
[pl.2,fIg.1]
Description! This form has a finely reticulate» subspherical central 
body with a short apical horn. The paracingulum Is distinct and formed by 
two low ridges. The archeopyle Is formed by the loss of a single preclngular 
paraplate. No other Indications of paratabulatlon are present.
Genus BACCHIDINIUM Davey» 1979
Barchidinlum polypes polypes (Cookson & Elsenack» 1962b) Davey»
1979b
Cpl.2,fIg.5]
Remarks! g. polypes polypes differs from fi. polypes claviiJiiin bv pos­
sessing spinose» rather than capitate» process terminations.
nemis DALLAIQSPHAERIDIUM Davev & Williams, 1966b; 
emend. Below» 1981.
CaI lalosphaerId I urn asymmetricum (Deflandre & CourtevIIle» 1939)
Davey & Williams» 1966b.
Cpl.2»fIg.7]
Remarks- The presence of 6 large» tubular Intratabu Iar processes make 
this an easy species to Identify.
j
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Genus CANNINGIA Cookson & Eisenack, 1960b; 
emend. Below» 1981.
CannIngfa col I fverI Cookson I, Eisenack» 1960b
Cpl.2»fIg.9]
Remarks; This species differs from other forms In this genus by pos­
sessing a thin» finely granular autophragm. The type material Illustrated by 
Cookson & Eisenack (1960b) shows prominent antapical lobes» while the speci­
mens figured by Clarke & Verdier (1967) from the Anglo-Parls Basin have a
I
rounded antapical region. The material examined during the present study 
more closely resembled the latter.
Genus nA<;<;iCULQSPHAERIDIA Davey» 1969a
Cagsiculosphaerldia reticulata Davey» 1969a
Cpl.2»fIg.11]
Remarks! This species Is simllar to El IIpSOldlctyum clrculatum Clarke & 
Verdler In that both possess a reticulate autophragm and an apical archeo- 
pyle. However £. reticulata has no other Indications of paratabulatlon 
other than the archeopyle whereas £. clrculatum possesses a well-defined 
paracinguI urn.
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Genus aElSTOSPHAERIDIUM Davey et al.* 1966
Clelstosphaerfdlum armatum (Deflandre» 1937b) Davey» 1969a 
hrevisdì nosum subsp. nov.
1969a; ClelstosphaerId!urn armatum : Davey» p. 153» pi. 8» figs.
1»2» 12.
Cpl.3»flg.3]
Diagnosis! A small subspecies of £. armatum which possesses character- 
Istlcairjy short acuminate processes.
Hnlotypei Slide WHP/58; Sample Hall 1» Seaton Chalk» Turonlan; Beer» 
S.E. Devon.
D Imens Ions: Holotype-Overal I length 28/^m» Overall width 25 /*m» Length 
of processes 4-5 /*m.
Range-Overall length 28-30 /m» Overall width 25-26 rm» 
Length of processes 4-5 ^ m.
Dasorlptlon: This subspecies of £. armaluni has a subspherical central 
body with a large number of short acuminate processes. The autophragm has a 
dense covering of elongated granules which give the cyst a distinctly hairy 
appearance
Remarks! T h  I s  s u b s p e c  les d I f fers f rom 0. armatlilD arma turn by having 
consistently shorter processes.
t i
Genus mnriNi FI I A Cookson i Elsenack. 196ta; emend. Davey. 1979
nndnniella ramnanulata (Cookson i Eisenack. 1961a) Downie i
Sarjeant» 1965; emend. Davey» 1979b
Cpl.3»flg.4]
BanadiS: The figured specimen dearly Illustrates the high, funnel- 
shaped. membranous structures which extend apically and antapically from the
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spherical central body. Also visible are the longitudinal process thicken­
ings (Davey» 1979b) which support these structures.
Genus CRIBRQPERIDINIUM Neale & Sarjeant# 1962; emend. Davey» 1969a
CrIbroperI din I urn cf. cooksonae NorvIck»1976 
[pi.3,fig.8-9]
Rpnfarks: While resembling the type material described by Norvick (1976)
I
In general morphology» the figured specimen differs by not possessing para- 
clngular plates.
Q,  ftdwardsiI (Cookson i Elsenack» 1958) Davey » 1969a
[pl.3»fIg.10]
Remarks; This Is a large species of Crlhroperldlnlum» which differs 
from other forms of this genus by possessing a thick» granular autophragm and 
prominent parasutural ridges from which a number of short» blunt spines 
arise. The Intratabular ridges characteristic of this genus are discontinu­
ous and formed by either rows of short» blunt projections or low crests of 
variable length.
£. evlIIrristatum (Davey» 1969a) Stover i Evitt» 1978
Cpl.3»f Ig.11]
Remarks; This species Is distinguished by Its thin» finely granular 
wall» and large number of accessory» Intratabular ridges.
Genus GYm ONFPHFLlUM Deflandre & Cookson» 1958; emend. Stover & Evitt» 
1978
-to
.1
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CyclonephelI urn distincturn Deflandre & Cookson, 1955
Cpl.4,fig.3-4]
Rpmarks! £. distinctum encompasses a wide range of morphological vari­
ations. A number of authors have attempted to subdivide this species into 
subspecies on the basis of process size» density and distribution» but the 
results have not proved satisfactory thus far. During the present study I 
have examined large numbers of this species and found that many of the pro­
posed subspeciess show complete intergradation within the same assemblage. 
At present» therefore» I prefer to treat £. distinctum as a morphological 
group (sensu Norvick» 1976; p.70).
r
jC. elsenacki i Davey» 1969a 
CpI .4»f ig.5]
Remarks! £. el«;enackl Í is distinguished by the complex nature of Its 
surface ornament which consists of an irregular network of low crests and 
short» capitate processes.
memhranlphorurn Cookson & Eisenack» 1962b 
Cpl.4»fig.7-8]
Remarks: Q, membran I nhorum Includes a wide range of forms in which the 
middorsal and midventral areas of process reduction may be large or almost 
non-existent. The ornamentation varies from high curved crests to wide tubu­
lar projections which are connected distally. The crests are supported by 
localised thickening of the periphragm.
Genus OAPSILIDINIUM Bujak et al.» 1980
napsllldinium mii11isoÍnosum (Davey» 1974) Bujak et al.» 1980
CpI.4,fig.11]
Remarks: This species differs from H. lam InaspInosum by possessing a 
moderately thick» scabrate autophragm. and having thinner» and more num­
erous» tubular processes.
Genus PISPHAERIA Cookson & Elsenack» 1960a; emend. Norvick» 1973.
DIsphaerla macropyla Cookson & Elsenack» 1960a; emend. Norvick» 1973. 
j Cpl.5»flg.2]
Remarks: macropyI a differs from G» munda by not possessing
Intratabu Iar processes.
Genus FI L IPSQDINIUM Clarke 4 Verdier, 1967
FI IIpsodIn I urn ruguIosum Clarke & Verdier » 1967
Cpl.5»f Ig.4]
Remarks: This Is a very distinctive species due to the parallel aligne­
ment of longitudinal ridges on the central body. The cyst also has a well 
defined paracingulum and a reduced precingular archeopyle (type P» 3” only). 
£, r ugu I osum differs from Protoe I I I psod I n I um SPI nocr i statuin by not having 
short spines emanating from the longitudinal ridges.
Genus fpfi im<^PHAERIDIA Davey» 1969a
FpftI irinqnhaerldla tliberculata sp. nov.
Cpl.5»fIg.9-10]
Derivation of name: I a-Hn. tuberculum» small rounded projectlons-wIth 
reference to the surface ornament of this species.
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Diagnosis; Large species of EpelIdosohaerldla which possesses a granu- 
late/tubercuI ate surface ornament. Paracingulum defined by 2 parallel rows 
of tubercles; parasulcus Indicated by smooth-Indented area. Archeopyle api­
cal .
Holotype; Slide WHP/355; Sample BH 3» Lower Chalk» Cencmanlan; Beachy 
Head» Eastbourne» Sussex.
Dimensions; Ho I otype-Overa I I length (Incl. operculum) 62.5 /*m» Overall 
width 52.5 /*m.
j Range-Overall length (Incl. operculum) 62.5-65 /*m» Overall
width 52.5-60 /m.
DesorIptIon; Cyst proximate» smooth-wal led» compressed perldinlold. 
The autophragm Is ornamented with large granules or tuberculae. The paracin­
gulum Is clearly defined by 2 parallel rows of tubercles. The parasulcus can 
usually be distinguished as an Indented area with reduced ornamentation. An 
apical archeopyle Is present but there are no parasutural features to Indi­
cate the type.
Remarks; This species Is easily distinguished from £. splRQSa by Its 
larger size» and by possessing a tuberculate» rather than spinose ornament.
Genus FXDCHQSPHAERIPIUM Davey et al.» 1966
Fyfy~hnsphaerldlum arnace Davey i Verdler» 1973
Cpl.5»fIg.11]
Remarks; This Is an easily recognised species due to Its Intricately 
linked» fibrous processes which give the cyst a distinctly "hairy" appear­
ance. It also possess a prominent apical process» and a precingular 
archeopyle formed by the loss of a single paraplate (3" only). The most sim­
ilar species are rometodlnlum obscuTiM* which differs by not possessing aa 
apical process» and having a wel l-def Ined paracingulum» and £. ?
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£. phragmites Davey et al.> 1966 
Cpl.5,ffg.12]
Remarks: The distinctive follate apical process» precingular archeopyle 
formed by the loss of a single paraplate» and long acuminate processes» dis­
tinguish this species from other members of this genus. Taxa belonging to 
the genus PervosphaerIdI urn Yun» 1981 differ by having a 2P» rather than a 
type P (3” only)» archeopyle.
Genus FI ORENTINIA Davey i Verdler, 1973; emend. Duxbury» 1980
Finrentinia hiispina (Davey & Verdler» 1973) Duxbury» 1980
[p1.6» fIg.1]
Remarks: £. huspina Is distinguished by the presence of large complex 
processes» particularly In the postcingular region (usually 3 In number)» and 
a densely granular cyst wall.
£. fleanel (Davey & Williams» 1966b) Davey & Verdler» 1973
[pi .6»fIg.2-3]
Remarks: This species is easily distinguished from other forms of the 
genus Florentlnla by Its simple tubular processes» one per paraplate» and Its 
large lagenate antapical process.
£. ferox (Deflandre, 1937b) Duxbury» 1980 
[p1.6» fIg.4]
Remarks: This species is character Ised by having a granular wall» and a 
moderate number of simple, medla I Iy trIfurcating» and medially bifurcating 
processes which are thin walled and distal Iy truncated. The absence of 
large» complex processes distinguish this species from £. buspina.
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£. cf, ferox Davey & Verdler» 1973 
[pi.6,fig.5]
Remarks: This form Is similar In most respects to £. ferox except for 
having a large» distally closed» antapical process» and occasionally extra 
processes In the pre-» and postcingular areas.
£. lac In lata Davey & Verdler» 1973 
[pI.6»fIg.6]
Ref^arks: This Is a very distinctive species which differs from other 
forms of F lo r e n t ln f a  by possessing several large complex processes» and a 
large tubular antapical process which Is open distally and has a crenulated 
margIn.
£ .  mantel 111 (Davey & Williams» 1966b) Davey & Verdler»
1973
[p1.6» fIg.7]
Remarks: £ .  mantel I fI most closely resembles £ .  dfian^ l but differs by 
having a granular cyst wall» and processes which are faintly striate and 
branch distal ly. Also the antapical process on £. desfiei tends to be larger 
and more obviously lagenate.
£ .  r a d lo ulata (Davey & Williams» 1966b) Davey & Verdler»
1973; emend. Davey & Verdler» 1976
[p1.6» fIg.8]
Remarks: £ .  ra d fc u la ta  Is distinguished by Its slender» tubular 
processes which are often divided medially or proximal Iy» giving the appear­
ance of more processes than are actually present. The processes and cyst 
wall are faintly striate.
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t
£. resex Davey & Verdfer» 1976 
[pi,6»ffg.9]
Remarks; £. resex Is distinguished by Its numerous simple processes 
(more than 2 per paraplate) which are typically wide-based» distally taper­
ing» and have a truncated margin. The antapical process Is distinctively 
large» tubular» and closed distally.
£. ? toruI osa (Davey & Verdier» 1976) Lentin & Williams»
1981
[pi.6»flg.10-11]
Remarks; £. ? tnrtjIosa Is easily distinguished by Its thick granular
wall» and large distally rounded processes.
£. tridartvlItes (ValensI» 1955a) Duxbury» 1980
[pl.6»fIg.12]
Remarks: £. trI dactylItes Is character Ised by possessing long» thin 
processes which are medially bifurcate or trifurcate In the pre- and postcln- 
gular regions. The most similar species» £. i.srox» differs by having a 
granular cyst wall.
Genus SQNïAliUCïSIA Def I andre» 1934; emend. Stover
& Evitt» 1978
Gonyaulacvsta polythyrl£ Davey» 1979b 
Cpl.7»flg.2]
Remarks; This species Is distinguished by possessing perforate parasu- 
tural crests and an Intratabular ornament of short solid spines.
¥
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Genus HAPSOCYSTA Davey, 1979b
Discussion : In his original description of this genus» Davey (1979b; 
p.56)» regarded the presence of a net-like periphragm as the most distinctive 
and unique feature. However Cookson & Eisenack (1958; p.58-59» pi.12» figs. 
1»2) described the genus Cyclodictyon» which also possesses a net-like peri­
phragm and subspherical endocyst. The latter authors did not specify the 
archeopyle type» but Stover & Evitt (1978) diagnosed it as apical» although 
whether this was based on re-examination of the type specimens or on new 
material is not clear. Their are several other points of similarity between 
GyrIndictyon and Hapsocysta. In particular» the lines of parasutural thick­
ening which Davey (1979b) describes on Hapsocysta dictyota» can also be seen 
on the specimens of (DyeIodictyon paradoxum illustrated by Morgan (1980). 
Whether or not there is a relationship between the two forms is impossible to 
tell at the moment as it would require an examination of the type material 
from Australia in order to confirm the archeopyle type. Since the specimens 
found during the present study all possessed precingular archeopyles» I have 
retained them in the genus Hapsocysta for the present.
1!
M:n < iB'1 :
f:’
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Genus HYSTRICHQSPHAERIDIUM Deflandre» 1937b; emend. Davey & Williams» 
1966b
Hystrichosphaeridium howerbank i i Davey & WiI Iiams» 1966b
Cp1.7» f ig.6]
Remarks: This is a distinctive species which is characterised by having 
a smali elongate central body» with a moderate number of thin» tubuIar 
processes. The processes show prominent circular» basal wrinkles» and termi­
nate with a number of short spines. ti. bower banLLL Is similar to 
0 1igosphaeridiurn prolixisoinosum but differs by having a greater number of 
processes» and also by not having processes which terminate with long» fill-
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form spines.
ti» difficile Man urn & Cookson» 1964 
[p1.7» fIg.7]
Rfìfnarks: This species is easily distinguished from other forms of this 
genus by its large size» finely reticulate periphragm» and the variable 
nature of Its fibrous processes. Cordosphaeridlum inodes has similar 
processes but differs by having a precingular» rather than apical archeopyle.
Genus Kl FITHRIASPHAERIDIUM (Davey & Williams, 1966b) Davey 4 Verdier,
1976
Klefthria«;phaeridlum readei (Davey & Williams, 1966b) Davey &
Verdier, 1976
[pi.7,fig.12]
Remarks! This species has distinctive ribs running lengthwise along Its 
processes, and which continue onto the central body of the cyst, linking 
adjacent processes.
Genus i iTO.qpHAFRiDIUM Davey & Williams, 1966b; emend. Davey & Verdier,
1973
I Itosohaeridium médius sp. nov.
[pl.8,fIg.5-6]
Derivation of name; Latin, msiLus» Intermedlate-with reference to the 
Intermediate morphology of this cyst between L. siphon I phor.UID and L. üEna 
sp. nov.
Diagnosis: A species of | itosphaeridium which has a reticulate, subs-
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pherical central body and a moderate number (17) of open lagenate and closed 
conical intratabular processes. Archeopyle apical» type tA.
Holotype: Slide WHP/360; Sample BH 8» Lower Chalk» Cenomanian; Beachy 
Head» Eastbourne» Sussex.
Dimensions: Holotype-Overa I I length 42.5 ,^ m» Overall width 37.5/‘m» 
Length of processes 15-17.5
Range-Overall length 40-42.5 /*m» Overall width 36-37.5/-m» 
Length of processes 14-17/Am.
DescrIptlon: Central body subspherical with a distinctly reticulate 
surface ornament. The holotype has 13 processes (excluding those on the 
operculum) which are lagenate» of similar size» and normally open distal Iy 
with a denticulate margin. The parasulcal processes differ by being conical 
and often closed distally.
Remarks: This species differs from L* siphon Iohorum by possessing 
lagenate» rather than conical or subconical» tubular processes; L» urna has 
a smooth» or mlcroretIculate wall» and more consistently developed lagenate
processes,
L. urna sp. nov.
Cpl.8»fIg.8-9]
Derivation of name: Latin» urna» urn-with reference to the urn-1 Ike 
(lagenate) shape of the processes.
Diagnosis: A species of I itosohaerIdliM which Is characterIsed by hav­
ing a smooth or mlcroretIcuI ate cyst wall and a moderate number (usually 17) 
of open lagenate processes.
Holotype; Slide MCP/1304; Sample BAT 16» Plenus Marls» Upper Cenomani­
an; Beachy Head» Eastbourne» Sussex.
Dimensions: Ho Iotype-OveraI I length 37.5 Overall width 3 5 /m»
Length of processes 17.5-20 /*m.
Range-Overal I length 35-42.5 /Am» Overall width 33-37/Am,
t
.'■A
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Length of processes 12.5-20/*m.
DescrIptlon: Cyst subspherical with smooth or microreticulate wall. 
Processes typically open lagenate* of similar size» and with a denticulate 
margin.
Remarks; This species differs from L. medI us by possessing a smooth» 
or microreticulate wall rather than being distinctly reticulate. Also the 
processes tend to be more consistently lagenate on the former.
Genus MI CROP INI DM Cookson & Elsenack» 1960a; emend. Sarjeant» 1966b; 
emend. Stover & Evitt» 1978
MIrrndIn I urn ? crinItum Davey» 1969a 
Cpl.8»fIg.10]
Remarks: The typically thick covering of long» hali like spines on this 
species make determination of the paratabulatlon Impossible» and therefore It 
Is only provisionally accepted In this genus.
M. distinctum Davey» 1969a 
Cpl.8»fIg.11]
a *
Remarks: This species Is easily recognised by Its thick» smooth perl- 
phragm and lack of cingular paraplates.
M. ornatum Cookson & Elsenack» 1960a 
Cpl.8»fIg.12]
Remarks: Sarjeant (1966b) described a number of specimens from the 
English Cenomanian which differed from the Australian type material by lack­
ing one of the sulcal paraplates. However» this feature was observed only In 
some cases» and not In others during the present study» and therefore» prob­
ably falls within an acceptable species variation.
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M. setosum Sarjeant, 1966b 
Cpl.9,fig.1]
Remarks; The characteristic spinose crests which define the
paratabulatlon of this species make It easy to Identify, and distinguish It 
from all other forms of this genus.
M. velIgerum (Deflandre, 1937b) Davey, 1969a
Cpl.9,fIg.2]
Remarks; velIgerum differs from other forms of this genus by pos-
1
sessing high, smooth crests formed by two membranes which are fused distally 
to form a "tent-shaped” cavity. The membranes are often perforated and 
divided by thickened septa. The surface of the cyst Is densely granular.
ji'fi
Genus OLIGQSPHAERIDIUM Davey & WII Hams, 1966b
01IgosDhaerIdlum poculum Jain, 1977 
Cpl.9,fIg.9]
Remarks; This species Is characterised by Its distinct short,
widely-flaring processes. A prominent circular wrinkle Is present at the 
base of each process marking the seperatlon of endophragm and perlphragm. 
The processes are flared distally and have an uneven, but entire margin.
Genus OEE B O L O O m UM  Wall, 1967
Dpftrculodinlum sp.A 
Cpl.9,fIg.12]
Remarks; Small subspherical form of fipercuIOdlalimi with a finely reti­
culate surface ornament, and numerous short capitate spines of equal length.
M
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The archeopyle Is preclngular and formed by the loss of a single precingular 
paraplate.
Genus OVOID INI DM Davevt 1970; emend. Lentin & Williams» 1976
Qvoldinlum sp.A 
Cp1.10» fIg.4]
Rfirtiarkst Smooth-waI Ied» bicavate form of Qvoldinlum. Paracingulum
1
clearly defined by 2 parallel rows of small granules. Archeopyle apical» 
margins angular. Operculum often remains attached.
Genus PALAEQHYSTRICHQPHQRA Deflandre» 1935
PalaeohystrIchophora paucisetosa Deflandre» 1945
[pi.10»f Ig.73
Remarks: £. patirIsetosa differs from £• InfUSOrIq Ides by having a 
distinctly sparser covering of halr— llke appendages. Stover 4 Evitt (1978) 
suggested that £. paucIsetosa might fall within the morphological range of 
£. Infiisnrloldes. but I feel that they are sufficiently distinct to warrant
continued separation.
Genus PAI AFOPERID INI DM Deflandre» 1935; emend. Lentin & Williams»
1976
Palaeoperldinlum rretaceum PocQck» 1962; emend. Davey» 1970
Cpl.10»fIg.8]
Remarks: This specles differs from other forms of the genus by possess-
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Ing a very thfn cyst wall which Is often Irregularly wrinkled. Parasutural 
features are confined to the paracingulum only.
Genus PERVQSPHAERIDIUM Yun, 1981
Pervosphaerldlum bifidum (Clarke & Verdler» 1967) comb. nov.
1968; Exochosphaerldlum bIfIdum : Clarke et al.» p.182.
] [pi.10,fig.10]
Remarks: This species Is transferred to the genus Pervosphaerldlum due 
to the presence of a type 2P, rather than type P (3” only) archeopyle.
’J
Genus PYXIDINQPSIS Habib, 1976
Pyxidinopsis parvum sp. nov.
[pi.11,fig.8-9]
Perl vat Ion of name: Latin, parvum, smalI-with reference to the smal1 
size of this species.
Diagnosis: Small subspherical species of Pyxld iH0&5lJ£; cyst wall 
Irregularly reticulate; archeopyle precingular, formed by the loss of a sin­
gle paraplate.
Holotype: Slide WHP/365; Sample BH 13, Plenus Marls, Upper Cenomanian; 
Beachy Head, Eastbourne, Sussex.
D Imens I ons: Holotype-Overa I I length 3 9 /*m. Overall width 2 9 /*m.
DescrIptlon: The cyst Is subspherical, smooth-walled or micro-granular, 
and has a dense, but Irregular reticulation. The muri are relatively thick 
(1-1.5 m) and distinctive. Parasutural features are absent. ParatabulatIon 
Is Indicated by the archeopyle only which Is reduced precingular, formed by 
the loss of a single paraplate.
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Remarks; This species differs from other forms of the genus by Its 
smaller size and prominent murl.
Genus SENTUSIDINIUM Sarjeant & Stover» 1978
Sentusldlnlum sp.A 
CpI.12,fIg.1]
Description; This form has a subspherical central body and an evenly
distributed surface ornament of low granules.
sp.B
CpI.12,flg.2]
Description; sp.B differs from sp.A by having a surface orna­
ment of elongate granules» some of whloh are conneoted by low ridges which» 
when well developed» can give the Impression of an Imperfect reticulum. The 
archeopyle Is apical and has an angular margin.
sp.C
CpI.12»flg.3]
DescrIptlon; This form Is characterised by having a dense» even cover 
of short spines. The archeopyle Is apical and has a distinctly angular mar­
gin.
Remarks; All of the above-mentioned forms encountered during the 
present study were thin-walled and often considerably distorted. They have 
been placed In the genus SentusIdInI urn on the basis of their subspherical 
central body» apical archeopyle» and even cover of low» non-tabular ornament.
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Genus SPIMIFERITES Mantel 1. 1850; emend. Sarjeant, 1970
Splnlferltes ? ilsnj-a.tiLS (Gocht, 1959) Lentin & Will lams, 1973; 
emend. Duxbury, 1977
[pl.12,fIg.4]
Remarks: $. 7 dentatus Includes a variety of forms with high parasutural 
crests which give the cyst outline a scalloped appearance. The gonal 
processes are trifurcate. The parasutural membranes have a variable number 
of peaks, which bifurcate distally.
ramosus ramosus (Ehrenberg, 1838) Loebllch & Loebllch, 1966
[pl.12,fIg.7]
Remark?;; This subspecies Is distinguished by having an unornamented, 
subspherical central body, relatively long, slender, gonal processes (and 
occasionally Intergonal processes) which are typically trifurcate with distal 
bifurcations. ramosus multibrevis differs by possessing much shorter
processes, while ramosus g ra c i l i s  has thinner, more slender processes
which are distal Iy more complex.
Genus f^ URTII ISPHAERA Jain & MI I lepled, 1973; emend. Lentin 4 WII I lams, 
1976
5?uhtl I IsDhaera sp.A  
[ p l . 1 2 , f I g . 1 1 ]
Remarks; This Is a small form of Subt11Isphaera possessing a smooth 
central body and a well-defined paracIngulum. Tttere are no other Indications 
of paratabulatlon present.
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CHAPTER 4 
BIOSTRATIGRAPHY 
IntroductIon
This chapter Is divided Into 2 main parts. The first Is a synthesis of 
the cyst distribution from all the sites examined during this study (summar­
ised In 4.2; Fig. 30). (^jmments on cysts which may be strat Igraph Ica I I y 
significant (4.1) are based on the present study and a comparison of a 11 
relevant published work on the Anglo-Parls Basin»
I .
The second main part deals with the detailed blostratigraphy of each 
site examined (4.3 & 4.4) and Includes details of both the macrofauna and the 
microfauna. The sections at St. Calais (Figs. 10» 11)» La 
Chartre-sur-le-LoIr (Figs. 18» 19) and VIIledleu-le-Chateau (Figs. 20» 21) 
were barren of palynomorphs and are not discussed In this chapter (see 
Chapter 5).
Vf:' -S'
4.1 StratigraphIcaIly significant dInofI age I late cysts
I
4.1.1 Upper Alblan (Stollcskla dIspar Zone)
1) Achomosphaera reglensis Corradinl. Corradinl (1973) originally des­
cribed this species from the Senonlan of the northern Appennines In Italy. 
Its appearance In the Upper Greensand at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 1) marks 
not only the earliest stratIgraphIc record of this form» but also Its first 
record In the Anglo-Parls Basin.
2) Achomosphaera simplex sp. nov. This species first appears In the 
Upper Greensand (¿. dI spar Zone) at Asham Pit (Fig. 38; BAT 4) and may be 
a useful Indicator of the dI spar Zone.
3) Apteodlnlum ret Iculatum Singh. This species has only previously been
*•
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recorded from the late Albian of Canada (Singh» 1971). Its sole occurrence 
In the present study was In the U. Greensand at Asham (Fig. 38; BAT 3).
4) Cribroperldinlum cf. cooksonae Norvick. This form was only recorded
from the base of the section at LI vet Quarry (Fig. 31; Cord 1). £.
rr>nk«;onae has been recorded from the Cenomanian of Australia (Norvick» 1976).
5) CrIbrooerIdInI urn ex 111crIstatum (Davey) Stover i Evitt. The first 
appearance of £. ex 11 IcrIstatum Is regarded by Davey & Verdler (1973) and 
Verdler (1975) as Indicative of sediments of topmost Alb Ian age (¿. dispar 
Zone). 'Its appearance In the basal sample (BAT 5) at Asham (Fig. 38) there-
I
fore» suggests an age no older than the dispar Zone for the Upper
Greensand at this locality.
6) nisphaerla marropvla Cookson & Elsenack. This species was originally 
described from the Turón Ian of Australia by Norvick (1976)» although Morgan 
(1980) later reported Ü. macropyla from the dispar Zone In the same 
area. In the present study» It first appears In the U. Greensand at Asham 
(Fig. 38; BAT 4). This Is the first known record of this species In sedi­
ments from the Anglo-Parls Basin.
7) Fndoceratlum rletfmannae (Cookson & Hughes) Stover & Evitt. This a 
relatively rare but persistent species which first appears In the Glauconie 
de base at LIvet Quarry (Fig. 31; Cord 3) and the Upper Greensand at Beachy 
Head (Fig. 39; BH 1). Davey & Verdler (1973) regard the first appearance
of this form as Indicative of the ¿. .d I spar Zone.
8) Florentinia busplna (Davey & Verdler) Duxbury. This species has not 
previously been recorded from pre-Turonlan sediments In the Anglo-Parls Basin 
(Davey & Verdler» 1976). Its appearance In the Upper Greensand at both Asham 
(Fig. 38; BAT 5) and Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 1)» therefore» marks a sig­
nificant extension of the previously published range.
9) FInrent In la deanel (Davey & Williams) Davey & Verdler. This species 
first appears In the ¿. dispar Zone In France (Verdler» 1975; Davey & Ver­
dler» 1973; Fauconnier» 1979). Its occurrence In the Glauconie de base at
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LIvet Quarry (Fig. 31; Cord 3) suggests a similar age for the lower part of 
this formation.
10) Heterosphaerld lufn ? heteracanthum (Deflandre & Cookson) Eisenack & 
KJellstrom. The incoming of this species is regarded as characteristic of 
the dispar Zone by Davey & Verdier (1973). It was not found at Livet 
Quarry (France)» but appears in the Upper Greensand at Asham Pit (Figs. 22» 
23 & 31; BAT 4)» and at Beachy Head (Figs. 24» 25 & 32; BH 1).
11) Hystrichosphaeridium bowerbankii Davey & Williams. Ü. bowerbanki i
has been recorded from sediments of dispar Zone age in the Anglo-Paris
1
Basin by a number of authors (e.g. Davey & Verdier» 1973; Verdier» 1975). 
It first appears in the Upper Greensand at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 1) but 
not until the basal Glauconitic Marl (?Cenomanian) at Asham Pit (Fig. 38;
BAT 2).
12) Nematosphaeropsis densi rad iata Cookson & Eisenack. The appearance 
of this species in the U. Greensand at Asham (Fig. 38; BAT 4) is the first 
record of this form from the Anglo-Paris Basin. Its only previous record is 
from the Morton leerás InfIatum Zone (Upper Albian) in Australia (Morgan» 
1980).
13) Qdontochitina costata Alberti; emend. Clarke & Verdier. This spe­
cies is recorded as first appearing in the dispar Zone at Col de Palleul» 
SE France» by Davey & Verdier (1973). Its occurrence in the Upper Greensand 
at Asham (Fig. 38; BAT 3) suggests a similar age for this formation.
14) Odontochitina rrihropoda Deflandre & Cookson. This species» origi­
nally described from the Senonlan of Australia (Deflandre & Cookson» 1955)» 
Is recorded for the first time In sediments from the Anglo-Paris Basin, A 
very rare species» it first occurs In the U. Greensand at Asham (Fig. 38; 
BAT 4).
15) 0 1IgosphaerIdium reticulatum Davey & Williams. This species has not 
previously been recorded from pre-CenomanIan sediments in the Anglo-Paris 
Basin (Davey & Williams» 1966b; Davey» 1969; Foucher» 1979). Its appear-
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ance In the U. Greensand at both Asham (Fig. 38; BAT 5) and Beachy Head 
(Fig. 39; BH 1) therefore# Indicates an extension of the published range.
16) Ovoid In I urn verrucosum (Cookson & Hughes) ostium (Davey) Lentin & 
Williams. This subspecies has not previously been reported from the 
Anglo-Parls Basin. It first appears In the U. Greensand at Beachy Head 
(Flo. 39; BH 1).
17) OvoIdInlum verrucos.um verrucosum (Cookson I Hughes) Davey. This 
species Is recorded from sediments belonging to the dI spar Zone by Fau- 
connlerj(1979)» Verdler (1975)» and Davey & Verdler (1973). Its first 
appearance In the Glauconie de base at Livet Quarry (Fig. 31; Cord 2) Is 
taken to suggest a similar age for the lower part of this formation.
18) Pa laeohvstrichophora Infusorloldes Deflandre. The first appearance 
of £. Infusorloldes Is regarded by Davey & Verdler (1973)» Verdler (1975)» 
and Fauconnier (1979) as being characteristic of the dI spar Zone In 
France. Its earliest occurrence In the present study occurs In the U. 
Greensand at Asham (Fig. 38; BAT 4).
19) Pervosphaerldlum bifidum (Clarke & Verdler) comb. nov. This spe­
cies has an earliest recorded occurrence In the dI spar Zone In N.W. 
France (Fauconnier» 1979). Its first appearance In the present study Is In 
the U. Greensand at Asham (Fig. 38; BAT 5).
20) Pervosphaerldlum cenomanlense (Norvick) Below. This species has 
only previously been found In AlbIan—Cenomanian sediments from Australia 
(e.g. Norvick» 1976). Its appearance In the U. Greensand at Asham (Fig. 
38; BAT 4) Is the first reported occurrence In the Anglo-Parls Basin.
21) PervQsphaerldlum pseudohvstrIchodIn I urn (Deflandre) Yun. The first 
appearance of £. pseudohystrIchodInlum Is regarded as Indicative of the
dI spar Zone (topmost Alb Ian) In the Anglo-Paris Basin by Davey & Verdler 
(1973). Its appearance therefore» at the base of the Asham Pit section (Fig. 
38; BAT 5) suggests an age no older than topmost Alblan for the Upper Green­
sand at this locality.
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22) Pro!IxosDhaerfdiurn conulum Davey. The first appearance of this 
species In the Anglo-Parls Basin Is taken to Indicate sediments belonging to 
the dI spar Zone (Davey & Verdler, 1971; Verdler, 1975). Its earliest 
appearance In the present study comes In the Glauconie de base at LIvet Quar­
ry (Fig. 31; Cord 3).
23) Tanyosphaerldlum salpinx Norvick. I. salpinx has previously only 
been recorded from Aptlah-CenomanIan strata In Australia (e.g. Norvick» 
1976; Morgan» 1980). Its appearance In the U. Greensand at Beachy Head 
(Fig. '39; BH 1) Is the first reported occurrence In sediments from the
I
Anglo-Parls Basin.
24) Raphldodlnlum fucatum Deflandre. The appearance of this species In 
the U. Greensand at Asham (Fig. 38; BAT 5) Is the oldest known record of 
£. fucatum. Its only previous record Is from from late Turonlan-Senonlan 
sediments (Foucher» 1979).
)
It
4.1.2 Lower Cenomanian (Mantel I leerás mant^JJl Zone)
25) CleIf;tosDhaerIdIum armatum Deflandre brevlsplnosum subsp. nov. 
This subspecies first appears near the Alblan-Cenomanlan boundary at LIvet 
Quarry (Fig. 31; Cord 4)» Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 2) and Asham Pit (Fig. 
38; BAT 6).
26) Cyclonephellum rIathromargInatum Cookson i Elsenack. This species 
has been described from the late Alblan-Cenomanlan of Australia (Cookson & 
Elsenack» 1962; Morgan» 1980) but has not previously been recorded from the 
Anglo-Parls Basin. It Is a very rare species which first appears In the 
upper part of the M* mantel I I Zone (M» dIxonI subzone) at Hameau-Fredet 
Quarry (Fig. 32; HF 9).
27) CycIonephelI urn eIsenack11 Davey. The highest occurrence of this 
species Is In the Crale glauconleuse at LIvet Quarry (Fig. 31; Cord 12) and 
the Glauconitic Marl at Asham (Fig. 38; BAT 6). Its previous highest 
recorded occurrence In the Anglo-Parls Basin was from the Upper Alblan»
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Morton leerás !ni_la±itm Zone (Davey & Verdier, 1971).
28) FloreniJnJa (Deflandre) Duxbury. This species was originally
described from the Turonlan of the Anglo-Parls Basin by Davey & Verdier 
(1976), although more recently, Foucher (1980, 1981) has recorded £. ferox 
from sediments of Upper Cenomanian (£. naviculare Zone) age. Its occurrence 
In the Glauconitic Marl (L. Cenomanian) at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 2) Is 
the earliest known record of this species.
29) Gonyaulacysta polythyris Davey. This species was recently described 
from sediments of £. dispar Zone age from the northern Bay of Biscay (Davey,I
1979d). Its solitary occurrence In the Lower Chalk at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; 
BH 3) Is the first record of this species In the Anglo-Parls Basin.
30) 01IgosphaerIdlum pocuI urn Jain. Û. poculurn was first described from 
Albian age sediments from India (Jain, 1977). Its occurrence In the Lower 
Chalk at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 3) Is the only known record of this spe­
cies from sediments In the Anglo-Parls Basin.
31) Ovoid In I urn verrucosum (Cookson & Hughes) ostI urn (Davey) Lentin & 
Williams. This subspecies has Its last appearance In the tl. carcItaognsJ^L 
subzone (basal £i. mantel I I Zone) at LIvet Quarry (Fig. 31; Cord 9).
32) Ovoid In I urn verrucosum verrucosum (Cookson & Hughes) Davey. The last 
appearance of this subspecies Is taken here to coincide with the basal part 
of the M* mantel I I Zone, of Lower Cenomanian age.
33) Palaeoperldinlum cretaceum Pocock; emend. Davey. This species has 
a last recorded appearance In the lower M» mantel I I Zone In France (Faucon­
nier, 1979; Foucher, 1981). During the present study, £. cretacg.um was not 
found In sediments higher than the Glauconitic Marl.
34) Protoel I Ipsodinlum <;pInocrIstatum Davey & Verdier. This species Is 
generally regarded as having a top occurrence In the late Albian (¿. iLI-Spar 
Zone) In the Anglo-Parls Basin (e.g. Fauconnier, 1979). Its presence In the 
basal Glauconitic Marl (?Lower Cenomanian) at Asham (Fig. 38; BAT 2) may be 
due to reworking (4.4.1).
I
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35) Rhombode11 a paucIspIna (Alberti) Duxbury. This rare species has Its 
last appearance In the Lower Chalk at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 3). 
Previous authors (e.g. Fauconnier» 1979; Verdier, 1975) regarded the last 
occurrence of this species as Indicating the top of the Alblan. Its appear­
ance at Beachy Head may be due to reworking (4.4.1).
36) Xenascus plotel Below. This species occurred as a solitary specimen 
near the base of the Lower Chalk at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 3), and Is the 
only known record of X» plotel from the Anglo-Parls Basin. It was original­
ly described from Aptlan-CenomanIan sediments from Morocco (Below, 1981).
«■ ■ ‘-'a
4.1.3 Middle Cenomanian (Acanthoceras rhotomagense Zone)
37) Codon IeI I a campan uIata (Cookson & Elsenack) Downie & Sarjeant; 
emend. Davey. Foucher (1980) regarded the first appearance of this species 
as Indicative of the middle Cenomanian of the Anglo-Parls Basin. Its occur­
rence In the A. rhotomagense Zone at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 5) appears 
to confirm this Interpretation.
38) CrIbrooerId In I urn ex 11IcrIstatum (Davey) Stover & Evitt. £. 
ex 111 cr I statum has a top occurrence In the A» rhotomagense Zone at Asham 
(Fig. 38; BAT 1), and Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 6). Davey (1969), also 
shows this species disappearing at this level. Fougher (1980) reported a 
solitary occurrence from the Upper Cenomanian In France, but this Is probably 
due to reworking.
39) DapsIlldlnlum conispinum (Davey & Verdler) Lentin & Williams. This 
Is another species which has Its last appearance In the mid Cenomanian at 
Asham (Fig. 38; BAT 1), although Its previous recorded top occurrence was 
from the Lower Cenomanian of WIssant, N.W. France (Fauconnier, 1979). The 
poorly preserved state of the specimen at Asham suggests reworking.
40) Endoceratium dettmannae (Cookson & Hughes) Stover & Evitt. This 
species has a highest recorded occurrence In the mid Cencmanlan of the 
Anglo-Parls Basin (Clarke A Verdler, 1967) although many subsequent records
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have placed the top occurrence In the Lower Cenomanian (Davey» 1970; 
Fauconnier» 1979 and Foucher» 1981), Its highest recorded appearance during 
the present study Is In the 0. mantel 11 ana Band (A. rhntonagentie Zone) at 
Asham Pit (Fig. 38; BAT 1).
41) EpelIdosphaerldia tuberculata sp. nov. This species has a top 
occurrence In the lower A. rhotomagense Zone at both Asham (Fig. 38; BAT 
1)» and Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 5).
42) LItosphaerldlum urna sp.nov. The first appearance of this species 
occurs jin the MId-CenomanIan at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 6)» In the upper 
part of the A. rhotomagense Zone.
43) MlcrodIn I urn distinctum Davey. This Is a very rare species and was 
originally described as having a first occurrence near the top of the 
MId-CenomanI an In S.E. England (Davey» 1969). Its appearance In the 
rhntomagense Zone at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 5) Is only the second record 
of M» dIstinctum In the Anglo-Parls Basin.
44) Qperculodinlum sp. A. This form has a top occurrence In the A. 
rhotomagense Zone at Hameau-Fredet Quarry (Fig. 32; HF 15A).
45) Pa IaeostomocvstIs reticuIata Deflandre. The appearance of this spe­
cies In the Middle Cenomanian at Hameau-Fredet (Figs 32; HF 15) Is the 
earliest record of £. retIcuIata In the Anglo-Parls Basin. Previously» It 
was only known from basal Conlaclan sediments (Foucher» 1979).
4.1.4 Upper Cenomanian (Caivcoceras navicu.lacfi Zone)
46) Ascod I n I urn acrophorum Cookson & Elsenack. A« acrOPhorUfH last 
appears at the top of the Q. nav I cu I are Zone at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 
8).
47) Cra«;pedQdInIum I nd 1st I nctum Cookson & Elsenack. This species has 
not previously been recorded from the Anglo-Parls Basin. Its last appearance 
In the £. navIculare Zone at Les Fosses Blanche Quarry (Fig. 34; Cal 1) Is 
the highest recorded stratigraphic occurrence of this species. It was orlgl-
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nally described from Aptlan/Alblan strata In Australia (Cookson & Elsenack# 
1974).
48) LItosphaerldlum medlus sp. nov.. The first appearance of this spe­
cies at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 8) Is taken here to Indicate the upper 
part of the £. navIculare Zone.
49) LItosphaerldlum siphon Iphorum (Cookson & Elsenack) Davey & Williams. 
This species has a top occurrence In the Q, naviculare Zone at Beachy Head 
(Fig. 39; BH 8). Although Foucher (1982)» has recorded this form from the 
Turonlan In the CIvray Borehole (N.W. France)» I suspect that the latter 
occurrence may be due to reworking or contamination.
4.1.5 Upper Cenomanian (Metolcoceras gesllnlanum Zone)
50) Achomosphaera ? neptun11 (Elsenack) Davey & Williams. This species
has Its last appearance at the base of the Plenus Marls (M* flgs11nlanuin
Zone) at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 9).
51) Apteodlnlum maculatum Elsenack & Cookson. This species Is recorded 
here for the first time from the Anglo-Parls Basin. It has a top occurrence 
In the gesI In Ianum Zone at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 10).
52) DInopterygI urn medusoldes (Cookson & Elsenack) Stover & Evitt. D..
medusoldes Is also recorded here for the first tlme.In sediments from the
Anglo-Parls Basin. A solitary specimen appears In the Plenus Marls (M*
gesI Inlanum Zone) at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BAT 16).
53) IsabeI IdInI urn acumInatum (Cookson 4 Elsenack) Stover 4 Evitt. The 
only previous record of this species from sediments In the Anglo-Parls Basin 
Is from the Santonlan of the Isle of Wight (Clarke 4 Verdier» 1967)» although 
It has been found In Cenomanlan-earI y Turonlan strata In Australia (Cookson 4 
Elsenack» 1962). In the present study» It first appears near the top of the
Plenus Marls at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BAT 16).
54) I H-n«^phaerIdIum medlus. sp. nov.. The top occurrence of this spe­
cies» In the upper part of the Plenus Marls at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BAT
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1 6 )» is taken here as evidence of the M. geslinlannm Zone.
55) Litosphaerldlum urna sp. nov.. This species also has a top occur­
rence near the top of the Plenus Marls at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BAT 16)
56) Nematosphaeropsis densiradiata Cookson 4 Elsenack. This species» 
which has not previously been recorded from the Anglo-Parls Basin» has a top 
occurrence In the Plenus Marls at Beachy Head (Fig. 39;  ^BH 13).
57) PyxidinoDsIs parvum sp. nov.. This Is a very rare species which 
has only been found in a single sample from the Plenus Marls at Beachy Head 
(Fig. 39; BH 13).
i m
4.1.6 Upper Cenomanian (NeocardIoceras Juddii Zone)
No appearances or disappearances of cyst taxa were recorded from this 
zone during the present study. W'-..
4.1.7 Low Turónian (Mytiloides labiatus Zone)
58) Arhomosphaera simplex sp. nov. This species has Its highest occur­
rence in the M. labiatus Zone at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 15).
59) Achomosphaera verdieri Below. This species has not previously been 
recorded from the Anglo-Parls Basin. It first appears In the M. IabÍaTus 
Zone at Beachy Head (Fig. 32; BH 14)» although It was originally described 
from Aptian/Albian sediments from Morocco (Below» 1981).
60) Dif^phaeria munda (Davey & Verdler) NorvIck. The previously recorded 
top occurrence of this species In the Anglo-Parls Basin was In the Lower 
Cenomanian (Davey & Verdler» 1973; Foucher» 1981). Its last appearance in 
the M. mantel Ii Zone at Beachy Head (Fig. 32; BH 4) and at Asham (Fig. 
38; BAT 6) would appear to confirm this. The solitary species recorded frcm 
the M. labiatus  Zone at Beer Roads In Devon (Fig. 40; BR 3) Is probably 
reworked.
61) Hystrichosphaeridium tubiferum brevlspimim (Davey & WII I lams) Lentin
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4 Williams. This species has only previously been found in Eocene sediments 
from the Anglo-Paris Basin. Its appearance» therefore» in the Craie a 1. 
labiatus at Ports (Fig. 36; Po 11)» and the Seaton Chalk in Devon (Fig. 
40; BR 3) suggest a more extensive range than previously realised.
62) Hystrichosphaeridium difficile Manum & Cookson. Although Davey 
(1969)» recorded this species from the Cenomanian at Fetcham Mill» Surrey» 
during the present study» E- difficile was not found in sediments older than 
Turónian. This latter occurrence agrees with Foucher (1981)» who records the
first apipearance of this species at the base of the £. wool I gar i Zone ( =
;
topmost Mytiloides labiatus Zone) in N.W. France.
63) Microdinium setosum Sarjeant. The last appearance of this species 
is normally associated with the top of the Cenomanian (Clarke & Verdier» 
1967; Davey» 1969; Foucher» 1980). Its occurrence in the Craie a 1. 
lahlati js  at Ports (Fig. 36; Po 11) indicates a more extensive range than 
prev iousIy rea Ii sed.
64) 0 1igosphaeridiurn anthophorum (Cookson 4 Eisenack) Lentin & Williams. 
The appearance of this species in the Craie a 1. labiatus (early Turonian) 
at Ports (Fig. 36; Po 2) is the youngest known record in the Anglo-Paris 
Basin. However» the poor preservation» and general scarcity of material sug­
gest that the specimens may be reworked.
65) SenoniasDhaera rotundata Clarke & Verdier. Foucher (1981) records 
the first appearance of this species at the base of the £. WQQlIflarÍ Zone 
(topmost M» I ah i atijs Zone)» in N.W. France. It appears somewhat earlier» 
in the M» labiatus Zone» at Ports (Fig. 36; Po 3).
66) <;nhtM jgnhaera pont i s-mar i ae (Def landre) Lentin 4 Williams. This 
species first appears in the Middle Chalk at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 14) 
Its previous earliest record in the Anglo-Paris Basin was from the late Turo­
nian (Foucher» 1979),
67) Wallodinium a n g licum (Cookson i Hughes) Lentin & Williams, The 
disappearance of this species at the top of the IabÍatü¿ Zone at Beachy
hi'
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Head (Fig. 39; BH 15) corresponds with the previously accepted range for 
this species In the Anglo-Parls Basin (Foucher* 1982).
'■ Tv
t
4.1.8 Middle Turonlan (TerebratuIIna lata Zone)
68) Achomosohaera sagena brevlslnus subsp. nov.. This rare subspecies 
first appears In the I. lata Zone at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 17).
69) CyclonephelI urn clathromarginatum Cookson & Elsenack. The last
appearance of this species occurs In the I. I ata Zone at the Beer Stone Adit 
(Fig. UO; Adit 1). It has not previously been recorded from the
Anglo-Parls Basin.
70) Florentin la mantel I I (Davey & Williams) Davey & Verdier. This spe­
cies disappears at the base of the I. lata Zone In S.E. Devon (Fig. 40; 
Hall 1). It has also been recorded from the low Turonlan In France (Davey & 
Verdier» 1976; Foucher» 1982).
71) Florentin la resex Davev & Verdier. The last appearance of £. 
resex» at the top of the I. I ata Zone at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 17)» 
corresponds with previous stratigraphIc records from the Anglo-Parls Basin.
72) I eherldocvsta defloccata (Davey & Verdier) Stover 4 Evitt. The last 
appearance of L- defloccata at the top of the I. Jala Zone at Beachy Head 
(Fig. 39» BAT 19)» Is the highest recorded occurrence gf this species In the
Anglo-Parls Basin.
73) PaleeohvstrIchoDhQr.a pauclsetosa Deflandre. This species first
appears at the top of the I. I ata Zone at Beachy Head (Fig. 39, BAT 19).
The only previous record of this species Is from the ?SenonIan of N.W.
France» by Deflandre (1943).
74) Spiniferltes ? dentatiis (Gocht) Lentin i Williams; emend.
Duxbury. The last appearance of this species at the top of the I. lata Zone
at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BAT 19) marks the highest recorded occurrence of
this form In the Anglo-Parls Basin.
75) Tanyosphaerldlum salpinx Norvick. This species has Its last occur-
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rence at the top of the I. lata Zone at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 17).
4.1.9 High Turonlan (Holaster planus Zone)
76) Bacchidlnlmn paLypes clavulum (Davey) Lentin & Williams. The 
previously recorded top occurrence of this species was from the Cenomanian of 
S.E. England (Davey» 1969). Its appearance In the E. planus Zone at Beachy 
Head (Fig. 39; BH 16)» therefore» marks a significant extension of the 
known range.
111 ClelstosDhaerIdlum armatum brevispinosum subsp. nov.. This subspe­
cies has Its last recorded occurrence In the Seaton Chalk (PInhay Member) at 
Annis' Knob In S.E. Devon (Fig. 40; AK 2).
78) DapsIIIdlnlum lam Inasp I nosum (Davey & Williams) Lentin 4 Williams. 
Foucher (1982) recorded the previous highest occurrence of this species from 
low Turonlan sediments In the CIvray Borehole (W. France). Its last appear­
ance In the present study Is from the E» planus Zone at Annis* Knob (Fig. 
40; AK 5).
79) Hapsocysta dictyota Davey. The last appearance of this species 
occurs In the E» planus Zone at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 16).
80) Hystrlchosphaerldlum bowerbank11 Davey & W11 11ams. This spec Ies has 
only previously been recorded from the Alb Ian-low Cenomanian In the 
Anglo-Parls Basin (Davey & Williams» 1966b). Its last appearance In the E. 
pI anus Zone at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 16)» therefore» marks a significant 
extension of the known range.
81) PterodInlum cornuturn Cookson & Elsenack. The last appearance of 
this species In the E» planus Zone at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 16) Is the 
highest known stratigraphIc record of this form In the Anglo-Parls Basin.
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4.2 Summary of microplankton biostratigraphy
4.2.1 Upper Aiblan (Stoliczkaia dlspar Zone).
F i r s t  appearances AchianfiS^hitera simplexi Apteodiniurn reticulatum>
Gribroper idinium exi I Icristatuin* Endoceratlum dettmannlae» F lorentin ia
deaneii Heterosphaer idlum ? bgl.sr.acan.tiüim» Hystrichosphaer idium bowerbank 11 >
Odontoch itina costatat 01igosDhaeridlum re t iculatum* Ovoid ini urn verrucosum
ostium* Q. verrucosum verrucosum* Palaeohystrlchophora Infusorloidea*
«
Pervosph'aeridium bif idum* £. cenomanJense* £. pseudohYStrIChodInIum> 
Pro I i xosphar i d Î um conuI urn and Tanyosphaeridium salpinx. Of these* only 
Apteodinium rnticnIatum does not occur in post-Alblan sediments.
4.2.2 Lower Cenomanian (Manteli iceras mantel 11 Zone)
First appearances Cl elstosphaer idium ariPatiJm brSY isplnosum*
Fpel IdQsphaerldia tuberculata* Florentinia ferOX and Cyclgnephel lUlD 
clathromarginatum.
Last appearances (^c I onephel i um eisenack i i * Ovo I d I n I UDl YSrruCQSmi 
ostium. Ovoid in ium verrucosum verrucosum* Pa laegper l¿.l.n.I.mp cretaceuiD» 
Protoe I I I psod i n i um spinocrlstatum and Rh0fflb0dfi.l.l.a paucisplflfl.
4.2.3 Middle Cenomanian (Acanthoceras rhotcmaaenae Zone)
First appearanoes Codon i e I i a campanu I ata* LI tOSfihasr I d liJfP llLOa,»
Mlcrodinium distinctum* and Pa Iaeostomocvs.t.]-S ret ÍCU la ta»
Last appearances Cr ibroper idIn ium Qxl I Icr istatUBl» Endocerat.luni 
dettmann iae. Fpel idosphaer id la spÍPQSa» £. tuberculata«
4.2.4 Upper Cenomanian (CaIycoceras jaYIculaca Zone)
First appearances Cyclonephel Iam compactum* I, itPSphaerIdJum msdlua.
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Last appearances Asead 1 n.ium acrophorum» Craspedodinlum Indlstlnctum» 
Litosphaerfdlum slphoniphorum»
I.
4.2.5 Upper Cenomanian (Metoicoceras gesllnianum Zone)
First appearances I sabel Id In lum acuminatum# D inopteryg lum meduse ides 
and Pyxidinopsis saOiM.
Last appearances Apteodinlum maculatum* LItosphaeridlum medlus> L* 
urna and Nematosohaeropsis densi rad lata disappear.
4.2.6 Upper Cenomanian (NeocardIoceras JuddIi Zone)
No appearances or disappearances of cyst taxa were recorded from this 
zone during the present study.
4.2.7 Low Turonlan (Mytlloides lablatus Zone)
First appearances Achomosphaera yerd Hystf ichPSPhaer Í d Í um
tubiferum hrev i«;DÍnum, Ü. difficile# SenOP Í asphafifa FOtUPdata*
Subtil isphaera pQntls-ínar.I.a£»
Last appearances Achomosohaera siltipJe^ S* Mlcrod In iMIi setQSUfll»
Wa I I od I n I um flpgl IciJm.
brevisDinus#
4.2.8 Mid Turonlan (TerebratuIina lata Zone)
First appearances Acbomosohaera safl.era
Pa Iaeohystr ichophora paucisetosa.
Last appearances Cyrioneohel I urn clathromarglnaiiiiD* F lorentinia
mantel I i i. £. resex# Leber Idocysta def IgCCatja» Sp ÍP Í far íte¿ ? dentatUS»
Tanvosobaeridium saIp.Ilü^ »


4.3 Biostratigraphy of sections sampled In western France.
i ’ I
4.3.1 Livet Quarry» Cordebugle (Figs. 3» 4 & 31)
4.3.1.1 - Glauconie de base
Macrofauna
No inacrofaunal data Is available for the lowest 3.5m of the Glauconie de
I
base at this locality. Bigot (1895)» however» recorded an ammonite fauna 
from the lower part of this Formation at VIIlers-sur-mer (Fig. 1) which 
Indicated an Alb Ian age for at least part of the succession. At Livet Quar­
ry» Juignet (1974) recorded an abundant fauna from Just above an omission 
surface» 3.5m above the base of the section (Fig. 4)» which Included speci­
mens of Sharpelceras I at IcIavIum (Sharpe) as welI as CyciQthyrIs sp. and 
Sponriylus gtrlatus (J. Sowerby). This assemblage Is Indicative of the 
Neostl Ingoreras ra reItanensIs Zone (basal subzone of the broad Mantel I lcer.aa 
mantel 11 Zone) of lowest Cenomanian age (Kennedy» 1969).
I I
I
Mirroplankton
.^ 1
There are no dinof lagel late cysts diagnostic of the Zone»
present In the basal sample from this quarry (Fig. 31; Cord 1)» although 
the presence of Cyclonephel I um filsenacKl J F11 Ipsod I n Imu LUfllLifiSlflU
cate that the sediments are no older than the Upper Alblan» Mortonlcenaa 
Inf latum ammonite zone (Davey & Verdler» 1971). Samples Cord 2 and Cord 
which were collected from above a poorly-defined omission surface (Fig. 4)» 
contain a number of stratigraphleally significant taxa. The first app 
ances of Fnrfnrftratium Hpttmannae» FlorentinJa -deanfil* Qvoldlnlun yerrucosum 
yflnrucosim,. Pprvo^nhaerIdlum b l f l iliim and P r o l  1 vQ5PhflerIdlam ¿om iliilll Indicate
-I'l
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strata of latest Alb îan age (S±oLl£Zkaia xUsaai: Zone) (see 4.2.1 ). Definite 
Lower Cenomanian Indicators are rare» but the first appearance of
ClelstosDhaerldlum armatum brevlsplnosum (Fig. 31; Cord 4) and 
Fppi fdosDhaer Idia tuberculata (Fig. 31; Cord 6) Is taken to Indicate that 
the upper part of the Glauconie de base belongs to the NeostI Ingoceras 
ra rr lta n e n s ls  Zone (basal subzone of the M. mantel 11 Zone) of earliest Ceno­
manian age. Based purely oh the cyst distribution» the age of the lower part 
of this formation appears to be topmost Alb Ian» while the upper part Is basal 
Cenoman han.
■‘i:
4^-
P
P
It Is Interesting to note that the cyst distribution In Samples Cord 2» 
and Cord 3» Is very similar to that present In the lower part of the Glaucon­
itic Marl at Asham Pit (Fig. 38). The presence of an omission surface» with 
phosphatized pebbles» Just below Cord 2 (Fig. 31)» overlain by marly glau­
conitic chalks leads one to suspect that this part of the succession may be 
laterally equivalent to the Glauconitic Marl (see 4.4.1).
4.3.1.2 - Craie g laucónleuse
Macrofauna
Juignet (1974) recorded numerous examples of Schloenbachla subvar.lans 
Spath» Neost11ngoceras careItanensIs (Matheron)» An 1SOCaras JaCflbX Brels 
troffer» Hypoph lites falcatus falcatus (Mantel I)» Ü» arflliflionensla (Hebert & 
Munler-Chalmas) and Mantel I leerás cantímn Spath from the Crale glauconleuse 
at this locality. This assemblage Indicates that the sediments belong to the 
fleosti Ingoeeras care Itanens I s Zone (basal Mantel l.icsras. fflanteL i l  Zone) and 
are lowest Cenomanian In age.
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Mlcroplankton
The last appearances of Cvc.l onephel I urn ^Isenack i 1 (Fig. 31; Cord 12), 
Qvoidfnlurn verrucosuff fl5±!.Ufn (Fig* 31; Cord 10) and Ovoldlnfum verrucosum 
vftrrijcosum (Fig. 31; Cord 10) are taken to Indicate that the Crale glaucon- 
leuse exposed here Is earliest Cenonanlan (NeostIIngoceras careItanensis 
Zone) In age. It Is Important to note, however, that the majority of the 
mlcroplankton species present have more extensive ranges than Is apparent 
here (Ffg. 30), a feature which becomes Increasingly marked as one moves up 
section from sandy, glauconitic chalks. Into creamy-brown, marly chalks with 
large. Irregular flint bands. This Indicates that the distinct levels of 
cyst appearances, and disappearances (e.g. Fig. 31; Cord 10 & 12), are 
probably more the result of local facies control, than evolution (see Chapter 
5).
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4.3.2 Harneau-Fredét Quarry» Fumfchon (Figs. 5» 6 & 32)
4.3.2.1 - Crafe glauconfeuse
Macrofauna
Very lift le macrofaunaj data Is available for most of the lower part of 
this exposure. Juignet (1974)» has correlated It with faunally richer suc­
cessions In the Pays d’Ouche and Lleuvin (Fig. 1) and regards the upper part 
of the (irale glauconleuse as belonging to the Mantel I leerás dixoni Zone (top­
most subzone of the Lower Cenomanian» Mantel I leerás mantel 11 Zone).
Microplankton
The first recorded appearance of Cyclonephellum clathromargInatum (Fig. 
32; HF 9A) Is taken here to Indicate the Mantel I leerás dlxonl Zone» of the 
uppermost Lower Cenomanian. Operculodinlum sp.A» which Is only recorded from 
this exposure» also has Its first appearance In this zone. However» all of 
the remaining dinoflagellate cysts recorded from the Crale glauconleuse» at 
this locality» have more extensive ranges than Is apparent here» suggesting a 
strong degree of facies control affecting their distribution.
4.3.2.2 - Crale de Rouen
Marrofauna
The Crale de Rouen» which rests on the surface of the "Rouen No. 1" 
Hardground (Fig. 6)» contains more fauna than the underlying Crale glaucon­
leuse. Juignet (1974)» recorded numerous specimens of AfiflUlpeci^ n 
(Lamark)» Lima sp.» Nelthea f^pgnIrostata d’OrbIgny and £2^ ^ ^  obilquatfl 
(Pulteney) from the basal bed of the former which he correlates with the
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well-known "horizon de Rouen a Ijirr I Utes costatus" (= "I »horizon fossilifère 
de Rouen"). This Indicates that the lower part of the Craie de Rouen belongs 
to the TurrI I Ites co^t.atns Zone of Kennedy (1969) (I.e. basal subzone of the 
Middle Cenomanian» Acanthoceras rhotomagense Zone). Specimens of Inoreramus 
rrfpnsl Mantel I» recorded from Just below the "Rouen No. 3" ommisslon sur­
face (Juignet» 1974)» confirm a mId-Cenomanlan age for this part of the 
succession.
' Mlcroplankton
As In the Crale g laucónleuse» the cyst distribution at this locality Is 
thought to be predominantly facies controlled (see Chapter 5). However» 
b lostratIgraphIca11y significant occurrences Include the first appearance of 
Pa IaeostomocystIs retIculata (Fig. 32; HF 15B) which has not been recorded 
below the TurrIIItes rostatus Zone (basal subzone of the Middle Cenomanian» 
A. rhotcmagense Zone) at any of the other sites examined. Also the occur 
rence of Clelstosphaerldlum armatum brevlsolnosum Indicates that the 
sediments are definitely post-Alblan» while the presence of Cyclonephellum 
cIathromargInatum Is an Indication that the Crale de Rouen Is no lower than 
topmost Lower Cenomanian (section 4.2.2). The continued presence of 
Crlbroperldlnlum ex I 11cr Istatum» and Fpel IdosDhaer.Jdla sp Inosa In the topmost 
sample at Hameau-Fredet (Fig. 32; HF 15)» suggests that the succession Is 
no younger than mId-Cenomanlan In age (section 4.2.3). Therefore the palyno- 
loglcal evidence appears to corroborate the macrofaunal data In assigning the 
Crale de Rouen to the lowest Middle Cenomanian at this locality.
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4.3.3 Canteloup Quarry, Fumfchcn (Figs. 5, 7 & 33)
4.3.3.1 - Crale de Rouen
Macrofauna
The lateral equivalent of the "horizon de Rouen a Turri I ltp<; costatus"
can be found resting on the surface of the "Rouen No. 1" Hardground at the
base of this quarry (Figs. 5,7). Juignet (1974) recorded numerous examples 
<%
of Tlirr.lJ.it.es acutus Passy, X* costatus Lamark, Aequ I pectpn aspera, 
Inoceramus sp., and Avellana cassis d’OrbIgny which suggest that this part of 
the succession belongs to the Turr11Ites costatus Zone (basal subzone of the 
Middle Cenomanian, Acanthoceras rhotomagense Zone). Juignet (1974) also 
recorded a single specimen of Ho I aster subglobosus Leske from Just above 
"Rouen No. 3" omission Surface (Fig. 7), which Is taken to Indicate the 
TurrIIItes costatus Zone. There are no macrofauna I records for the upper 
part of the succession at Canteloup (Fig. 7).
Microplankton
The most blostratigraphically significant cyst appearances and disap­
pearances are the top occurrence of FpelIdosphaerIdia splnosa (Fig. 33; 
Cant 8), which has previously not been recorded from sediments lower than the 
Middle Cenomanian (section 4.2.3), and the first appearance of CyclonsphelJjjm 
ggnpactuin (Fig. 33; Cant 13) (section 4.2.4). The latter species Is regard­
ed herein as Indicative of the Calycoceras naviculare Zone, which suggests 
that the upper part of the sequence exposed at Canteloup (at least above sam­
ple Cant 13; Fig. 7 & 33), Is of earliest, late Cenomanian age. None of 
the other Middle Cenomanian, and lower Upper Cenomanian Index species (sec­
tions 4.2.3 i 4.2.4) were found at this locality. Again, as at Hameau-Fredet 
^^ Ig. 32), the most Important control on the cyst distribution appears to be
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4.3.4 Les Fosses Blanches Quarry, La Caluyere (Figs. 8, 9 i 34)
4.3.4.1 - Sables du Perche
Macrofauna
No macrofauna has been collected from the Sables du Perche at this quai—  
ry, but a specimen of the brachlopod, Gemmarcula menardi (Lamark) was 
recorded from the top of this Formation In a nearby exposure (I.e. Grand 
Crozet ‘a Duneau) which is associated with the Calycoceras naviculare Zone 
(Juignet, 1974).
Mlcroplankton
The 3 samples collected from this formation were found to be palynologl- 
cally barren.
4.3.4.2 - Marnes a Qstrea blauriculata
Macrofauna
Abundant specimens of Pycnodonte blauriculata (Lamark) were found In the 
soft, glauconitic chalks which overlie the Sables du Perche at this locality 
(Fig. 9). The presence of large numbers of this bivalve Is Indicative of 
the Upper Cenomanian, naviculare Zone (Juignet, 1974).
Mlrroplankton
One sample was processed (Fig. 34; Cal 1) which contained a moderate 
dinoflagellate cyst assemblage. Almost all of the species found have more 
extensive ranges than Is evident here, but the last recorded appearance of 
Crasnftdndjpfiifp indlstinctum Is worthy of note. The distinctive cyst distri­
bution pattern shown on Fig. 34 gives an Indication of how Important It Is
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to examine closely the relationships between lithology» sedimentary environ­
ment» and cyst preservation (see Chapter 5).
B i r  f
pi
4.3.4.3 - Sables a Catopygus obtusus
Macrofauna
At this locality» the Sables a Q, obtusus are represented by a thin 
Indurated limestone» the "Bousse” Hardground (Juignet» 1974). There are no 
macrofaUnal records for this level at Les Fosses Blanches» but Juignet (1974) 
recorded a relatively rich assemblage from Its lateral equivalent exposed at 
Grand Crozet a Duneau (Juignet» 1974). This Included fragments of
Meto I cr>cer as gesi Inlanum (d»0rblgny) and Sciponoceras graclla (Shumard) as 
well as specimens of Catooygus obtusus Desor» Cotteau & Triger» MucleolItes 
paral lei us (Dixon)» Exogyra columba gigas (Deshayes) and £. columba media 
(Deshayes) which are typical of the Upper Cenomanian» Mfitolcocoras 
gesiInlanum Zone (Wright & Kennedy» 1981).
Mlcroplankton
Only 5 species of dInof lagel late cyst were recorded from this formation» 
none of which are blostratIgraphleally significant at this locality.
However» the nature of the cyst assemblage» I.e. dominated by specimens of 
Cvcionepheilum dístinctum» HystrichosnhaerIdliM fíowerbankll* OdontochItina 
CQstata. and QIfgosphaerIdIum complex» Is a recurrent feature at several 
localities (e.g. Fig. 40; AK 2)» and Its sIgnIfIcance w111 be discussed
later (Chapter 5).
4 .3 .4 .4  -  Cralft a T e re b ra te l  la s
Marrofauna
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Very IIttIe macrofauna has been recorded from this formation at this 
quarry although several rolled and phosphatized specimens of Metolcoreres cf. 
gag I Inlanum (d’OrbIgny) and Sclponocera«; grad I e (Shumard) have been found at 
Its base (Juignet» 1974), Wright & Kennedy (1981) state that the only Indi­
genous ammonite found In this formation so far» Is a single specimen of 
Neocardloceras Juddll Juddll (Barrels & Guerne) (see Woodroof» 1981) from Le 
Moulin Ars Quarry» St. Calais (Figs. 10 & 11)» which Indicates the presence 
of the topmost Cenomanian» JuddII Zone.
■i'
Mlcroplankton
Only 5 cyst species were found In the sample from this formation (Fig. 
34; Cal 3) none of which are stratigraphleal Iy significant at this locality.
4.3.4.5 - Crale a Inoceramus lablatus
Macrofauna
Juignet (1974) recorded numerous specimens of M* JabIatus (Schlothelm) 
and Orb Irhynchla ruvlerI (d*0rblgny) from the marly chalks overlying the 
Crale a I. carantonensis» Indicating an early Turonlan^age for the Crale a 
X. lablatus. Woodroof (1981) placed the lower part of the latter formation 
In his MytI lot des cf, npaIensIs Zone» while the top of the section (Includ­
ing samples Cal 7 4 9; Fig. 34) I le with In his Mytl loldeg HYtl lQl.dfi& Zone.
MTrroplankton
DInof lagel late cysts are very rare In the Crale a X» Jablatus this
locality» and those which are present are not blostratigraphleal Iy signifi­
cant.
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Fig. 34 D is tr ib u tio n  C h a rt Of P alynom orphs From  T he Mid- 
C re ta c e o u s  Of L es F o sse s  B lanche Q uarry , C aluyere , F rance
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4.3.5 Bols du Galet Marl Pit, St. Sy Ivestre-de-Cormel I les (Figs. 12, 13 i 35)
m
4.3.5.1 - Crale a Actinocamax planus
Macrofauna
No diagnostic macrofauna were found In the formation at this locality. 
However, by correlating It with faunally richer successions In the Lleuvin 
and the Pays de Caux (Figs. 1 i 2), Julgnet (1974), assigned the Crale a A» 
plenus to the Metolcoceras gesI Inlanum Zone (Upper Cenomanian).
Mfcroplankton
The three samples which were processed from this formation (Figs. 35; 
St.S. 1, 2 & 3) contained moderately rich dinoflagellate cyst assemblages.
The presence of CycIonephelI urn compactum (Fig. 35; St. S. 3) Indicates 
that the Crale a A. plenus Is at least late Cenomanian (£. navicularfi Zone) 
In age. Unfortunately, however, none of the cyst species regarded as Indica­
tive of the H* gesI In Ianum Zone (section 4.2.5) were found at this locality.
4.3.5.2 - Crale noduleuse
Macrofauna
Specimens of Inoceramus pIctus (Sowerby) were recorded from the lower 
part of this formation which Indicate a topmost Cencmanlan age. Due to the 
lack of ammonite data, Julgnet (1974) denoted the level between the top of 
"Antifer No. 3” Hardground and the Incoming of MytiloIdfiS lablatu^* Horizon 
A (Julgnet et al., 1973). This term Is no longer used and the topmost Ceno­
manian Is regarded here (Chapter 2; section 2 .6) as belonging to the 
JMdli Zone (Wright & Kennedy, 1981).
aM 1
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Mîcroplankton
Two samples were processed for palynomorphs but they contained poor 
assemblages of little blostratigraphIc value» although» as discussed above» 
the presence of CyclonephelI urn compactum» Indicates that the sediments are no 
older than late Cenomanian (Q, nav I cu I are Zone) In age. The poor recovery 
of cysts In nodular chalks seen here Is a persistent feature throughout the 
exposures examined during the present study (see Chapter 5).
4.3.5.3 - Craie marneuse
mj
Macrofauna
The only macrofauna found In this formation at St. Sylvestre were occa­
sional specimens of M. lablatus.
Mlcroplankton
Four samples were processed for palynomorphs all of which produced 
relatively poor dinoflagellate cyst assemblages. None of the forms present 
are blostratigraphIcaIly significant.
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4.3.6 Ports (Figs. 14» 15 & 36) i
4.3.6.1 - Crale a Inoceramus labfatus
Macrofauna
Macrofauna I records are very scarce In this formation which Is regarded 
as belonging to the low Turonlan» 1. lablatus Zone (Lecointre» 1947). 
Recently» however» Woodroof (1981) subdivided this exposure using a zonatlon 
based off the Incoming of certain key Inoceramid species. In this scheme» the 
lower part of the section (I.e. Fig. 36; Po 9-13) lies within a Zone of 
Mytllolries cf. n p a le n s ls . while the overlying sediments belong to a Zone of 
Mytllo ldes mytlloldes (Woodroof» 1981: see section 4.4.2.3 for full Ino­
ceramid zonatlon).
I Mlcroolankton
Rich and diverse dinoflagellate cyst assemblages were recorded from 
several of the samples collected at this locality» particularly In the lower 
part of the section (Fig. 36; Po 9-13). It Is Interesting to note here 
that the richest assemblages correspond precisely with the MytIIq Ides cf. 
ODalen«;ig Zone of Woodroof (1981)» Indicating the possible Importance of both 
fossil groups as palaeoenvIronmentaI» as well as blostratigraphIc Indicators. 
The first appearances of Hy^trlchosphaerldlum tub I feruci hrfiVlSP Inosiim* H. 
iUffI c M r  and Senonlasohaera rotundata» and last appearance of MIcrodJlLliim 
seto«;i]m are taken here to confirm an early Turonlan (M* iabIstus Zone) age 
for the Crale a 1. lahlatus exposed here. Also» the continued presence of 
species such as Florentlnla mantel I Ii and J fíhfírídOCYSta defÍOCCaía (which 
have a top occurrence In the I. I ata Zone; section 4.2.8) at the top of 
section at Ports» Is regarded here as further evidence of an early Turonlan
age for this formation.
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4.3.7 Fontevraud Quarry (Figs. 16» 17 & 37)
4.3.7.1 - Crale a Inoceramus lablalua
Macrofauna
Woodroof (1981) originally placed the lower part of this quarry In his 
basal Turonlan, Mytlloldes cf. opalensis Zone. However, the section has 
since been partially obscured, and the lowest Zone now exposed Is that of 
My-H loldes mytlloldes (Woodroof, 1981). The upper part of the Crale a 1. 
lahlatus lies within Woodroofs* Zone of Mytlloldes cf. lablatua (Woodroof, 
1981), and the Junction between the two zones Is taken at a prominent marl 
seam (Fig. 36; Fo 6), approximately 1m above the base of the quarry.
Microplankton
There Is a lack of blostratigraphIca11y significant dinoflagellate cysts 
In the Crale a 1. lahlatus at this locality, although the presence of 
Senonlasphaera rotundata (Fig. 38; Fo 5) at least Indicates a
post-Cenomanlan age. However It Is Interesting to note that , as at Ports, 
there appears to be a distinct relationship between the^ dInoflagellate cyst 
distribution and the Inoceramids (see Chapter 5).
4.3.7.2 ~ Crale micacee
^arrofauna
This formation lies within the Zone of MytlloidfiS cf. JaMstUi as pro­
posed by Woodroof (1981). Near the top of the Crale micacee, Woodroof (1981) 
also recorded specimens of [^a^erunoceras ¿aJjnuL16IlS£
U c o l n t r l r p r a c  f I eur I as I anum (d'Orblgny) and f  iitrfiPhOCer-a& sp. which I n d l -
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(.gte the I tgnnnnceras WQOl Igarl Zone (Fig. 2)
Mlcroplankton
The cyst assemblages recovered here are not particularly significant 
blostratlgraphically» although the presence of SengniasphflfiCj  rotUPdata 
together with Hyrloneohellum rlathromargInatum> Florentlnla manteJiIl> and 
J;:^ nyn<;nhaerldlum salpinx Is considered to be def InIte evidence of the M.
lahlattj& Zone.

t
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4.4 Bfos+ratigraphy of s e c t io n s  sampled In southern England
4,4.1 Asham Pit# Beddingham (Figs. 22» 23 & 38)
4.4.1.1 - Upper Greensand
Macrofauna
No-macrofauna I data are available for the age of the buff silty clays 
underlying the Glauconitic Marl at this locality (Fig. 23)» although they 
are generally regarded as belonging to the topmost Alb Ian» Stollczka-la dlspar. 
Zone (Kennedy» 1969; Owen» 1975).
Mlcroplankton
The presence of Cr ibroper I d I n I um exi I Icr I statum» QI IflQSPhflgr Id 1 Ufll 
retIculatum» Pervosohaer id lum b If Idum» £. pseudohystrichod in I.U1H and 
Psa IigonyauI ax deflandrel in the basal sample at Asham (Fig. 38; BAT 5) 
indicate an age no older than the latest Albian» 5tQlICZka.Ia dJspar Zone 
(section 4.2.1). Furthermore» the first appearances of AchOfPQSPhaera 
simplex. Apteod I n I um ret icu latum» pigphaer i a fnacroPY la» HeterQSPhaer.l4Ll.um ? 
heteracanthum. Nematosphaerops I s jjfips i rad Iai.a* OdfiPtoch It Ilia costata» 
Pa I aenhystr I chophora inf usor ioides and Pa laeoper i d I FI I um cretaceum In samples 
bat 4 and BAT 3 (Fig. 38) are considered to definitely indicate a late Albi­
an (StQlfr7kala dlspar Zone) age for the Upper Greensand In this area. 
However, the occurrence of a number of dlSPar. Zone Index species In the 
overlying Glauconitic Marl (see below) suggests that part of the topmost 
Albian may be absent at this locality» and that the latter material has bee 
reworked. This would agree with the foramlnifera evidence (Carter & Hart» 
1977) which suggests that most» If not all» of Th© iliipar Zone Is miss g
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a+ Asham,
4.4.1.2 - Lower Chalk
Macrofauna
The Glauconitic Marl Is generally regarded as the basal unit of the 
Lower Chalk and» therefore» of the Cenomanian Stage» In Sussex. No diagnos­
tic macrofauna have been recorded from the lower part of this bed at Asham» 
but Kennedy (1969) found rare examples of Hypoturr11Ites sp.» IdlohamItes 
alternatus (Mantel I)» 1. el I Iptfcus (Mantel I) and Schloenbachla subvarIans 
Spath from the nodular limestone at Its summit. This assemblage Is regarded 
as Indicative of the NeostIIngoceras careItanensis subzone (lowest zone of 
the broad Mantel I leerás mantel I I Zone) of basal Cenomanian age.
Approximately 27m above the Glauconitic Marl» another sample was col­
lected from a marl seam (Fig. 38; BAT 1) which contained numerous examples 
of the brachlopod» Qrbirhynch la mantel 11 ana (J. Sowerby). This 0. 
mantel liana Band Is placed between the Turrilltes costatiis Zone (lowest 
subzone of the Middle Cenomanian» Acanthoceras rhotQfnaflefL5£ Zone) and the 
Turr 11 Itftq acutus Zone (middle subzone of the A» rhOtgnaflen.S£ Zone) by Ken­
nedy (1969).
Mtrrnplankton
A number of dInoflagellate cyst species appear for the first time In the 
lower part of the Glauconitic Marl (Fig. 38; BAT 2) which are regarded as 
Indicative of the topmost Alblan (S.. j I spar Zone). These Include
EndocaratMim dettmannae» Florentlnl^ slssn£l> HY«itr I ChOSPhaer I d 1 UOl 
■bowerbf^ nf«; 11 r Qvoldinlum verrucosum ost I urn» OypIdinlUID Yffr'^oosum yerrucosum 
and Ianvo«;nhaprtHi||m galplnx. Their occurence here suggests that» either the
lower part of the Glauconitic Marl Is not earliest Cencmanlan» but latest 
Alblan In age» or that the Alblan forms are reworked. The marked change In 
lithology from the buff silty clays representing the Upper Greensand» to the 
sandy glauconitic marls at the base of the Lower Chalk suggest the latter 
explanation Is more likely. However» definite Cenomanian Indicators are 
extremely rare and It may be that the lower part of the Glauconitic Marl 
represents a condensed topmost Alblan sequence. The presence of 
niftlqtosDhaerldlum armatum brevIspInosum at the top of this bed (Fig. 38; 
BAT 6) Ts taken here to Indicate definite Cenomanian age sediments and there-l
fore this level at least agrees with both the macrofauna I and foramlniferal 
data. As discussed In section 4.3.1.1» the assemblage present In the lower 
part of the Glauconitic Marl (Fig. 39; BAT 2) at Asham» Is very similar to 
that found In the Glauconie de base at Llvet Quarry (Figs. 3» 4 & 31; Cord 
243)» and these levels may be laterally equivalent.
The presence of both Cr Ibroper I d In I urn exl I Jgr istatum and EndOC.srat 1 UITl 
dettmann lae as wel I as the absence of Codon le 11 a caiUPaPU I at3 and Mlcrod In I UIIl 
dlstlnotum In Sample BAT 1 (Fig. 39)» Indicates an early mid Cenomanian age 
for the 0. mantel liana Band at Asham. This Is In agreement with both the 
maorofaunal data of Kennedy (1969)» and the foramlniferal evidenoe of Carter 
4 Hart (1977).
i]
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4.4.2 Beachy Head» Eastbourne (Figs. 24» 25 & 39)
4.4.2.1 Upper Greensand -
Macrofauna
As at Asham» there are no diagnostic macrofauna recorded from the Upper 
Greensand (Kennedy» 1969; Owen» 1975) although the succession is widely
regarded as belonging to the topmost Albian» - d-ispar Zone.
I
Microplankton
Since only the very top of the Upper Greensand was sampled during the 
present study» It Is not possible to give a definite age for this formation 
because the lower extent of the microplankton ranges is not seen. However» 
the presence of Endocerat I urn dettmannae» Hetgrosphagr Id 1 um ? h()teracanthuill» 
Hystr Ichosphaer Id I urn bowerbank 11» 0 1 Igosphaer idium retiCUlatUID» OyoIdlnLuiIl
verrucosum osti urn. Q.. verrucosum yerrucQsuip» Pa laggii-Vstr ichophor^ 
■Infusor ioides» Pervosphaer idium b i f i dum and JanyoSPhagrltilmP sa IPI fix (Fig. 
39; BH 1) at least Indicates an age no older than the latest Albian (¿.
¿Ispar Zone) (sect Ion 4.2.1).
4.4.2.2 - Lower Chalk
Macrofauna
Kennedy (1969) recorded a rich phosphatized fauna In the Glauconitic 
Marl which was dominated by hexactinelI Id sponges and fragments
Schloenharhif, which he regarded as belonging to the ^fOStl ingpceraa 
fi subzone (lowest subzone of the Maptfil I icera^ nnantel 1-L Zone) of 
basal Cenomanian age. He also found unphosphatlsed specimens
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y^ pfal I Iceras and ManLaLLa* particularly In the upper part of this bed. The 
sediments from Immediately above the Glauconitic Marl, are also regarded as 
lying within the K. careItanensIs Zone (Kennady. 1969). The top of the M. 
mantel 11 Zone (I.e. the top of the Lower Cenomanian) Is taken approximately 
half“way between samples BH 3 and BH 4 (Fig. 25a). The latter sample con­
tains numerous small brachlopods referable to Qrbirhynchla mantel I lana. 
Kennedy (1969) also recorded specimens of ScIponoceras, Scaph Ite«^ . and 
TurrI lites, and rare examples of Acanthoceras, Calycoceras and Anisoceras, 
from this level, which he regards as Indicative of the TurrIlites costatus
I
zone (lower subzone of the Middle Cenomanian, Acanthoceras rhotomagense 
Zone). Above the 0. mantel liana Band, Kennedy (1969) recorded a fauna which 
Included occasional large Acanthoceras, ScaphItes equaI Is (J. Sowerby), 
TurrI I Ites acutus and a I so aequipecten beaver I (J. Sowerby) and Qnchotrochus 
serpent leus Duncan. This assemblage Is character 1st Ic of the Turr ÍI Ites 
acutus zone (middle subzone of the A» rhotomagense Zone). Samples BH 6 and 
BH 7 were collected from Band 14 of Kennedy (1969) from which he recorded 
specimens of Ho I aster trecensIs Leym and Pycnodonte ves leu lar Is (Lamark). A 
single specimen of CaIycoceras cf. bou I el Col IIgnon was found which was 
taken to mark the top of the Middle Cenomanian. Sample BH 8 was collected 
from the chalk just below the Plenus Marls (I.e. from Bed 18 of Kennedy, 
1969) which Is considered to be from the topmost ()a I ycoceras navlcular.a Zone.
The blostratigraphy of the Plenus Marls was examined In detail by Jef­
feries (1962, 1963) who divided the sequence Into a lower Zone of 
^tolcfx;prn*i gesllnlanum. and an upper Zone of M. gourdoili» Recently, 
however, Wright & Kennedy (1981), revised the ammonite taxonomy, and demon­
strated that £1. gourdonI Is synonymous with M* g e sI In Ianuni« '^ 'h® latter
authors recorded numerous specimens of M* g e s l Inlanum» pumphaloceras 
WtmsSLlalUE (Cragin) and Srlponoceras graC.Li£* as well as occasional 
Iycorqrj:^«^ dentorense (Moreman) and larantOCgraa £aullS2ij2fl£ Wright &
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Kennedy» which they use to define a Zone of Metolrnrprag qesi In lanum (Upper 
Cenomanian). This Zone is equivalent to the lower part of the ScInnnnrpra«; 
grac11e Zone as used by Kennedy & Hancock (1978) and Rawson et al. (1978).
Mlcroolankton
As at Asham Pit (Fig. 38) a number of dinof lagel late cysts which are 
normally associated with the topmost Albian» dispar Zona, have their 
first appearance In the Glauconitic Marl» at the base of the Lower Chalk.
i
These Include Florentin ia deanel» £. ferox and PsalIgonyaulax deflandrel. 
Their occurrence can probably be explained by reworking of the topmost Albi­
an. The first appearance of CleistosphaerIdium armatum brevispInosum (Fig.
39; BH 2) Is taken here to indicate definite Lower Cenomanian»
Neostl ingoceras carcitanensis zone (lowest subzone of the M* mantel I i Zone) 
sediments. The mid-Cenomanian» Turrilites costatus Zone Is not characterised 
by any significant cyst appearances or disappearances» but the I. acutlLS 
Zone Is marked by the first appearances of Codon I el la campanulata and 
Microdlnium distinctum (Fig. 39; BH 5)» and the last occurrence of 
Eoel IdnsDhaeridia spinosa. The top of the Middle Cenomanian (Acanthoceras 
Jukes-hrnwnp|{ Zone) at Beachy Head» sees the first appearance of
Litosphaer idl urn urna. and last occurrences of Cr IbrooerTd In I um exl I Icr Istatuill 
and Enel idogphaftrldjp tuberculata (Fig. 39; BH 6). The late Cenomanian» £. 
•OiylCMlaJlfi Zone Is characterised by the first appearance of L itosphaeridlufll 
Jnsdius» and the last appearance of LitosohaerIdium siDhoniPhoruill» Finally» 
M* cesl inianum Zone is indicated by the first appearance of 
isabei idiniiifn acuminatum, ninootervaium medusolde^ and Pyxldlnopsls parvum 
also occur In this Zone at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BAT 16)» but do not appear 
at any other locality examined during this study.
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4.4.2.3 - Middle Chalk
Macrofauna
The blostratigraphy of the Middle Chalk Is less well-defined than that 
of the Lower Chalk In this area »largely due to the lack of ammonite data. 
The standard zonatlon of Rawson et al. (1978) Is basically still that of 
Rowe (1900) with later modifications by Jukes-Browne & HIM (1903» 1904) and 
White (1924» 1926). Zonal Indices» from summit to base» are 
TecebratuIIna la±a
I
Inoceramus lablatus
Sclponoceras graclle (top part only)
Wright i, Kennedy (1981) recorded Sclponoceras bohetnicus anterl.ua (Wright 
i Kennedy) from the base of the Middle Chalk at Beachy Head» which they 
regard as Indicating the Neocardloceras JuddII Zone (topmost Cenomanian). 
This Zone Is equivalent to the upper part of the Sclponoceras flracJ-l.fi Zone as 
used by Kennedy & Hancock (1978) and Rawson et al. (1978). However» the 
lack of ammonite data In the upper part of the succession makes precise blos- 
tratlgraphlc zonatlon very difficult. Woodroof (1981; Jarvis & Woodroof» 
1984) has recently developed a zonal scheme based on the Inoceramid data. He 
divides the Middle Chalk Into 5 Zones which are defInecTrIgIdly on the lower 
limit of the following Index species 
Inoceramijg securiform Is (top)
Jnoceramus cf. cuvierl
My.tl loldfis cf. lablatus
¿ilyti loldfiS mytl loldes
Mvt I loIdft<; cf. opalensls (base)
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Mfcroplanktnn
Three dinoflagellate cyst species» Achomosphaera verd i er f. 
HystrichosphaerldiiM dJff I d le  and Subt11 isphaera pontls-marlap. have their 
first appearance, and two. Achomosphaera simplex and Wa 11odinlum angl icMm. 
their last appearance in the M. labiatus Zone at Beachy Head (Fig. 39; BH 
14. 15). Both samples BH 14 & BH 15» fall within the M. cf. lahlatn«  ^ Zone 
of Woodroof (1981). Achomosphaera sagena brevispinus (Fig. 39; BH 17) and 
Palaeohystrichophora paucisetosa (Fig. 39; BAT 19) first appear in the I. 
lata Zone, while Fiorentln ia rssfiil» Leber idocysta def loccata. Spinifer ites ? 
dentatus (Fig. 39; BAT 19) and Tanyosphaeridium salpinx (Fig. 39; BH 17) 
have their last appearance at this level. Both Samples BAT 19» and BH 17 
(Fig. 39). fall within the Inoceramus securiform is Zone of Woodroof (1981).
Although the relationship between the dinoflagellate cyst distribution 
and the inoceramid zones of Woodroof (1981) are not as marked at Beachy Head 
as at Ports or Fontevraud. for example, there does appear to be some correla­
tion (see Chapter 5).
4.4.2.4 - Upper Chalk
Macrofauna
The lowest Zone in the Upper Chalk is that of HolastSC .planus (Pig* 2). 
Only one sample was collected from this part of the succession at Beachy Head 
(Pig. 39; BH 16). 11 a I so f a 11 s w ith in the M. ex gr. iIrfisdenenaLa Zone
of Woodroof (1981).
Mfrrnplankton
The cyst species Hapsocysta dlctyota. Hy?^trich05phafiridlufll howerbank.II
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4.4.3 Beer Head# Beer# S.E. Devon (Figs. 26# 27# & 40)
4.4.3.1 - Upper Greensand
No dfnoflagellate cysts were recovered from samples of the Upper Green­
sand during this study.
4.4.3.2' - Beer Head Limestone
I
The samples from this formation at Beer Head were palynologically barren 
and# therefore# will not be discussed further In this section.
4.4.3.3 - Seaton Chalk
Macrofauna
Only the topmost bluffs at Beer Head were examined (Fig. 27b). Here# 
the PInhay Member (Chapter 2; 2.4.3) of the Seaton Chalk (Jarvis & Tocher# 
1983; Fig. 27b)) falls within Rowe*s Zone of Holaster planus. Woodroof 
(1981) placed the sediments below the prominent hardground# shown Just above 
Annis» Knob Flint (Fig. 27b)# In his Zone of Mytlloldes gr. dresdenals.
Microplankton
V »
Only 3 samples were collected from this exposure# all of which contained 
very poor dInof lagel late cyst assemblages. None of the forms present have 
9ny particular blostratIgraphIc significance at this level# apart from the 
presence of Senonlagphaara rotundata (section 4.2.7).
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4.4.4 Beer Stone Adit, Beer, S.E. Devon (Figs. 26, 28 & 40)
4.4.4.1 Upper Greensand -
All of the samples from this formation proved to be palynological ly bar­
ren.
4.4.4.2j Beer Head Limestone -
Only the Pinnacles Member (topmost part of the Beer Head Limestone) wll 
be discussed In this section due to the absence of palynomorphs In the under­
lying sediments.
The ammonite fauna of the Pinnacles Member has been revised recently by 
Wright & Kennedy (1981). These authors demonstrate that although phospha- 
tlzed steinkerns of basal Upper Cenomanian, EucaIycoceras pentagonum Zone 
(Kennedy & Hancock, 1976; Juignet & Kennedy, 1976) ammonites locally overlie 
the Humble Point Hardground (Jarvis & Woodroof, 1984), the bulk of the Indi­
genous and reworked ammonites In the Pinnacles Member are referable to the 
overlying Metolcnrftrac; geslinlanum Zone. In addition, the upper part of the 
Pinnacles Member (between the LImonItIc Nodule and Haven Cliff Hardgrounds; 
Jarvis & Woodroof, 1984) In Hooken Cliffs yields occasional Actinocamax 
•fi-Laous, a belemnite which Is restricted to the Meto I cocerás gesi In lanum Zone 
(Kennedy & Hancock, 1976; Wright & Kennedy, 1981). Ammonites recovered from 
the Haven Cliff Neocard loceras Hardground (Jarvis & Woodroof, 1984), however. 
Include common Scloonocerag gracIle and Neocardloceras Juddll In pebble 
preservation, while burrow f 1 1 1s wIthIn the hardground and the Immedlately 
overlying chalks contain a fauna of species of Wa+lnoceras. Wright & Kennedy 
1^981) have suggested therefore, that the summit of the Pinnacles Member
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(Haven Cliff Neocard Ioceras Hardground of Jarvis i Woodroof, 1984) should be 
placed In a Zone of Neocardloceras Judd! I and that the base of the Seaton 
Chalk (Jarvis & Woodroof, 1984) should be refered to the Wattnnrpra«; 
rnloradoense Zone.
Mlcroplankton
The dinoflagellate cysts which appear In the Pinnacles Member, at the 
Beer Stone Adit (Fig. 40; Adit 16), are all relatively long-ranging forms, 
and therefore of little blostratigraphIc significance. However, their sudden 
occurrence at this particular level Indicates an Important environmental 
change which will be discussed In Chapter 5. p ♦ -
4,4.4.3 - Seaton Chalk
Macrofauna
The current zonal scheme for the Turón I an of Southern England (Rawson et 
al., 1978) Is basically that of Rowe (1900, 1902, 1903, 1904, 1908) and 
Jukes-Browne & Hill (1903) and this does not supply sufficient resolution to 
distinguish Individual horizons with the same preclslon^as the new IIthostra- 
tlgraphy proposed by Jarvis & Woodroof (1984). Furthermore, the M» .lablatus  
and X» lata Zones are poorly defined and have no precise boundaries. A 
potentially more useful zonal scneme Is that found In Woodroof (1981) and 
Jarvis & Woodroof (1984) which uses the first appearances of key Inoceramid 
faxa. Jarvis & Woodroof (1984) recorded M» cf. opa lens Is from the surface 
of the Haven Cliff Neocard loceras Hardground (Jarvis & Woodroof, 1984) which 
they took to confirm a basal Turón I an age for the Seaton Chalk. The next 
zonal Index, M. mytlloldes first appears In the nodular chalks between the 
West Ebb Marl and the llmonitic nodular hardground (Fig. 28b), In the upper 
part of the Connett*s Hole Member. This marks the base of the second Turón I
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an Inoceramld Zone» the M* fliyti loldss Zone» and demonstrates that the M.
opalensis Zone is equivalent to the Ji. ¿aiflcadofinsfi and M.
Zones of the ammonite zonation.
Jarvis & Woodroof (1984)» report the first appearance of their next 
zonal Inoceramld» I.e. M. cf. lablatus. between the Branscombe Hardground 
and Flinty Hardground 1 at White Cliff (Jarvis & Woodroof» 1984). However» 
at the Beer Stone Adit (Fig. 28b) small examples of 1 .  cf. c u v fe rl appear 
dlrectlyj above the Branscombe Hardground (which Is here In the M. mytl loldeg 
Zone» there being no representation of the cf. lahiatus Zone). Thus» 
where the post-Branscombe Hardground beds are absent» so Is the M. cf. 
lablatus Zone.
Jarvis & Woodroof (1984) recorded 1. cf. cuvlerI frcm Rowe’s two foot 
band (Fig. 28c)» but there Is no published Inoceramld data from above this 
level. Woodroof (1981) suggested that the boundary between the Zones of ±. 
CliYlerl and 1. securiform Is» lies near the top of the section exposed at the 
Beer Stone Adit (Fig. 28d).
Microplankton
The majority of species present In the middle part of the Connett’s Hole 
Member (Fig. 40; Adit 13) are relatively long-ranging» but the appearance 
of Rystrlrhosphaerlrilnm difficile Is significant as It Is the earliest record 
of this form found during the present study. Sample Adit 11» also contains a 
•"Ich and diverse assemblage» although there are no blostratigraphleal ly slg- 
f^ lflcant forms present. The sudden Increase of cyst abundance and diversity 
at this point coincides with the base of Woodroof's (1981) Zone of 1. cf.
(and locally the base of the Beer Roads Member of Jarvis i Woodroof» 
1984). Other sign If leant cyst occurrences are the first appearance of
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5^n^nlasDhaera rotunda.t.a (Fig. 40; Adit 9), which Is a definite Turonlan 
Indicator» and the last appearance of LflberIdcxiyfitfl def loccata (Fig. 40; 
Adit 9) which also disappears In the I. lata Zone at Beachy Head (Fig. 39). 
Also the highest recorded occurrence of (>/clonephel lum clathrcmargInatnm. is 
from the I. lata Zone» near the top of the Beer Roads Member (Fig. 40;
Adit 1).
Above Adit 11 (Fig. 40)» there Is a steady decline In cyst numbers and 
diversity. This feature of the late Turonlan Is apparent In other localities 
examined (e.g. Fontevraud; Fig. 37) and appears to be a basin-wlde phe­
nomenon (see Chapter 5).
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4.4.5 Ann is’ Knob» Beer» S.E. Devon (Figs. 26» 29 & 40)
4.4.5.1 Seaton Chalk -
Macrofauna
This section is part of the Pinhay Member of the Seaton Chalk (Jarvis & 
Tocher in prep.; Fig. 29). Biostratigraphical Iy it i ies within the top 
part of Rowe’s (1900) Zone of Ho I aster planus» and the iower part of the Zone 
of Micraster cortestudinarium (basal Coniacian)» the boundary between the two 
being taken at the Rock Orchard Flint (Jarvis & Tocher in prep.). Woodroof 
(1981) placed the basal part of this exposure (I.e. below the hardground» 
midway between AK 5 and AK 4; Fig. 29) in his Zone of 1. costel latus. 
Above this hardground» and up to Just above Annis’ Knob Flint» Woodroof 
(1981) found M. gr. dresdenensis. No inoceramid data are available for 
above this I eve I.
Microplankton
The samples from this exposure were all either palynologically barren» 
or contained very poor cyst assemblages which were comprised of long-ranging 
forms of little biostratigraphIc value.
Bailey (1975)» described a distinctive change in the planktonic foramin- 
Ifera approximately 1m above the Annis’ Knob Flint (Fig. 29). This 
consisted of an increase in the total number of planktonic forms» and the 
’“Qplacement of GIobotruncana pseudol inneiana» by £. bul iQidfiS» which he 
takes to indicate the base of the Coniacian Stage. However» this is not con­
firmed until the appearance niohr.tr uncan a renzl» ~ 3m above the Annis’
Knob Flint.
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4.4.6 Beer Roads# Beer (Fîg. 40)
4.4.6.1 Seaton Chalk -
Macrofauna
Two samples were collected from the hardground beds above the Branscombe 
Hardground (Jarvis & Woodroof, 1984) to examine the cyst assemblages from 
sediments which had been pinched out further west at the Beer Stone Adit. 
These sédiments fall within Woodroof»s (1981) Zone of 1. cf. lahFatu«;.
MJcroplankton
Both samples processed (Fig. 40; BR 2# 3) contained rich and abundant 
dinof lagel late cyst assemblages. The first appearance of 
BystrlchosPhaerldlum tubiferum brevispinum (Fig. 40; BR 3)» however» Is the 
only blostratigraphically significant form present.
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CHAPTER 5 
PALAEOENVIRONMENT 
Introduction
The following chapter Is divided Into five parts. Section 5.1 examines 
those environmental parameters (water depth, water temperature, salinity, 
nutrient supply) which are thought to be the dominant Influences on dinofla- 
gel late cyst distribution, while Section 5.2 looks at the cyst distribution 
Incertain specific lithologies. The Importance of dinof lagel late cysts as 
palaeoenvironmental Indicators Is assessed In Section 5.3, and this Is used 
In conjunction with other data to suggest deposit Iona I environments for each 
locality examined (5.4, 5.5).
5.1 PalaeoenvIronmentaI parameters
5.1.1 Water depth
Published studies of estimated water depths fall Into two categories, 
actual and relative. Actual estimates for the depth of the Chalk Sea have 
been based on lithological, faunal and floral characterIstics (Hakansson et 
al., 1974; Scholle, 1974; Kennedy & Garrison, 1975b; Hancock, 1975a; 
Jarvis, 1980). The fine-grained nature of white chalks Indicate deposition 
below wave base (“ZOm) while the general absence of bloherms and algal bor­
ings Is taken to Indicate that the sea floor was aphotic (>150m). 
Quantitative studies of hexactinelI Id sponge faunas by Reid (1962a, 1962b, 
1968, 1973) have shown that the depth of the Chalk Sea Is unlikely to have 
been In excess of 200-300m. This sort of figure Is In agreement with studies 
ef eustatic sea level rises for this period (Hayes 4 Pitman, 1973). 
Estimates of minimum water depths have been based on the presence In certain
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horizons (hardgrounds) of borings of enterollthic algae and possible algal 
crusts (Kennedy 4 Garrison, 1975b; Jarvis, 1980). These Indicate deposition 
within the photic zone (<150m). In fact, some workers (Gebelein, 1969; 
Logan, Rezak 4 Ginsberg, 1964; Walter, 1972; Kennedy 4 Gar Ison, 1975b) 
believe that algal crusts Indicate depths of the order of 60m or less. 
Kennedy 4 Garrison (1975b) have also suggested that obvious shallow water 
horizons In the Anglo-Parls Basin (e.g. Glauconitic Marl, Chalk Marl : see 
Asham Pit, Fig. 23 and Beachy Head, Fig. 25) were deposited In depths of
”50111. :
i
Relative estimates of water depth have been based on facies analysis 
(Hancock, 1975a; Hancock 4 Kauffman, 1979), and on studies of 
benthIc/planktonic foramlnifera (Barr, 1962; Jefferies, 1962; Burnaby, 
1962; Hart, 1970; Oirter 4 Hart, 1977; Hart 4 Bailey, 1979). The water 
depth curves produced have been used to Indicate regressive and transgressive 
phases of the Chalk Sea.
Water depth studies based on dinoflagellate cyst distributions are rare, 
particularly with respect to the mid Cretaceous of the Anglo-Parls Basin. 
Certain microplankton associations have been used to Indicate regressive and 
transgressive periods (Down le et a I., 1971; Schumacker-Lambry, 1978; May, 
9^80), while It Is generally recognised that cysts with elaborate ornamenta- 
"Hon (I.e. processes, horns, prominent membranes etc.) are Indicative of 
open marine ( I.e. relatively deep water) conditions (Davey 4 Rogers, 1975; 
Williams, 1977; Tappan, 1980). ThIck-waI led species which lack prominent 
ornamentation are thought to Indicate nearshore environments (Vozzhennikova, 
’567; Williams, 1977). Also Davey ( 1 9 7 0 a ) ,  suggested that the relative 
abundances of marine microplankton and terrestrially derived miospores could 
used as a rough guide to distance from a landmass. However, this simpli­
fied relationship would also be affected by other factors such as changes In
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terrestrial vegetation and the d ire c t io n  of preva11 Ing winds and currents 
(Davey, 1969a,1970a). It has also been suggested (Gruas-Cavagnetto, 1965) 
that Increased abundance and diversity of cyst species Is an Indication of 
deeper water conditions. Wallet al. (1977) noted that cyst diversity 
showed an inshore-offshore trend which Increased seawards. As part of the 
present study, diagrams showing the relationship between dlnoflagellate cyst 
abundance/diverslty and lithology were constructed for each locality (Figs. 
41-50). From these It Is postulated that cyst diversity can be used as a 
guide to relative water depth, and thereby Indicate major changes In eustatic 
sea level (5.3.1, 5.3.2).
5.1.2 Salinity
In general, the abundance and diversity of stenohallne organisms (e.g. 
echlnoderms, brachlopods) Indicate deposition under normal salinities of 
*36ppt (Kennedy & Garrison, 1975b). Near the basin margins, however, salini­
ties must have fluctuated In response to changes In sea level and variations 
In terrigenous runoff and climate. Previous dlnoflagellate cyst studies 
ie.g. May, 1980) have noted that assemblages commonly show rapid changes In 
character which may reflect changing salinities. However, this Is very dif­
ficult to evaluate quantitatively due to possible reworking and current 
transport of material from other parts of the basin. Harland (1973) suggest­
ed that the ratio of perldinlacean/gonyaulacacean cysts could be used as an 
Indication of changing salinity (and water depth) since the former seem to 
prefer reduced-salinity, nearshore conditions. However, his study was car­
ried out on sediments which were deposited In cooler water conditions than 
■•■hose which existed In the Anglo-Parls Basin during the Upper 0-etaceous 
^5.1,3), In +he sub-tropical/tropicaI environment of the Chalk Sea (5.1.3) 
microplankton assemblages were totally dominated by cysts with gonyaula- 
cacean affinities, making construction of the «Gonyaulacacean Ratio"
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(Harland. 1973) Impractical and misleading. Other palynomorph associations
associated with changing s a l i n i t i e s  Include assemblages dominated by acrl-
tarehs which are regarded as Indicating nearshore, reduced salinity 
environments (Down ie et a I.» 1971; May, 1980).
5.1.3 Water temperature
As with water depth and salinity, previous studies are based on actual, 
and relative, estimates. Palaeomagnetlc work places southern Britain at 
approximately 32-35 N during the Upper Cretaceous (Smith & Briden, 1977). 
This corresponds to the present subtropical belt. However,-during this per­
iod it has been suggested (Jarvis, 1980) that because of the lower climatic, 
and annual and diurnal temperature ranges, the clImate was probably more 
tropical In aspect. Oxygen isotope based pa 1 aeotemperatures have been 
obtained from a number of Chalk fossil groups (Urey et al., 1951; Lowenstam 
4 Epstein, 1954; Bowen, 1966) and have resulted In a temperature scatter of 
13.5-25.8 C. These results have been questioned, however, on the basis of 
poor stratigraphic control, possible Isotope fractionation by the organisms 
concerned, doubts over original mineralogy and diagenetic recrystal 1IsatIon 
(Kennedy 4 Garrison, 1975b).
Relative temperature estimates have been based on the appearances of 
"warm water" groups such as hermatypic corals, rudlstid bivalves, larger 
foramlnifera (Carter & Hart, 1977), and dInoflagellate cyst assemblages domi­
nated by spiniferate or chórate species (Davey & Rogers, 1975).
5»1.4 Nutrients
IT Is now generally accepted that phytoplankton productivity Is directly
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related to nutrient Input (Tappan, 1968). The major nutrients In the ocean 
are oxygen (0 ), carbon dioxide (CO ), nitrogen (N), phosphate (PO ), and 
silicon (SI) (Williams, 1971a; Lentin & Williams, 1980). Since 0 and CO are 
always present In sufficient amounts, and SI has no effect on dinof lagel late 
productivity, the limiting factors appear to be N and PO . Lentin i Williams 
(1980) suggested that N Is removed from the photic zone when phytoplankton 
sink In deeper waters and, therefore, agencies which recirculate this "lost” 
N (e.g. upwelling currents) constitute an Important Influence on productivi­
ty. Although this appears to be an acceptable mechanism to account for 
Increases In cyst abundance (see also 5.2.4), It does not explain major 
Increases In cyst diversity. Piper A Cod I spot I (1975) have suggested that an 
Increase In the areal extent of the 0 minimum layer might alter the nutrient 
cycles In the ocean by enhancing the precipitation of phosphorous from Its 
surface layers. The most obvious way of doing this would be to envisage a 
widespread sea-1 eve I rise. Associated current activity would circulate 
N-rIch and PO -rich waters, thereby Increasing the nutrient levels In the 
oceans, while the creation of new habitats and environmental niches would 
result In Increased cyst diversification. Therefore, while Increases In 
dinof lagel late cyst abundance may be explained by recirculation of 
nu+rlent-rich currents, major Increases In diversity are thought to Indicate 
periods of rising sea levels (5.3.3).
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5.2 LîthologIcal/palynologFcal relationships
5.2.1 Omission surfaces
Omission surfaces were defined by Bromley (1975a) as "discontinuity sur­
faces of the most minor nature» which mark temporary halts in deposition but 
Involve little» or no» erosion". These surfaces occur at most» if not all of 
the localities examined during this study. They can often be recognised by 
changes ^ in sediment type or» in some cases» mineralisation of the omission 
surface itself, in less obvious cases» Bromley (1975a) has shown that it is 
possible to distinguish these surfaces on the basis of changes in the ichno- 
logical record. In most cases» palynomorph assemblages recovered from these 
levels were either poor or absent (e.g. LI vet Quarry» Fig. 30; (^rd 2: 
Hameau-Fredet Quarry» Fig. 31; HF 14). It is thought that the omission 
surfaces formed during periods of increased current activity» thus reducing 
deposition of the finer sedimentary fraction. The sediments are also subject 
to increased oxidation due to the flushing action of the currents (5.2.2) and 
bloturbat ion.
t ’-I
5.2.2 Nodular chalks and hardgrounds
The generally acepted model of hardground formation (Bromley» 1975a; 
Kennedy 4 Garrison» 1975b) involves an initial stage of early diagenesis 
associated with a pause in sedimentation causing the growth of calcareous 
nodules below the sediment/water interface (nodular chalks). Further pro­
longed diagenesis may lead to the coalescing of individual nodules to produce 
« continuously llthlfled subsurface layer (incipient hardground). If subse­
quent erosion of the overlying soft sediment exposes this layer at the 
seafloor» a true hardground will develop.
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A number of samples were collected from these sedimentary units» all of 
which were either palynologically barren or, at best, contained poor dlnofla- 
geMate cyst assemblages. The reasons for this are thought to be the result 
of the environmental conditions present during deposition of the sediment 
and/or the post-deposit Iona I diagenetic formation of the unit Itself, 
Hardgrounds form In relatively shallow water, probably during period of 
Increased current velocity and low sedimentation rates (5.3.3; E). Organic
content would normally have been corresponding!y low, although the occurrence 
of pyrite In some of these units Indicates an organic-rich source on a local 
scale at least. In addition to this, the process of I Ithlf Icatlon of the 
unit may have Involved the flushing action of low-energy currents, which 
removed the finer sedimentary particles from, and continuously oxygenated, 
the top few cms of the seafloor, thus resulting In the removal and degrada­
tion of much of the contained organic matter. In fact the total absence of 
organic matter was a feature of several hardgrounds examined, particularly 
those with a long history of formation (e.g. Branscombe Hardground at the 
Beer Stone Adit, Fig, 40; Adit 12). However, not all hardground samples 
processed were barren. Poor cyst assemblages were obtained from units which 
were penetrated by prominent burrow systems (particularly ThalassInoldes) 
which were open at the time of I Ithlf Icatlon, and subsequently filled with 
sediment which was originally deposited on the hardground surface (e.g. 
Hameau-Fredet Quarry, Fig. 31; HF 2). It Is almost certain that the poor 
cyst assemblages recorded from such hardground units were contained within 
the burrow fill. More work needs to be done. In which the burrow sediment Is 
processed separately from the I Ithlf led hardground. Some of these burrow 
systems are very extensive. Jarvis (1980) has recorded ThaIassInoldfiS sys 
terns as much as 5m below hardground surfaces. Also, In areas such as SE 
Devon, whole thicknesses of sediment have been eroded off hardground sur­
faces, and often the only remnants of these units Is the uni Ithlfled burrow 
fill.
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5.2.3 Flints
It Is generally accepted that most flints typically replace burrow 
InfII lings» particularly Ihalasslnoldfis (Bromley, 1965, 1967a; Kennedy & 
Garrison, 1975b; Hakansson et al., 1974; Jarvis, 1980; Clayton, 1982). 
These accentuate otherwise Indistinct omission and erosion surfaces. With 
further silicification, these flints may extend beyond the original burrows 
to form semi-continuous bands. Separate samples taken from flints and the 
surrounding sediment usually contained different cyst assemblages (e.g. 
Hameau-Fredet Quarry, Fig. 31; HF9). This Is partly because the material
within the burrow represents a higher stratigraphIc level than the surround­
ing sediment. If the difference between the two samples Is great this may 
Indicate an extensive period of non-deposit Ion, or perhaps a significant 
change In environmental conditions (5.2.4). If there Is little difference It 
may reflect a very minor period of omission, or perhaps result from the flint 
sample being a siliceous overgrowth (see above) and not part of the original 
burrow.
5.2.4 Marl seams
Numerous clay-rich horizons (marl seams) were sampled during the present 
study. In many cases they contain abundant and diverse dinoflagellate cyst 
sssemblages. The precise origin of these units has been the matter of some 
debate. Early work by Troelson (1955) and Jefferies (1963) suggested that 
the marl seams resulted from a sudden Influx of fine terrigenous material 
during periods of regression. More recent hypotheses, however, suggest that 
these units were formed by the selective dissolution of CaC03 during sedimen­
tation (Worsley, 1971; Ernst, 1978, 1982; Ekdale A Bromley, 1982), or that 
they result from ashfalls (Jeans, 1968; Jeans et al., 1982; Paoey, 1984). 
 ^ mechanism for the former has been suggested by Ernst (1982) which Involves
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the decomposition of organic-rich layers on the seafloor. The CO produced 
results in a rise In the solution rate of CaCO . The occurrence of 
organic-rich layers Is related to Increased nutrient Input (5.1.4). All of 
the marls examined rested either on omission surfaces, erosion surfaces or 
hardgrounds, the presence of which Indicates a period of Increased current 
activity prior to the deposition of the organic-rich layer. This appears to 
agree with the evidence for Increased phytoplankton productivity which Is 
thought to result either from Influxes of nutrlent-rIch currents, or periods 
of rising sea level (5.1.4). Many of the marl seams have a cyclical dlstrl-
I
butlon (e.g. the Lower Chalk at Beachy Head, Fig. 25a) which Is thought to 
be the result of periodic climatic changes caused by the Earths* orbital per­
turbations (Schwarzacher 4 Fischer, 1982). Others, however, are related to 
major transgressive episodes (e.g. Beachy Head, Fig. 49; BH 3), and are 
thought to be eustatic In origin (5.1.4, 5.3.3).
, ;
If-
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5,3 PalaeoenvironmentaI significance of dinoflagel late cyst distribution
5.3.1 Species diversity as an Indicator of relative water depth
Comparisons were made between dinoflagellate cyst diversity In sediments 
from the central parts of the Anglo-Parls Basin (e.g. Beachy Head)» with 
those deposited nearer the basin margins (e.g. LIvet Quarry). Lower Ceno­
manian material from LIvet Quarry (Fig. 41) showed a maximum cyst diversity 
of 36 compared with 69 from the correspondIng level at Beachy Head (Fig.
49) . An examination of the sediments Indicated that the deposit Iona I envi­
ronment at the former locality was shallow water» nerltic (5.4.1)» while that 
at Beachy Head was relatively deep water» open shelf (5.5.2).
The second stratigraphic level examined was the low Turón Ian (M* 
lab I at us Zone) at Ports (Fig. 46)» Beachy Head (Fig. 49) and Beer (Fig.
50) . Maximum cyst diversities ranged from 30 at Beer (Fig. 50; BR 3)» to 
42 at Ports (Fig. 46; Po 9) and 55 at Beachy Head (Fig. 49; BH 14). The 
sediments at Beer were dominantly nodular chalks with numerous hardgrounds» 
while those at the other two localities consisted mainly of thick chalk units 
Interbedded with thin marl seams.
In both of the above cases» samples from the more central parts of the 
basin contained more diverse cyst assemblages than those from the basin mar 
Qins. If one assumes that the sediments In the central basin were deposited 
In deeper water (shown by thicker» more complete successions)» the results 
Indicate that species diversity may be a useful guide to relative water 
depth. However» It must be remembered that this criterion can only 
applied when comparing sediments from corresponding stratigraphIc le 
since absolute cyst diversity can be affected by other variables 
salinity (5.1.3) and nutrient Input (5.1.4).
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5.3.2 Palaeoenvfronmentally significant dinoflagellate cyst associations
An analysis of overall cyst abundances» diversity and morphology, and 
comparisons with lithology has shown that It Is possible to delimit the fol­
lowing palaeoenvironmentally useful associations.
GROUP 1 Ovoldlnlum verrucosum verrucosum and a. verrucQsum ostium 
are regarded here as Indicators of shallow water deposition. The former was 
the domtnant form In microplankton assemblages recovered from the Glauconie
I
de base and the lower part of the Crale glauconleuse at LIvet Quarry (Fig. 
31). These sediments are regarded as having been deposited In a nearshore, 
nerltic environment (5.4.1). Ovoldlnlum verrucosum verrucosum was also an 
Important constituent of the assemblages recovered from the Glauconitic Marl 
at Asham Pit (Fig. 38), and this unit Is also Interpreted as a relatively 
shallow-water deposit (5.3.3, 5.5.1). Neither of the above cysts were
recorded In sediments younger than the early Cenomanian (¿1. careItanensis 
Subzone) and their disappearance may be related to the basin-wlde Increase In 
water depth (5.3.3) associated with the onset of carbonate sedimentation.
GROUP 2 :- Bacch IdIn Ium polypes clavulum, Cyclonephel lum dlstlDCtuni» 
EpelldogphaArlrfi,^ spinosa. HeterosohaerIdlum ? heteracanthum, Subtl I Isphaara 
sp.A and Surculosphaerldlum long Ifurcatum are taken to Indicate relatively 
deeper water depositlonal conditions than for Group 1. Group 2 cysts tend to 
be most abundant In sediments representing marginal chalk fades. In particu­
lar, the upper part of the Crale glauconleuse at LIvet Quarry (Fig. 31) and 
Hameau-Fredet Quarry (Fig. 32), and the Crale de Rouen at Hameau-Fredet and 
(^nteloup (Fig. 33). Most of these forms were also encountered In the Crale 
mlcacee at Fontevraud (Fig. 37), and In the upper part of the Seaton Chalk 
at Beer (Fig. 40).
Group 3 Most species of Ach<^Qsphaera, ExfiOhosphaer IdJjim*
PervQsphaer Idlum. .«^ pIn 1 fer Ites, MICFOdIH iuni> 1 ItOSPhaer idJiim and
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also PaiagghYStr.ichOPhora Jjl.fuSQriQldes> Xenascus cera-t-intdA«: and
)(|phnphQrfdIum alatJM are regarded here as Indicative of relatively deep 
water (’outer shelf’) deposit Iona I environments. These cysts» particularly 
£. Infusorloldes» were the most common forms In assemblages recovered from 
Beachy Head» (Fig. 39) and Ports (Fig. 36). Many of these have an ornate 
morphology» a feature which Is generally regarded as a flotatlonal aid typi­
cal of deep water cysts (5.1.1). The appearance of Group 3 cysts In more 
marginal environments can» In some cases (e.g. Beer» 5.3.3)» be related to 
transgressive episodes.
I
Group 4 Cfl.dgn.l e.l I a campamilata> DIsphaerla macropyla» J2. munda, 
Hapspcysta dll.cTyota and Nematosphaeropsls den si rad lata are regarded here as 
deep water (’oceanic’) species because of their ornate morphology and compar- 
ttlve rarity. Their distribution Is almost Invariably restricted to samples 
from the central basin (e.g. Beachy Head» Fig. 39) but the occurrences were 
too sporadic to be able to relate them to specific events (5.3.3).
Group 5 Hvstrichosphaer Idlum bowerbankll» hi. tublferum tub I feTMl* 
Qdontoch It in« costata» Q. opercu lata and Q., comp I ex were found occurring In 
most samples processed and are regarded here as tolerant cosmopolitan forms. 
This group was particularly evident In sediments deposited during periods of 
regression (e.g. Beer» Fig. 40; 5.3.3; G).
5,3,3 Transgressive-regressive phases
This section examines the transgressive and regressive phases of the 
Chalk Sea during the mid Cretaceous In the Anglo-Parls Basin, Evidence for 
these events Is based on facies analysis» palynomorph distribution (5.3.1» 
5*3.2)» and on comparisons with published water depth studies (Hancock, 
1975a; Hancock & Kauffman» 1979; (^per, 1977; Hart & Bailey» 1979).
A) Early late Alblan transgress Ion :•* Cooper (1977)» and Hancock 4 
Kauffman (1979) recorded an early late Alblan transgressive episode In the
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Anglo-Paris Basfn. The latter authors were of the opinion that this event 
carried Cretaceous seas onto many ancient massifs for the first time during 
the Mesozoic. Evidence for this event can be observed at LI vet Quarry
(2.1.1) where shallow-water, glauconitic sediments of late Alblan (¿. dlspar 
Zone) age (4.3.1) rest unconformably on Aptian sands. The transgression 
reached a peak In the late Alblan and was followed by a period of shallowing 
at the Alblan-Cenomanlan boundary (Cooper, 1977), although It Is uncertain 
whether this shallowing was eustatic In origin, or was caused by local tec­
tonic u|3IIft. Palynological evidence for a rise In sea level durlno this
i
period can be found at both LI vet Quarry and Asham Pit. At the former there 
Is a distinct Increase In the proportion of bisaccate pollen (Fig. 31; Cord 
3) which Is taken to Indicate Increased representation of the hinterland 
flora (sensu Batten, 1974) during a period of transgress Ion. The cyst diver­
sity also shows an Increase at this level which Is associated with the 
Increased representation of cyst Groups 2 4 3  (5.3.2), again Indicating a 
transgressive phase. At Asham Pit (Fig. 38) there Is a cyst diversity peak 
In the Upper Greensand (Fig. 48; BAT 4) which can probably be correlated 
with that at LI vet Quarry (Fig. 41; Cord 3).
B) Alblan-Cenomanlan boundary regression :- A regressive phase Is Indi­
cated at the level of the Alblan-CencmanIan boundary In the Anglo-Parls Basin 
(Kennedy 4 Juignet, 1975: C^ Doper, 1977). Samples were collected from sup­
posed Alblan-CencmanIan sediments at LI vet Quarry (4.3.1), Asham Pit (4.4.1) 
and Beachy Head (4.4.2). The stage boundary at all three localities Is 
marked by an omission, or erosion, surface. DInoflagellate cyst diversities 
at LI vet Quarry (Figs. 31, 41) and Asham Pit (Figs. 38, 48) are lower at 
this level than those described In the previous section (A). At LIvet, Group 
) cysts show an Increased abundance, while Group 3 forms are virtually 
absent. At Asham Pit (Fig. 38), a number of Group 2 cysts become more 
Important (particularly <^ urcu losphaer Id I urn inngl f urcatum) near the top of the 
Upper Greensand. The cyst distribution at both localities, therefore.
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appears to indícate a period of shai lowing prior to the erosion of the top­
most Alb Ian sediments (5.3.3; C).
C) Early Cenomanian transgression A major transgressive episode in 
the early Cenomanian has been recorded in many parts of the world (Cooper, 
1977; Hancock & Kauffman, 1979) and has been dated as M. ¿accltaafilliLs. Zone 
at its base in southern England (Kennedy, 1971; Kennedy & Garrison, 1975b). 
The basal unit of the Lower Chalk in this area, the Glauconitic Marl, is 
thought to represent a basement transition facies (Kennedy & Garrison, 1975b) 
and, as .indicated in the previous section (5.3.3; B), rests on a prominent
omission surface at both Asham Pit (2.4.1) and Beach y Head (2.4.2). The 
Glauconitic Marl contains a large proportion of reworked Albian material and 
In some areas (e.g. Beachy Head) Is markedly condensed. The sediments are 
Intensely bloturbated and penetrated by prominent burrow systems (2.4.2). 
The dinof lagel late cyst distribution almost certainly represents a mixed 
Alblan-CenomanIan assemblage (4.4.1, 4.4.2) and, therefore, the species
diversity plots at Asham Pit (Fig. 48) and Beachy Head (Fig. 49) are prob­
ably artificially high. The presence of cyst Groups 1 4 2 in this unit would 
normally be taken as evidence of relatively shallow-water depositlonal condi­
tions. However, the sedImentologleal evidence points to repeated current and 
biogenic reworking on the seafloor and, therefore, the possibility of much of 
this material having been transported In from the basin* margins cannot be 
discounted. A sample collected from a thin marl seam overlying the Glauconi­
tic Marl at Beachy Head (Figs. 39, 49; BH 3) contained the most abundant 
and diverse cyst assemblage recorded during this study. Hart & Bailey (1979) 
also recorded a significant expansion of the planktonic foram Ini fera at the 
same level which they Interpreted as Indicating a major rise In sea level. 
At LI vet Quarry (Figs. 31, 41; Cord 9) d I nof lagel late cyst diversity also 
reaches a peak In the r«rrftanensis Zone. The cyst assemblages are
characterised by the increased numbers of cyst Groups 2 4 3 (5.3.2, 5.4.1),
also of bisaccate pollen, all of which is taken to Indicate a period of
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transgression. In the upper part of the section at LI vet Quarry there Is a 
distinct change from shallow-water glauconitic facies to fine-grained car­
bonate facies (2.2.1). Cyst assemblages from the latter are characterised by 
the Increasing dominance of Group 2 forms» with a corresponding decrease» and 
eventual disappearance of cyst Group 1. Terrigenous Input also shows a 
marked decrease over this Interval (5.4.1). Palynological and sedImentologi­
cal evidence from the three sites studied (Asham Pit» Beachy Head and LIvet 
Quarry) Indicates a transgressive episode during the early Cenomanian (M.
carcltariensls Zone). The occurrence of Group 2 cysts (5.3.2) In the upper
1
part of the section at LIvet Quarry» after the main diversity peak (Fig. 41; 
Cord 9)» Indicates that sea level continued to rise (e.g. Hancock & Kauff­
man» 1979)» rather than follow a rapid transgressive-regressive pattern (e.g. 
Cooper» 1977).
D) Late Cenomanian transgression :- A minor transgression during the 
late Cenomanian (£. navfculare Zone) Is Indicated by the on lap of a thin 
development of the Marnes a Q. blauriculata (2.1.5) over the Sables du 
Perche (2.1.4) In the area around Le Mans (Les Fosses Blanches Quarry» Figs. 
8» 9). A sample from the former formation contained a poor cyst assemblage» 
consisting mainly of Groups 2 & 5» with a few Group 3 forms (5.3.2)» which 
suggests a fairly shallow-water depositlonal environment. Species diversity 
Is low (as Is abundance) Indicating low nutrient levels (5.1.4). This 
transgressive phase was not recorded at any other locality studied and Is 
thought here to be the result of local tectonic downwarp rather than a signi­
ficant rise In sea level.
E) Earl lest Turonlan stiIIstand :- The basal Turonlan Is marked by 
nodular chalks and hardgrounds (5.1.2) over most of the Anglo-Parls Basin. 
Samples analysed from this level at Bols du Galet Marl Pit (5.4.5)» Beachy 
Head (5.5.2) and Beer (5.5.3)» Invariably contained poor cyst assemblages» or 
were barren. Despite this» there Is no definite evidence of shallowing 
isensu Cooper» 1977) and It Is thought likely that the cyst distribution Is
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the result of Increased current activity and low nutrient levels during a 
period of stillstand In sea-level rise (sensu Hancock & Kauffman, 1979).
F) Early Turón Ian transgression A major earit Turonlan transgressive 
phase has been recorded world-wide (Cooper, 1977; Matsumoto, 1977; 
Jeletsky, 1977; Reyment & Morner, 1977; Hancock & Kauffman, 1979; Hart & 
Bailey, 1979). However, Interpretations differ as to whether this represents 
a fresh transgressive pulse, or whether It represents the maximum extent of 
an earlier phase (see discussion below). Samples from the low Turonlan (M. 
lahlatuá Zone) were collected from a number of localities (Les FossesÍ
Blanches Quarry, Bols du Galet Marl Pit, Ports, Beachy Head and Beer). At 
Les Fosses Blanches Quarry (5.4.3) and Bols du Galet Marl Pit (5.4.5) the 
marly chalks contained poor cyst assemblages consisting mainly of Groups 2 ¿ 
5, and are thought to Indicate low nutrient levels. At Beer (5.5.3), cyst 
abundance and diversity Increase throughout the (k>nnett*s Hole Member of the 
Seaton Oialk. This Is characterised by an Increased representation of Group 
3 cysts over Groups 2 & 5, and Is taken to Indicate Increasing water depth 
and nutrient levels. A similar pattern can also be seen at Ports (5.4.6) and 
to a lesser extent at Beachy Head (5.5.2). Diversity peaks recorded at these 
localities were the second highest recorded during this study.
G) Mid-late Turonlan regression :- A middle to late Turonlan regressive 
phase has been suggested by a number of authors (Hancock, 1975a; Cooper, 
1977; Hancock & Kauffman, 1979; Hart 4 Bailey, 1979; Jarvis 4 Gale In 
press). Samples from this stratigraphic level were collected from Ports 
(5.4.6), Fontevraud (5.4.7), La Chartre-sur-le-LoIr (5.4.8), 
VII ledleu-le-Oiateau (5.4.9), Beachy Head (5.5.2) and Beer (5.5.3). Where 
preserved, cyst assemblages showed a significant decrease In abundance and 
«diversity associated with Increased representation of cyst Groups 2 4 5. In 
addition to the palynological evidence, the sediments show evidence of 
Increased current activity ( p r o b a b i y associated wIth shallowIng; 5.2.1) In 
the central parts of the basin (Beachy Head; 5.5.2), while In the more mar-
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ginal areas there Is evidence of Increased terrigenous runoff from emergent 
massifs (Fontevraud; 5.4.7: La Chartre-sur-le-LoIr; 5.4.8).
Discussion The transgressive-regressive phases outlined above (5.3.3; 
A-G) were defined on the basis of changes In the dinof lagel late cyst distri­
bution (5.3)» lithology (5.2) and comparisons with published data. However» 
the question of what causes these events Is the matter of some debate. On 
the one hand» Cooper (1977) Is of the opinion that most of these phases were 
discrete» essentially synchronous events resulting from fluotuatlons of eus- 
tatlc sea level» whereas Hancock & Kauffman (1979) regard eustatic 
transgressions and regressions as occurring over long periods of geological 
time. They suggest that many of (topers* episodes are In fact diachronous or 
can be explained by local tectonic downwarpIng» or stillstands In sea level 
rise.
Both Hancock (1975a) and Cooper (1977) recognise major eustatic pulses 
In the early Cenomanian (H. careItanensis Zone) and the early Turonlan (M. 
lablatiif? Zone)» and these coincide with significant Increases In dlnoflagel- 
late cyst diversity. It has long been recognised that phytoplankton 
abundance Is related to nutrient levels (5.1.4); however» Increased diversi­
fy results from the creation of new habitats and ecological niches (Cooper» 
1977). Therefore» an Increase In both abundance and“ diversity requires 
nutrient enrichment and the creation of new habitats. The most obvious 
mechanism to explain this would be a widespread sea-1 eve I rise (5.1.4). From 
the evidence» therefore» It seems likely that those events associated with 
Increased phytoplankton abundance and diversity (5.3.3; C» F) are eustatic 
In origin.
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5.4 Palaeoenvironment of sections sampled In western France
5.4.1 LIvet Quarry» Cordebugle (Fig. 41)
5.4.1.1 Glauconie de base - The presence of highly glauconitic sands, with 
occasional coarse lenses, phosphatic nodules and abundant shell debris sug­
gests that the Glauconie de base was deposited In a shallow-water, nearshore 
(probabry nerltic) environment. Terrigenous Input was high, as Indicated by 
hte large numbers of miospores recorded (Fig. 31). Periods of Increased 
current activity are Indicated by the. presence of erosion, or omission, sur­
faces. DInofI age I late cyst assemblages recovered from these sediments were 
generally dominated by Group 1 cysts (5.3.2), with more minor amounts of Gro­
ups 2 & 3. A late Alblan transgressive episode (5.3.3; A) Is Indicated by 
the occurrence of this formation resting unconformabiy on Aptian sands
(2.2.1). This transgression reached a peak In the dIspar Zone, and Is 
associated with the appearance of deepei— water Group 3 cysts, and a reduction 
In numbers of Group 1. The proportion of miospores (particularly bisaccate 
pollen) Increased at this level, and Is taken to Indicate Increased represen­
tation of the hinterland flora (sensu Batten, 1974) during a period of rising 
sea I eve I.
Bt .»j
5.4.1.2 Crale glauconleuse -
The Crale glauconleuse exposed at LIvet Quarry consists of fine glaucon­
itic sands at Its base, passing up Into marly chalks with flint lines, and Is 
^®garded here as having been deposited In fairly shallow, ’Inner shelf con­
tritions. Relatively poor cyst assemblages, dominated by Group 1 forms, were 
recovered from around the Alblan-Cenomanlan boundary (Fig. 31; Cord 4, 5) 
«f»«! are associated with a regressive phase In the Anglo-Parls Basin at this
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I time (5.3.3; B). A peak In cyst diversity In the Lower Cenomanian (Fig. 
41; Cord 9) Is characterised by an Increased abundance of cyst Groups 2 i 3
(5.3.2)» and also of bisaccate pollen. Indicating a rise In sea level. This 
peak Is correlated with a cyst diversity Increase at Beachy Head (Figs. 39, 
49; BH 3), and Is thought to represent a major world-wide transgressive 
event (5.3.3; C). Samples from the carbonate-rIch sediments near the top of 
the section contained poor cyst assemblages, consisting mainly of cyst Groups 
2 i 5 (Figs. 31, 41), and probably represent low nutrient levels.
P a g e  1 8 2
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5.4.2 Hameau-Fredet» and Canteloup, Quarries, Fumichon (Fig. 42, 43)
5.4.2.1 Crale glauconleuse -
The Crale glauconleuse exposed In Hameau-Fredet Quarry Is Lower Ceno­
manian (M* rtlxon1 Zone; 4.3.2.1). The sediments consist of glauconitic 
chalks, with several hardgrounds and flint lines, and are laterally equi­
valent to the cyclic chalk/marl sequences found In the Lower Chalk In 
%
southeast England (e.g. Beachy Head, Fig. 25a). D1nofI age I late cyst assem­
blages recovered from this formation are dominated by Group 2 forms. 
Indicating fairly shallow-water conditions (5.3.2). Cyst diversity Is gener­
ally low (never exceeedlng 25 species) compared with that found In more 
central basin sediments (e.g. Beachy Head, Fig. 49; 5.3.1). Fluctuations 
In cyst diversity are thought to be related to changes In the current regime 
(assemblages are poorer In sediments deposited during periods of Increased 
current activity and low sedimentation rates; 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.2.3), and 
minor nutrient Influxes (5.1.4, 5.2.4).
5.4.2.2 Crale de Rouen -
The lower part of this formation at both Hameau-Fredet, and Cantaloup Is 
characterised lithologically by glauconitic chalks containing calcareous 
nodules, chalk Intraclasts and numerous omission surfaces (2.2.2, 2.2.3). 
one goes higher up the succession, the amount of glauconite decreases a 
^llnt lines become more common (5.2.3). The low overall cyst diversities 
(and abundances) and the predcmlnance of Group 2 cysts (5.3.2) suggest 
liar deposltlonal environment to that of the underlying Crale glauc
(5. 4. 2. 1) .
m
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5.4,3 Les Fosses Blanches Quarry, La Caluyere (Fig. 44)
5,4.3.1 Sables du Perche -
The Sables du Perche consist here of highly-oxidised, coarse, glauconi­
tic sands which show evidence (e.g. large scale current bedding) of 
deposition In a high-energy, nearshore environment. Samples from this forma­
tion were palynologically barren.
1T ~ :|
5.4.3.2 Marnes a Q. blaurlculata -
The occurrence of these comparatively fine-grained, highly glauconitic 
sediments (2.2.4) Is thought to represent a minor transgress Ion (5.3.3; D) 
probably caused by local downwarpIng at the basin margin. The cyst assem­
blage recovered was poor, and comprised mainly of cyst Groups 2, 3 & 5 and Is 
thought to Indicate a fairly shallow-water deposit Iona I environment.
5.4.3.3 Sables a £. obtusus -
This formation Is represented by a thin hardground unit at this locality 
(2.2.4), The cyst assemblage recovered was typically poor (5.2,2) and marked 
a return to higher energy depositlonal conditions.
5.4.3.4 Craleal. carantonensis -
Sample Cal 3 (Fig. 44) was collected from the glauconitic chalk at the 
base of this formation. It contained a poor cyst assemblage consisting main­
ly of Groups 2 & 5, Indicating fairly shallow-water depositlonal conditions
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5.4.5 Bois du Galet Marl Pit, St. SyIvestre-de-Cormell les (Fig. 45)
5.4.5.1 Craie a A. pjfijiiis -
This formation is represented here by marly chalks and is laterally 
equivalent to the Plenus Marls of southeast England (2.4.2). The presence of 
several nodular hardgrounds, and flint lines Indicates periodic Increases In 
current activity (5.1.2, 5.1.3). Samples from the lower part of the exposure 
contain‘moderately rich cyst assemblages (Figs. 35, 45; St. S. 1, 2).
Cyst Groups 2 4 5  were particularly wel1-represented, while the occurrence of 
several Group 3 forms may reflect Increased phytoplankton productivity due to 
nutrient Influxes (5.1.4). The average cyst diversity In samples from the 
Craie a A. p 1 enus was 21, compared with 36 for the Plenus Marls at Beachy 
Head (Fig. 49), Indicating the comparltively shallow depth of deposition of 
the former (5.3.1).
5.4.5.2 Craie noduleuse -
This formation consists of numerous banks of calcareous nodules which
tm
are thought to represent periods of Increased current activity and low phyto­
plankton productivity (5.1.2). Similar sediments were recorded In other 
parts of the basin at this stratigraphic level (5.3.3; E). Ciyst assemblages
were very poor (Fig. 45) and comprised mainly of Groups 2 4 5  (5.3.2).
5*4.5.3 Craie marneuse -
The Craie marneuse consists mainly of marly chalks with occasional flint 
lines (2.2.5). Cyst assemblages recovered were poor, and consist mainly of 
Gf'oups 2 4 5 (5.3.2). The absence of hardgrounds, and reduced number of
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omission surfaces suggests lower current velocities than for the underlying 
sediments. However, the level of phytoplankton productivity recorded Indi­
cates that nutrient levels were still low.
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5.4.6 Ports (Fig. 46)
5.4.6.1 Crale a 1. lablatus -
TheCraleai. J^ ai?latus at Ports consists of a thick sequence of 
chalk/marl units» which become Increasingly micaceous near the top of the 
exposure (2.2.7). Abundant and diverse dinoflagellate cyst assemblages» dom­
inated by relatively deep-water Group 3 forms» were recovered from the lower 
part of'the succession (Figs. 36» 46; Po9-13). Cyst diversity reached a
peak In Sample Po 9 (Fig. 46)» and this Is correlated with an early Turonlan 
transgress I ve episode (5.3.3; F). The sediments In the upper part of the
exposure are mIca-rIch» Indicating emergence and erosion of a nearby 
mlca-rlch source (I.e. the Armorican Massif). The cyst assemblages reco­
vered from these micaceous chalks were relatively poor compared to those from 
the lower part of the succession» and Group 3 forms virtually disappear to be 
replaced by Groups 2 & 5 (Fig. 36). The lithological and palynologlcal evi­
dence points to a regressive phase at this time (5.3.3; G).
It Is worthy of note here that the rich cyst assemblages recovered from 
fhe lower part of the succession correspond to t-h© Inoceramid zone of 
^tl lolrifts cf. opalensls (Woodroof» 1981)» while the poor assemblages from 
the micaceous chalks (above Sample Po 9) fall within the Zone of Mytlloldes 
(Woodroof» 1981). This close association between the two fossil 
groups was noted at other localities (5.4.7» 5.5.3) and Indicates their 
potential value as palaeoenvironmental Indicators.
-M
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5.4.7 Fontevraud Quarry (Fig. 47)
5.4.7.1 Crale a 1. labiatus -
The sedimen+s from +hls formal Ion at Fontevraud Quarry closely resemble 
those from the upper part of the section at Ports (5.4.6.1), and contain sim­
ilar cyst assemblages. See 5.4.6.1 for depositlonal environment.
5.4.7.2 Crale micacee -
All the samples processed from the Crale micacee contained either poor 
cyst assemblages or were barren (Figs. 37, 47; Fo 1, 10, 11 i 13). Those 
that were recorded comprised mainly cyst Groups 2 & 5 and are thought to 
Indicate deposition In a relatively shallow water, * Inner shelf environment 
during a period of regression (5.3.3; G).
As at Ports, changes In the dinof lagel late cyst distribution show a 
close relationship to changes In the Inoceramid fauna. Sample Fo 6 marks the 
Junction between the Zones of MytI loldes mytI loldes (lower) and M. cf. 
at 11*1 (Woodroof, 1981). AND
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Fig. 47 Relationship Between Dinoflagellate Cyst Abundance/Diversity 
And Lithology At Fontevraud Quarry, France
Marty CHalk
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5.4.8 Mushroom farm section» La Chartre-sur-le-Loir (Figs. 18, 19)
A total of 19 samples were collected from the top of the Crale mlcacee
and the Tuffeau Jaune at this locality, all of which proved to be palynologl-
cally barren. The sandy, detrltal and highly oxidised nature of the
sediment, the presence of prominent hardgrounds and nodular units indicate
that the sediments were deposited In a high energy nearshore environment dur­
ing a major regressive (5.3.3; G).
5.4.9 Roadside section, VII ledleu-le-Oiateau (Figs. 20» 21)
As at La Chartre (5.4.8), samples from this locality proved to be 
palynologically barren Indicating a similar depositlonal environment.
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5.5 Palaeoenvfronment of sections sampled In southern England
5.5.1 Asham Pit» Beddingham (Fig. 48)
5.5.1.1 Upper Greensand -
The buff» silty clays of the Upper Greensand at Asham Pit (2.4.1) are 
regarded by several workers (e.g. Kennedy & Garrison» 1975b) as having been 
deposited In low-energy» shallow-water, open shelf conditions. Despite the 
abundance of terrigenous clays» the proportion of miospores recovered was low 
(< 5X)» suggesting that the sediments were not nearshore In origin. zthe 
abundant and diverse dinoflagellate cyst assemblages recovered from this for­
mation were dominated by Group 3 forms (5.3.2). Cyst diversity reached a 
peak In Sample BAT 4 (Fig. 48)» and this Is thought to be related to a 
transgressive episode In the Anglo-Parls Basin at this time (5.3.3; A).
5.5.1.2 Lower Chalk -
The basal unit of the Lower Chalk» the Glauconltlc^^Marl» Is regarded as 
a condensed sequence (5.3.3; B) and contains reworked Alblan material 
(2.4.1, 4.4.1), Samples from this unit contain abundant and diverse cyst 
assemblages» which Is partly due to reworking and mixing of Alblan-CenomanIan 
material. Unlike the Upper Greensand (5.5.1.1)» the cyst assemblages contain 
numerous examples of cyst Groups 1 & 2, as well as Group 3 (5.3.2)» possibly 
Indicating a shallower deposit Iona I environment (5.3.3; B).
|gl
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5.5.2 Beachy Head# Eastbourne (Fig. 49)
5.5.2.1 Lower Chalk -
Much of the Lower Chalk at Beachy Head consists of distinctive 
chalk/marl sequences (see 5.5.1.2 for depositlonal environment of the Glau­
conitic Marl). The exact origin of these Is not fully understood but recent 
work (5.2.4) suggests that they may be related to climatic fluctuations. The 
dinoflagel late cyst assemblages recovered from this ’formation' tend to be 
more abundant In the clay-rich layers# and It Is suggested here that this Is 
the result of periodic Influxes of nutrlent-rIch currents (5.1.4). There Is 
a significant diversity peak In the Lower Cenomanian (Fig. 49; BH 3) which 
Is thought to be due to a major transgressive episode (5.3.3; C). The cyst 
assemblages In the Lower Chalk are dominated by Group 3 forms (5.2.3). This# 
combined with the greater abundance and diversity of cyst assemblages# and 
the fine-grained nature of the sediment compared with material of similar age 
from other parts of the basin (e.g. Hameau-Fredet# Cantaloup) Indicates a 
relatively deep water# central basin environment of deposition.
5.5.2.2 Middle Chalk -
The lower part of the Middle Chalk at Beachy head Is characterised by 
nodular chalks# samples of which yield very poor cyst assemblages (Figs. 39# 
The former are thought to be formed during periods of relatively high 
current activity and low nutrient levels# and can be correlated basin-wlde 
(5.3.3; E). Samples from higher up In the succession (Figs. 39# 49; BH 
15) contain richer cyst assemblages than those from the Melbourn Rock
(2.4.2). Unfortunately# however# that part of the Middle Chalk which Immedl- 
8tely overlies the latter unit was not sampled (2.4.2) and# therefore# It Is
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not known for certain whether the phytoplankton expansion recorded In low 
Turonlan sediments at Ports (5.4.6) and Beer (5.5.3), also occurs at Beachy 
Head. However, Increased planktonic/benthonic foramlnifera ratios recorded 
from this level by Carter & Hart (1979) suggest that It probably does. 
Samples from near the top of the Middle Chalk show an Increased abundance of 
some Group 2 forms (particularly CvclonephelIum dlstlnctum). Indicating a 
period of regression (5.3.J; G).
5.5.2.3 I Upper Chalk -
The occurrence of nodular chalks and hardgrounds, relatively poor cyst 
assemblages and the Increased Importance of cyst Groups 2 & 5 are taken to 
Indicate a mid-late Turonlan regressive phase (5.3.3.; G).
Aj
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5.5.3 Beer» S.E. Devon (Fig. 50)
5.5.3.1 Upper Greensand -
Samples from this .formation (Fig. 40; Beer H. 4-6) were palynologl- 
cally barren. The sediments» which consisted of coarse» trough cross-bedded 
calcarenites» with large amounts of detrltal quartz» were probably deposited 
In high-energy» shallow water conditions.
5.5.3.2 Beer Head Limestone -
The sediments which comprise the lower part of this formation (I.e. 
Pounds Pool» Hooken Cliffs and Little Beach Members) consist of coarse cal­
careous sandstones» with numerous hardgrounds (2.4.3). These show 
considerable lateral reworking and were probably deposited In a high-energy» 
shallow-water environment. DInoflagellate cyst first appear In the Pinnacles 
Member (Figs. 40» 50; Adit 16). The reasons for this are unclear but may 
be due to a continuation of the transgressive episode which was Initiated In 
the Lower Cenomanian (5.3.3; C)» or local tectonic downwarpIng on the basin
margin.
5.5.3.3 Seaton Chalk -
Sediments ranging In age from Turonlan to basal Conlaclan were sampled
(2.4.3). The cyst assemblages recovered showed considerable variations In 
abundance and diversity (Figs. 40» 50). Those from the Connett*s Hole
Member Increased In diversity up-sect Ion» reaching a high of 28 species 
Sample BR 2 (Fig. 50). This Is thought to be related to the early Turonlan 
transgressive episode recorded elsewhere In the Anglo-Parls Basin (5.3.3,
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F). Surprisingly, however, a second diversity peak was recorded from the 
base of the Beer Roads Member (Fig. 50; Hall 1), which Is thought to be In 
the I. lata Zone (4.4.3). Samples collected from this level elsewhere show 
regressive trends and, therefore, the stratigraphic Interpretation of this 
part of the succession may have to be revised. DInof lagel late cyst assem­
blages from the remainder of the succession were poor (average 10 species) 
and consisted mainly of Groups 2 & 5 (5.3.2). This Is correlated with a 
basin-wlde regressive episode during the mid-late Turonlan (5.3.3; G).
r y'
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND C O N a U S IO N S
6.1 LIthostratIgraphy
The existing IIthostratlgraphIc schemes for the various geological for­
mations examined In southern England and N.W. France during this study have
been reviewed» described and correlated (2.1, 2.3). Location diagrams, stra- 
%
tigraphical sections (Including details of geological stages, formations, 
significant marker horizons, and current macrofauna I zonations) and IIthos- 
tratlgraphlc descriptions have also been provided for each sample site; I.e. 
LIvet Quarry (2.2.1), Hameau-Fredet Quarry (2.2.2), Cantaloup Quarry (2.2.3), 
Les Fosses Blanches Quarry (2.2.4), Moulin Ars Quarry (2.2.5), Bols du Galet 
Marl Pit (2.2.6), Ports (2.2.7), Fontevraud Quarry (2.2.8), La 
Chartre-sur-le-LoIr (2.2.9), V11 ledleu-le-Chateau (2.2.10), Asham Pit 
(2.4.1), Beachy Head (2.4.2), Beer Head (2.4.3), Beer Stone Adit 2.4.5), and 
Ann I s’ Knob (2.4.5). Sample localities are shown on Fig. 1, and I ithostra- 
tigraphic correlations are provided on Fig. 2.
6.2 Taxonomy
Two hundred and forty samples were processed, two hundred and nine of 
which were productive. One hundred and forty four species and subspecies of 
dinoflagellate cysts were recorded (3.1) and photographed. General descrip- 
tions and amplifying remarks have been provided where necessary (3.2). Five 
f’ew species, Achomosphaftra simplex (PI. 1, figs. 7-8), Fpel idQsphaerídl.a 
^^errillñta (Pi. 5, figs. 9-10), l ftnsphaerid ium medí US (PI- 8»
5'8), L. arna (Pi. 8, figs. 8-9) and £yxLdiímál¿ jaanmi (Pi •
and 2 new subspecies, Achomosohaera sagena hrftYÍSPÍrma (PI- I*
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5) «nH ç|ftîgtosDhaerÎdÎum armatum brevisolnoj^nm (P|. 3, ffg.
cri bed and Illustrated (3.2).
3) are des-
6.3 Blostratigraphy
DInoflagellate cyst distribution charts were constructed for all the
sites examined (Figs. 31-40) apart from St. (^lals» La Chartre-sur-le-LoIr»
and VIIledleu-le-Chateau where the sediments were palynologically barren. 
«
The charts were based» where possible» on the percentage distribution of 
cysts present (on a spot count of 500 specimens). In those cases where the 
cyst abundance was low (I.e. <500 specimens) the absolute number of cysts
was recorded.
Sixteen species were recorded for the first time In mid Cretaceous sedi­
ments from the Anglo-Parls Basin (Achomosohaera reglensis» ApteodInI urn 
reticulatum. CrIbroperIdIn Ium cf. cooksonae» DIsphaerla macropyla» 
Nematosphaeropsis densirad lata» QdontochItIna cribrQPQda» Ql IflOSphaerldlPm 
retlculatiifT). Qvold In lum verrucosum ostium» Pervosphaer I d I um cenoflian lenS-S» 
Tanyogphaerldlum salpinx. Cyclonephel lum clathrcmaroInatum» GonyauIaCYSta 
ÆPlYthyrl*=}» Ql Igosphaerldlum pocu I um» Xenascus p lfttfi.1.» Craspedod in liM 
■IJldistlnrtlim and Achomosphaera verdlerl; 4.1).
A summary chart (Fig. 30) was constructed on which all the cyst data 
was correlated. The recorded "ranges'* differ In many cases from the pub­
lished data (I.e. the former are usually less extensive) Indicating that the 
dominant control on the cyst distribution In marginal areas Is not evolution» 
but local facies variations.
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6,4 Palaeoenvironment
Diagrams showing the relationship between dinoflagellate cyst 
abundance/diversity and lithology were constructed for each productive local­
ity (Figs. 41-50). The cyst distribution In samples from different 
lithologies was examined In detail. Poor assemblages were recorded from 
omission surfaces (5.2.1)» nodular chalks and hardgrounds (5.2.2)» and some 
flints (5.2.3). Samples from marl seams on the other hand» commonly con­
tained i^ Ich and diverse cyst assemblages (5.2.4). These clay-rich units are 
thought to result from Increased deposition of organic-rich material» oxida­
tion of which causes local carbonate dissolution (5.2.4). This can be caused 
by transgressive episodes (5.1.4» 5.3.3)» or by the periodic Influx of
nutrlent-rIch currents.
(^st assemblages from the central part of the basin were more abundant 
and diverse than those recovered from the basin margins. Provided close» 
Independent stratigraphIc controls are available» the differences In cyst 
diversity can be used as a relative guide to water depth (I.e. greater 
dlverslty=greater water depth ; 5.3.1).
A number of cyst associations were recognised which appear to charactei 
Ise particular depositlonal environments (5.3.2). These are :-
Group 1 Qvoldinlum verrucosum verrucosum» Q., YfirruCOSUHl OSti.um«
Group 2 :- Bacchi din I urn polypes c lavul urn» Cyclonephel lliffl dlstlnctum* 
¿pel Id0SDhaer?fl|f) spinosa. Heterosphaer IdI urn ? h<^teracanthLUH» ¿ubt I I Isphaer.fl 
and Surculnsphaerldlum longlfurcatum.
Group 3 most species of ArhomQSDhaer.a» FxochQSPhaer Id I um»
d e n t i n  la» P_ervosDhaeridium. qpiniferites» | Ito^phaer IdlJM* f^IcrodlRliM.
also Pa laeohvstr Ichophora |pfnsnr loldes» XenaSC.U5. fifiPat lOldfiS and 
^^^Phorldllim alatum.
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Group 4 Codon iel la camparmlata» Goronl f^ra £>ceanlra. JHs^ hafiEla 
parroDvIa» H. EUmlfl» HapSOCysta dlctyota and Nemato<;phaerr)p«;l<; den«;}raHla
Group 5 I- HvstrichQSDhaeridlum bowerbankil. ü.. tuhlferi.m tuhlfernm. 
ndontochltlna CQStata> Û.. Qpsrculata and Ql igosphaerldlnm con p le v .
Groups 1 (shallow water) - 4 (deeper water) are essentially Indicators 
of relative water depth within the Anglo-Parls Basin. Group 5 on the other 
hand consists of tolerant» cosmopolitan species» and can be used to Indicate 
periods of regression (5.3.3) and low nutrient levels.
A number of transgressive-regressive episodes were recognised on the 
basis of changes In dinoflagellate cyst distribution» lithological variations 
and comparisons with published data (5.3.3; A-G).
A) Early late Alblan transgression
B) Alblan-Cenomanlan boundary regression
C) Early Cenomanian transgression
D) Late Cenomanian transgress Ion
E) Ear I lest Turón Ian Stillstand
F) Early Turonlan transgress Ion
G) Mid-late Turonlan regression
Those events which are associated with significant Increases In dlnofla- 
gel late cyst abundance and diversity (5.3.3; C» F) are thought to be 
eustatic In origin (5.1.4).
Finally» the deposit Iona I environments of each productive locality are 
described and discussed (5.4» 5.5).
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Plate 1
Pig, 1 - Achomosphaera crassipellis (Deflandre & Cookson) Stover & Evitt
(x600), MCP/1284, Sample BAT 6. Antapical view, showing reticulate 
periphragm and low parasutural ridges.
Fig. 2 - Achomosphaera ? neptunii (Eisenack) Davey & Williams (x600), WHP/355 
Sample BH 3. Dorsal view; arrow indicates distally closed process 
terminations.
Fig, 3 - Achomosphaera ramulifera (Deflandre) Evitt (x600), WHP/355, Sample 
BH 3. Dorsal view, showing prominent membranes connecting adjacent 
cingular processes.
Achomosphaera regiensis Corradini (x600), WHP/307, Sample Po 10. 
Lateral view; arrow indicates medially bifurcating process. 
Achomosphaera sagena (Davey & Williams) brevispinus subsp. nov.
(x600), MCP/1307, Sample BAT 19. Dorsal view, showing short, poorly 
developed gonal and intergonal processes.
Achomosphaera sagena sagena Davey & Williams (x600), MCP/1307,
Sample BAT 19. Dorsal view.
Achomosphaera simplex sp. nov. (x600), WHP/355, Sample BH 3. 
Holotype; Dorsal view, showing characteristic thin, slightly fibrous 
processes.
Achomosphaer a simplex sp. nov. (x600), WHP/355, Sample BH 3. Dorsal 
view.
Achomosphaera verdieri Below (x600), MCP/1306, Sanple BAT 18.
Dorsal view.
Fig. 10 - Aldorfia deflandrei (Clarke & Verdier) Stover & Evitt (x600), 
WHP/366, Sample BH 14. Dorsal view, showing the separated wall 
structure.
Fig. 11 - Apteodinium maculatum Eisenack & Cookson (x600), MCP/1291, Sample 
BAT 3. Dorsal view, showing large, 'hoof-shaped' precingular 
archeopyle.
Fig, 12 - Apteodinium reticulatum Singh (x600), MCP/1291, Sample BAT 3.
Dorsal view, showing reticulate periphragm and type P archeopyle.


Plate 2
Fig. 1 - Apteodinium sp.A (x600), MCP/1293/ Sample BAT 5(1). Lateral view, 
precingular archeopyle and ornament of low tubercles.
Apteodinium sp.B (x600), WHP/311, Sample Cord 1. Dorsal view. 
Ascodinium acrophorum Cookson & Eisenack (x600), WHP/361, Sample 
BH 9. Dorsal view.
Fig. 4 - Bacchidinium polypes (Cookson & Eisenack) clavulum (Davey) Lentin 
& Williams (x600), MCP/1290, Sample BAT 2. Dorsal view, showing 
precingular archeopyle and capitate process terminations.
Fig. 5 - Bacchidinium polypes polypes (Cookson & Eisenack) Davey (x600), 
WHP/233, Sample Cant 4B. Lateral view, indicating precingular 
nature of archeopyle; arrow shows process termination bearing 
several small spines.
Batiacasphaera eutiches (Davey) Davey (x600), WHP/58, Sample 
Hall 1. Dorsal view, showing thick, sponge-like periphragm. 
Callaiosphaeridium asvmmetricum (Deflandre & Courteville) Davey 
& Williams (x600), WHP/368, Sample BH 16. Antapical view; arrow 
indicates parasutural process.
Fig. 8 - Canningia attadalica (Cookson & Eisenack) Stover.& Evitt (x600), 
MCP/1289, Scunple BAT 1. Showing typical spinose ornament and 
prominent antapical lobe.
- Canninqia colliveri Cookson & Eisenack (x600), WHP/360, Sample 
BH 8. Lateral view.
- Canninqia reticulata Cookson & Eisenack (x600), WHP/53, Sample 
BR 2.
- Cassiculosphaeridia reticulata Davey (x600), WHP/356, Sample 
BH 4. Shows coarsely reticulate periphragm.
- chytroeisphaer idia chytroeides (Sarjeant) Downie & Sarjeant 
(x600), MCP/1307, Sample BAT 19(2). Lateral view, showing 
precingular archeopyle.


Plate 3
Cleis tosphaer idiuin ancor if er um (Cookson & Eisenack) Davey et al. 
(x600), MCP/1303, Sample BAT 15.
Cleistosphaeridium armatum armatum (Deflandre) Davey (x600)^ WHP/358^ 
Sample BH 6. Apical view, showing typical acuminate processes.
Cleistosphaeridiurn armaturn (Deflandre) brevispinosum subsp. nov. 
(x600), WHP/58, Sample Hall 1, Showing characteristically short, 
acuminate processes.
Fig. 4 - Codoniella campanulata (Cookson & Eisenack) Downie & Sarjeant;
emend. Davey (x600), MCP/1305, Sample BAT 17, Arrow indicates 
parasutural crest thickening.
Fig. 5 - Cometodinium ? whitei (Deflandre & Courteville) Stover & Evitt 
(x600), WHP/365, Sample BH 13. Shows surface ornament of long, 
flexuous hairs.
Fig. 6 - Coronifera oceanica Cookson & Eisenack; .emend. May (x600), WHP/365, 
Sample BH 13. Dorsal view, showing precingular archeopyle; arrow 
indicates open tubular ^ntapical process.
Craspedodinium indistinctum Cookson & Eisenack (x600), WHP/219,
Sample HF 13.
Cribroperidinium cf. cooksonae Norvick (x600), WHP/311, Sample 
Cord 1. Lateral view. Note absence of paracingular paraplates. 
Cribroperidinium cf. cooksonae Norvick (600), WHP/311, Sample 
Cord 1. Lateral view.
“ Cribroperidinium edwardsii (Cookson & Eisenack) Davey (x600), 
WHP/313, Sample Cord 3. Ventral view, showing characteristic 
parasutural crests.
Fig. 11 - Cribroperidinium exilicristatum (Davey) Stover & Evitt (x600), 
WHP/358, Sample BH 6. Ventral view, showing typical accesory 
crests; arrow indicates short, apical horn.


Plate 4
Cyclonepheliuin clathroroarginatum Cookson & Eisenack (x600) , WHP/58, 
Sample Hall 1» Ventral view^ showing characteristic peripheral crests, 
Cyclonephelium compactum Deflandre & Cookson (x600), WHP/326, Sample 
St. S. 3. Dorsal view, showing striate discontinuous crests. 
Cyelonephelium distinctum Deflandre & Cookson (x600), WHP/342, Sample 
Adit 1. Ventral view.
Cyclonephelium distinctum Deflandre & Cookson (x600), WHP/321, Sample 
Cord 11.
Cyclonephelium eisenackii Davey (x600), WHP/319, Sample Cord 9.
Dorsal view, showing typical irregular low crests.
Cyclonephelium hughesii Clarke & Verdier (x600), WHP/356, Sample 
BH 4. Ventral view, showing typically short, broad, fibrous processes. 
Cyclonephelium membraniphorum Cookson & Eisenack (x600) , WHP./366, 
Seunple BH 14.
Cvclonephelium i..embraniphorum Cookson & Eisenack (x600) , WHP/319, 
Sample Cord 9. Figures 7 and 8 showing variable development of 
parasutural crests.
Fig. 9 - Dapsilidinium conispinum (Davey & Verdier) Lentin & Willieuns (x600), 
MCP/1291, Sample BAT 3. Ventral view, showing open tubular, and 
closed conical processes.
- Dapsilidinium laminaspinosum {Davey & Williams) Lentin & Williams 
(x600), WHP/355, Sample BH 3. i^ical view.
- Dapsilidinium multispinosum (Davey) Bujak et al. (x600), WHP/356, 
Sample BH 4.
- Dinopterygium dadoides Deflandre (x600), WHP/366, Sample BH 14. 
Apical view.


(x600) ,
Fig. 10
Fig. 11
Fig. 12
Plate 5
Dinopterygigm medusoides (Cookson & Eisenack) Stover & Evitt 
MCP/1304, Sample BAT 16. Apical view,
Disphaeria macropyla Cookson & Eisenack; emend. Norvick (x600), 
MCP/1291, Sample BAT 3. Dorsal view, showing precingular archeopyle, 
Disphaeria munda (Davey & Verdier) Norvick (x600), MCP/1294, Sample 
BAT 6. Lateral view; arrow indicates intratabular process. 
Ellipsodinium rugulosum Clarke & Verdier (x600), WHP/367, Sample 
BH 15. Dorsal view, showing reduced precingular archeopyle. 
Ellipsoidictyum circulatum (Clarke & Verdier) Lentin & Williams 
(x600), WHP/355, Sample BH 3, Ventral view; arrows indicate position 
of paracingulum.
Endoceratium dettmannae (Cookson & Hughes) Stover & Evitt (x600), 
WHP/319, Sample Cord 9.
Endoscrinium campanulum (Gocht) Vozzhenikova (x600), WHP/362, Sample 
BH 10. Ventral view.
Epelidosphaeridia spinosa (Cookson & Hughes) Davey (x600), MCP/1289, 
Sample BAT 1. Showing typical spinose ornament.
Epelidosphaeridia tuberculata sp. nov, (x600) , WHP/356, Sample BH 4,. 
Holotype; dorsal view, showing characteristic surface ornament, and 
clearly defined paracingulum.
- Epelidosphaeridia tuberculata sp. nov, (x600), WHP/356, Sample 
BH 4. Ventral view, showing indented sulcal area with reduced 
ornamentation, and rounded archeopyle margin.
- Exochosphaeridium arnace Davey & Verdier (x600), MCP/1289, Sample 
BAT 3. Dorsal view, showing precingular archeopyle formed by the 
loss of a single precingular paraplate.
“ Exochosphaeridium phragmites Davey et al. (x600), WHP/355, Sample 
BH 3. Ventral view, showing foliate apical process.


Plate 6
Florentinia buspina (Davey & Verdier) Duxbury (x400), MCP/1307, 
Sample BAT 19(1). Shows large complex postcingular processes. 
Florentinia deanei (Davey & Williams) Davey & Verdier (x400), 
WHP/355, Sample BH 3. Dorsal view; arrow indicates position of 
archeopyle.
Florentinia deanei (Davey & Williams) Dayey & Verdier (x600), 
WHP/355, Sample BH 3.
Florentinia ferox (Deflandre) Duxbury (x600), WHP/355, Sample BH 3. 
Dorsal view, showing granular cyst wall; arrow indicates medially 
trifurcate process.
Fig. 5 - Florentine cf. ferox of Davey & Verdier (1976). (x400), WHP/306, 
Sample Po 9. Showing characteristic large antapical process, and 
single, medially trifurcating processes.
Florentinia laciniata Davey & Verdier (x400), MCP/1280, Scimple 
BAT 2. Showing distinctive complex processes.
Florentinia mantellii (Davey & Williams) Davey & Verdier (x600), 
WHP/233, Sample Cant 4B. Showing typical faintly striate, distally 
bifurcate processes.
Fig. 8 - Florentinia radiculata (Davey & Williams) Davey & Verdier (x600), 
WHP/358, Sample BH 6. Showing slender, medially bifurcating 
processes, and distinctively long, slender antapical process;
Fig. 9 - Florentinia resex Davey & Verdier (x600), WHP/369, Sample BH 17.
Dorsal view, showing characteristically numerous wide-based, simple 
processes with a distally truncated margin.
“ Florentinia ? torulosa (Davey & Verdier) Lentin & Williams (x400), 
WHP/307, Sample Po 10. Showing distinctive large, rounded processes. 
” Florentinia tridactylites (Valensi) Duxbury (x600), WHP/369, Sample 
BH 17. Note medially bifurcate3trifurcate processes.


Plate 7
F i g ,  1 - Gonvaulacysta cassidata (Eisenack & Cookson) Sarjeant (x600), WHP/355, 
Sample BH 3. Lateral view, showing prominent apical pericoel, and 
denticulate parasutural crests.
Gonvaulacysta polythyris Davey (x600), WHP/355, Sample BH 3. Arrow 
indicates characteristic perforate parasutural crests.
Hapsocvsta dictyota Davey (x600), WHP/365, Sample BH 13. Lateral 
view, showing net-like periphragm.
Heterosphaeridium ? heteracanthum (Deflandre & Cookson) Eisenack 
& Kjellstrom (x400), WHP/367, Sample BH 15.
Hystrichodinium pulchrum Deflandre (x400), WHP/355, Sample BH 3.
Dorsal view.
Hystrichosphaeridium bowerbankii Davey & Williams (x600), WHP/244, 
S£ui^le Cant 16. Showing typical circular wrinkles at process bases. 
Hystrichosphaeridium difficile Manum & Cookson (x600), MCP/1307,
Scunple BAT 19(2). Showing distinctive fibrous processes. 
Hystrichosphaeridium tubiferum (Ehrenberg) brevispinum (Davey & 
Williauns) Lentin & Williams (x600), WHP/308, Sandle Po 11.
Ventral view, showing typically short,tubular processes.
Fig. 9 - Hystrichosphaeridium tubiferum tubiferum (Ehrenberg) Deflandre;
emend. Davey & Williams (x600), WHP/307, Sample Po 10. Lateral 
view.
- Hystrichostrogylon membraniphorum Agelopoulos (x600), WHP/355,
Semple BH 3. Lateral view.
- Isabelidinium acuminatum (Cookson & Eisenack) Stover & Evitt 
(x600), MCP/1304, Sample BAT 16. Dorsal view.
- Kleithriasphaeridium readei (Davey & Williams) Davey & Verdier 
(x600), WHP/366, Sample BH 14. Shows thickened ribs running 
lengthwise along the processes and onto the central body.


Plate 8
Leberidocysta chlamydata (Cookson & Eisenack) Stover & Evitt (x600), 
WHP/355, Sample BH 3, Shows characteristic verrucose ornament,
Leberidocysta defloccata (Davey & Verdier) Stover & Evitt (x600), 
WHP/366, Sample BH 14.
Fromea amphora Cookson & Eisenack (x600), WHP/366, Sample BH 14. 
Litosphaeridium arundum (Eisenack & Cookson) Davey (x600), MCP/1291, 
Sample BAT 3. Shows variable width of tubular processes.
Fig. 5 - Litosphaeridium médius sp. nov. (x600) , WHP/360, Sample BH 8.
Holotype; shows opeav/lagenate processes with denticulate margins, 
and reticulate cyst wall.
Litosphaeridium médius sp. nov. (x600), WHP/360, Sample BH 8.
Shows closed conical (sulcal) processes.
Litosphaeridium siphoniphorum (Cookson s Eisenack) Davey & Willieuns 
(x600), WHP/356, Sample BH 4, Shows reticulate cyst wall and typical 
tapering, tubular processes.
Fig. 8 - Litosphaeridium urna sp. nov. (x600), MCP/1304, Sample BAT 16.
Holotype; dorsal view, showing smooth cyst wall’and well-developed 
open, lagenate processes.
Litosphaeridium urna sp. nov. (x600), MCP/1304, Sample BAT 16. 
Holotype,
- Microdinium ? criniturn Davey (x600), WHP/367, Sample BH 5. Shows 
parasutural ridges.
- Microdinium distinctum Davey (x600), WHP/367, Sample BH 5. Dorsal 
view, showing absence of paracingular plates.
- Microdinium ornatum Cookson & Eisenack (x600), MCP/1305, Sample 
BAT 17, Dorsal view.


Plate 9
- Microdinium setosum Sarjeant (x600), WHP/355, Sample BH 3. Showing 
characteristic spinose parasutural crests,
■ Microdinium veligerum (Deflandre) Davey (x600), MCP/1307, Sample 
BAT 19(2). Ventral view.
. Nematosphaeropsis densiradiata (Cookson & Eisenack) Stover & Evitt 
(x600), WHP/365, Sample BH 13, Shows interconnecting trabeculae
•n
between process tips,
- Odontochitina cos tata Alberti; emend. Clarke t Verdier (x400), 
MCP/1305, Sample BAT 17.
- Odontochitina cribropoda Deflandre & Cookson (x400), WHP/355, Sample 
BH 3. Shows distally perforate apical» and antapical horns.
- Odontochitina operculata (0, Wetzel) Deflandre & Cookson (x400), 
MCP/1303, Sample BAT 15. Showing unornamented antapical region.
- Oliqosphaeridium anthophorum (Cookson & Eisenack) Davey & Williams 
(x600), WHP/288, Sample Fo 3. Detached operculum showing flared, 
perforate process terminations.
- Oliqosphaeridium complex (White) Davey & Williams (x600), WHP/306, 
Sample Po 9.
- Oliqosphaer idium poculum Jain (x600), WHP/355, Sample BH 3. Showing 
short, distally-flared, intratabular processes.
- Oliqosphaeridium prolixispinosum Davey & Williams (x600), WHP/356, 
San?)le BH 4. Showing elongate central body; arrow indicates typical 
filiform spines forming, the process terminations.
Fig, 11 — Oliqosphaeridium reticulatum Davey & Verdier (x600), WHP/31B,
Sample Cord 5. Showing reticulate periphragm; arrow indicates 
faint parasutural markings.
Fig, 12 - Operculodinium sp.A (x600), WHP/210, Sample HF 5. Dorsal view,
showing type P archeopyle, and even cover of short acuminate spines«


Plate 10
- Ovoidinium scabrosum (Cookson & Hughes) Davey (x600), MCP/1291,
Sample BAT 3, Dorsal view, showing scabrate central body.
- Ovoidinium verrucosum (Cookson & Hughes) ostium (Davey) Lentin & 
Williams (x600), MCP/1290, Sample BAT 2, Ventral view, showing 
characteristic opening in the posterior pericoel.
- Ovoidinium verrucosum verrucosum (Cookson & Hughes} Davey (x600), 
WHP/355, Sample BH 3.
- Ovoidinium sp.A (x600), WHP/311, Sample Cord 1. Complete specimen 
showing smooth wall, and paracingulum defined by 2 parallel rows 
of low tubercles.
Psaliqonyaulax deflandrei Sarjeant (x400), WHP/357, Sample BH 5. 
Ventral view, showing large apical, and antapical pericoels,
- Palaeohystrichophora infusorioides Deflandre (x600), MCP/1304,
Sample BAT 16.
- Palaeohystrichophora paucisetosa Deflandre (x600), MCP/1309, Sample 
BAT 19(2). Showing typical sparse coyering of short hairs.
- Palaeoperidinium cretaceum Pocock; emend, Davey (x400), MCP/1293, 
Sample BAT 5. Dorsal view.
- Palaeostomocystis reticulata Deflandre (x600), WHP/58, Sample Hall 1. 
- Pervosphaeridium bifidum (Clarke & Verdier) comb. nov. (x600),
WHP/353, Sample BH 1.
Fig. 11 - Pervosphaeridium cenomaniense (Norvick) Below (x600), MCP/1292,
Sample BAT 4. Ventral view, showing coarsely reticulate periphragm 
and short, broad-based, striate processes.
Fig, 12 - Pervosphaeridium pseudohystrichodinium (Deflandre) Yun (x600), 
WHP/368, Sample BH 16. Showing numerous simple, or distally 
branched acuminate processes.


Plate 11
Pervosphaeridium truncatum (Davey) Below (x600), WHP/355, Sample 
BH 3. Dorsal view, showing Type 2P archeopyle.
Prolixosphaeridiun conulum Davey (x600), WHP/303, Sample Po 6.
Shows elongate, densely.granular central body, and thin, smooth 
acuminate processes.
Fig, 3 “ Protoellipsodinium spinocristatum Davey & Verdier (x600), MCP/1292, 
Sample BAT 4. Dorsal view, showing characteristic longitudinal 
crests, and numerous short spines.
Fig. 4 - Pterodinium cinqulatum cingulaturn (O. Wetzel) Below (x600),
WHP/355, Scunple BH 3. Lateral view, showing smooth, unornamented 
cyst wall.
Pterodinium cinqulatum (O. Wetzel) qranulatum (Clarke & Verdier) 
Lentin & Williams (x600), WHP/366, Sample BH 14. Dorsal view. 
Pterodinium cinqulatum (O. Wetzel) reticulatum (Davey & Williams) 
Lentin & Williams (x600), MCP/1291, Sample BAT 4. Dorsal view. 
Pterodinium cornutum Cookson & Eisenack (x600), WHP/368, Sample 
BH 16. Dorsal view, showing distinctive apical protrusion. 
Pyxidinopsis parvum sp. nov. (x600), WHP/368, Sample BH 13.
Holotype; dorsal view, showing rediced precingular archeopyle. 
Pyxidinopsis parvum sp. nov. (x600), WHP/368, Sample BH 13 
Holotype; ventral view, showing irregular reticulation.
Fig. 10 - Raphidodinium fucatum Deflandre (x600), MCP/1293, Sample BAT 5.
Fig. 11 - Rhombodella paucispina (Alberti) Duxbury (x600), MCP/1293, Sample
BAT 5. Lateral view, showing characteristic short spines restricted 
to the cyst "corners".
Fig. 12 - Senoniasphaera rotundata Clarke & Verdier (x600), WHP/345, Sample 
Adit 5. Dorsal view, showing distinct paracingulum, and angular 
archeopyle margin.


Plate 12
Sentusidinium sp.A (x600), WHP/287, Sample Fo 2. Shows surface 
ornament of low tubercles.
Sentusidinium sp.B (x600), WHP/288, Sample Fo 3. Shows surface 
ornament of elongate tubercles and short ridges.
Sentusidinium sp.C (x600), WHP/297, Sample Fo 12. Shows dense cover 
of short spines.
Spiniferites ? dentatus (Gocht) Lentin & Williams; emend. Duxbury 
(x600), MCP/1303^ Sample BAT 15. Dorsal view.
Spiniferites ramosus (Ehrenberg) gracilis (Davey & Williams)
Lentin S Williams (x600), MCP/1307, Sample BAT 19(2). Dorsal view, 
showing long slender gonal, and intergonal processes.
Spiniferites ramosus (Ehrenberg) multibrevis (Davey & Williams) 
Lentin & Williams (x600), MCP/1307, Sample BAT 19(2). Dorsal view, 
showing typically short processes.
Spiniferites ramosus ramosus (Ehrenberg) Loeblich & Loeblich 
(x600), WHP/360, Sample BH 8. Dorsal view.
Spiniferites ramosus (Ehrenberg) reticulatus (Davey & Williams) 
Lentin & Williams (x600), WHP/360, Sample BH 8. Lateral view. 
Stephodinium coronaturn Deflandre (x400), MCP/1303, Sample BAT 15. 
Apical view, showing large precingular archeopyle, and distinctive 
seperation of the endophragm and periphragm.
- Subtilisphaera pontis-mariae (Deflandre) Lentin & Williams (x600), 
WHP/366, Sample BH 14.
- Subtilisphaera sp.A (x600) , WHP/299, Scunple Po 2.
- Subtilisphaera sp.B (x600), WHP/361, Sample BH 9.


Plate 13
Fig. 1 - Surculosphaeridium longifurcatum (Firtion) Davey et al. (x600), 
^^P/355f Sample BH 3, Showing variable nature of the process 
terminations.
Fig. 2 - Tanyosphaeridium salpinx Norvick (x600), MCP/1303, Sample BAT 15.
Showing elongate central body; arrow indicates open, trumpet-shaped 
process termination.
Fig. 3 - Tanyosphaeridium variecalamum Oavey & Williams (x600), WHP/366, 
Sample BH 14. Showing elongate central body, and tapering, open 
tubular processes.
- Tanyosphaeridium sp.A (x600), WHP/58, Sample Hall 1. Showing 
recurved, spinose process terminations.
- Trichodinium castaneum (Deflandre) Clarke & Verdier (x600),
MCP/1303, Sample BAT 15. Lateral view.
- Valensiella ovula (Deflandre) Eisenack (x600), MCP/1289, Sample 
BAT 1.
■ Wallodinium anglicum (Cookson & Hughes) Lentin & Williams (x600), 
WHP/355, Sample BH 3.
■ Xenascus ceratioides (Deflandre) Lentin & Willaims (x600), WHP/355, 
Scunple BH 3. Antapical region.
Xenascus plotei Below (x600), WHP/355, S^unple BH 3. Antapical region, 
showing short, rounded antapical horn.
- Xenascus sp.A (x600), WHP/210, Sample HF 5.
- Xenascus sp.A (x600), WHP/210, Sample HF 5.
- Xiphophoridium alatum (Cookson & Eisenack) Sarjeant (x400), MCP/ 
1303, Sample BAT 15.
Fig. 10 
Fig. 11 
Fig. 12
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SYrATIGRAPHY ANO PALYNOLOGY of the mid cretaceous (CENOMANIAN - TURnNIAN) 
OF SOUTH-EASTERN DEVON, ENGLAND
Ian Jarvis, Bruce A. Tocher S Peter B. Woodroof
I.J.6B.A.T.: Department of Geology, City of London Polytechnic, Walburgh 
House, Bigland Street, London El 2NG (U.K.)
P.B.W.: Esso Exploration and Production U.K., 5^ Stratton Street, LonJon 
W1X 6AU (U.K.)
The coastal sections of mid Cretaceous rocks in SE Devon form the 
southern ends of several small ( *^10km) outliers constituting the western­
most remnants of Cenomanian-Turonian in Britain. In contrast to SE England, 
the structure is dominated by NNW-SSE trends. The mid Cretaceous rests 
on the calcarenitic sandstones of the Upper Greensand which are of late 
Albian (possibly earliest Cenomanian) age. Consisting of sandy limestones 
with prominent hardgrounds at the base, the succession passes up through 
calcarenitic chalks, nodular chalks and hardgrounds, to soft white chalks 
with burrav flints at the summit. Thick marl seams and prominent levels of 
bioclastic debris are common within the chalks. The region is characterised 
by considerable lateral variations in thickness and lithology which have 
resulted in a confused stratigraphy. The purpose of this paper is to erect 
a new 1ithostratigraphical scheme, as a prerequisite to obtaining new data 
on the biostratigraphy of the area.
The succession at Beer Head near Seaton was the first to be described 
in detail and retains the best exposure in the region. It has been chosen 
as the type area for two new formations: the Beer Head Limestone and the 
White Cliff Chalk. The Beer Head Formation approximates to the Cenomanian 
Limestone of earlier authors, but confusion over the limits, subdivision 
and age of the latter, makes itnecessary to erect a new 1ithostratigraph- 
ical term. The base of-this formation is taken everywhere at the strongly- 
developed hardground surface that marks the top of the Upper Greensand. The 
base of the V/hite Cliff Formation is also taken at a laterally persistent 
hardground surface - the Neocardioceras Hardground; the top of the formation 
is not defined. Preliminary work indicates that our 1ithostratigraphica1 
scheme may be applied readily throughout SE Devon.
The Beer Head Forrriction is divided into four members. The Pounds Pool 
Member, at the base, consists of brown-grey massive sandy limestones with 
abundant Cevio’pova vamutosa Michel in. Large fragments of bivalve shell and 
quartz grains up to pebble-grade are common. The summit becomes nodular 
due to the development of the Shelly Hardground. Despite a thickness 
variation of 0 - 3im, the lithology is relatively uniform. The overlying 
Hooken Cliffs Member is characterised by dark grey shelly and sandy nodular 
limestones. The member passes from 25cm of massively indurated hardground 
at White Cliff, to 8m of nodular limestones with soft-sediment filled 
Thalassinoides at the Beer Stone adit. The Pebble Hardground at the summit 
is a cemented bed of reworked glauconitized and phosphatized l-5cm intra­
clasts and steinkerns. At some sites the surface is coated with a dark- 
brown shiny phosphate skin. Above, the Little Beach Member is only 
moderately indurated. It displays less variation in thickness (5D-175cm) 
than the underlying members, consisting of cream-coloured glauconitic and 
sandy 1 imestones penetrated by prominent Thalassitnoides. Burrows are 
picked-out by their dark, glauconite-rich, soft sandy fill. Beds of white, 
detritus-free carbonate nodules, and laterally impersistent hardgrounds 
occur at the base of the member. The Phosphate Hardground is the final bed 
of the Little Beach Member. It is the most complex and highly-mineralized
»1■f - V •V. < '
level of synsedimentary 1ithlf¡cation in the succession. Like the Pebble 
Hardground below, the Phosphate Hardground consists of recemented pebble 
intraclasts and displays a long history of burial, reworking and mineral­
ization. A dark-brown veneer of shiny phosphate is generally present but 
is best developed where the overlying Pinnacles Member is thin or absent. 
The fill of the Thalaaainoidea burrows which penetrate the hardground and 
are conspicuous throughout the member, clearly originate from the Pinnacles 
Member. This final member of the Beer Head Formation displays the greatest 
lithological variation of any part of the section. At many localities it 
is represented only by '^lOcm of cream-coloured hardground chalk with 
scattered glauconite and quartz grains. The sur'face of this Neocardioceras 
Hardground is characterised by numerous Soiponoceras gracite (Shumard), 
cidarid spines and occasional Neooardioceras guddi (Barrois and Guerne) 
and marks the boundary between the Beer Head and White Cliff Formations.
In Hooken Cliffs, however, the Pinnacles Member expands to >2m of soft 
glauconitic quartz sands with calcareous and phosphatic nodules. A 
phosphatized cobble-hardground overlain by phosphatized steinkerns occurs 
in the middle of this expanded sequence. Biostratigraphical analyses by 
previous authors has shown that the Pounds Pool M^ber yields a Lower 
Ceiromanian Hypoturrilites oarcitccnenaia Zone assemblage, and the Hooken 
Cliffs Member contains Uantellioeraa aaxhii Zone arnnonites. The Little 
Beach^Member has been assigned to the Lower-Middle Cenomanian M. ex gr. 
dixoni - Turilitea coatatua Zones while the Pinnacles Member falls in Upper 
Cenomanian Eucalycoceraa pentagomon and Sciponoceraa gracite Zones.
The White Cliff Formation also displays considerable variations in 
thickness. The basal Sherborne Rocks Member generally has two strongly- 
indurated hardgrounds closely welded on the surface of the Neocardioceras 
Hardground. Although sandy at the base, detritus decreases upwards through 
the member which is composed dominantly of nodular chalks and limonitic 
nodular-hardgrounds rich in comminuted inoceramid-shel1 and other bioclastic 
debris. Major thickening from to 6m in Hooken Cliffs is principally due 
to the development of a >3m-thick bioclastic calcarenite lens - the Beer 
Stone. The lower boundary of the overlying Connett's Hole Member is taken 
at the base of the Mytiloides Marl, a prominent marl seam containing 
abundant complete and fragmentary Mytiloidea . In the White Cliff section 
the Connett's Hole Member is H i m  thick but it thins westwards to <2m at 
Beer Head. This extreme attenuation results from the erosional convergence 
and merger of eight nodular hardgrounds into a single massive unit - the 
Planar Hardground. The lowest beds of the Connett's Hole Member consist 
everywhere of shelly nodular chalks with iron-stained nodular-hardgrounds 
and week marl seams. In more complete sections the chalks become less 
nodular above the Planar Hardground and five nodular hardgrounds associated 
with burrow flints occur in the upper half of the succession. Erosional 
truncation and thinning of individual beds cause these surfaces to 
converge westwards so that by Beer Head they are represented by a single 
surface and 80.% of the member is absent. Where strongly-developed as in 
Hooken Cliffs, the Planar Hardground is massively indurated and calcarenitic 
with prominent light-brown iron and phosphate mineralization. The truncation 
continues to the west so that at Mitchell's Rock the hardground surface is 
the top of the Pounds Pool Member of the Beer Head Formation; the five 
intervening members have been removed by erosion. A more complete succession 
reappears west of Branscombe. Coarse detritus on the surface of the Planar 
Hardground attests to the reworking of the Beer Head Formation or below.
The remainder of the White Cliff Formation as considered here, is the Beer 
Roads Member. Consisting of soft white chalks with semi-tabular and burrow 
flints, sections measured to the base of the Two Foot Marl indicate that 
the basal beds of the member may be absent in Hooken Cliffs.
The surface of the Neocardioceras Hardground is taken as the local base 
of the Turonian. The Sherborne Rocks and Connett's Hole Members fall within
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Roads Member Inthe broad htytiloides labiatus Zone and the overlying Be 
the Terebratulina lata Zone, but a more detailed biostratigraphy may be 
discerned from the inoceramid succession. The Sherborne Rocks Member and 
the basal few decimetres of the Connett's Hole Member yield low Turonian 
Mytiloides aff. opalensis (Bose). From just above the Mytiloides Marl, M, 
aff. opalensis is replaced by Af. mytiloides (Mantel 1) which ranges up to 
the surface of the Planar Hardground (or just above in more complete 
sections). Above the Planar Hardground the erosional truncation displayed 
by the 1ithostratigraphy is confirmed bv the biostratigraphy. At White 
Cliff, in the upper half of the Connett's Hole Member, M, mytiloides Is 
replaced by M, cf. labiatus (Schlotheim) . The leftter species is absent 
at Beer Head and further west where the white chalks of the Beer Roads 
Member, containing mid Turonian Inooepomus cf. cveoievi Sowerby, rest 
directly on nodular chalks with M. mytiloides, A restricted M. cf. labiatus 
Zone is absent. At Mitchell's Rock mid Turonian chalks rests directly on 
top of probable Lower Cenomanian.
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THE CENOMANIAN-TURONI AN BOUNDARY IN SE DEVON, ENGLAND.
I.Jarvis & B.A. Tocher
Dept, of Geology, City of London Polytechnic, London El 2NG (UK)
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The Cenomanian limestones and basal Turonlan chalks of Devon (FIg.1) 
‘are lithologically distinct from their lateral correlatives In SE England. 
Their Importance lies In the abundant and diverse atnmonite assemblages which 
span what Is generally regarded as the Cenomanlan-Tui^onlan boundary In the 
area. These assemblages have been utilised recently by Wright & Kennedy 
(1981) to erect a new ammonite zonation for the high Cenomanian-low Turonlan 
of the Anglo-Parls Basin.
The Upper Cretaceous of SE Devon has been divided Into 2 formations 
(Jarvis & Woodroof MS), the Beer Head Limestone (below) and the Seaton Chalk 
(above). The Beer Head Limestone consists of a succession of sandy" bloml- 
crltlc limestones which may be subdivided Into 4 members: Pounds Pool Sandy 
Limestone (base), Hooken Nodular Limestone, Little Beach Bloclastic Lime­
stone, and Pinnacles Glauconitic Limestone (summit). The base of each 
member Is defined by a laterally extensive level of synsedimentary llthlfl- 
catlon, I.e. - a hardground surface. The Beer Head Limestone rests on the 
Indurated summit of the Upper Greensand (?AIbIan), the Small Cove
Hardground. The thickest sections of the formation are In Hooken Cliffs 
(FIg.1) where the succession Is most complete, attaining a thickness of 
12.4m. Here the hardgrounds are moderately llthifled nodular units up to 
60cm thick, separated by less Indurated nodular limestones and sands con­
taining prominent Tha.lassinoldes burrows. In more attenuated sections, the 
formation consists of a massively Indurated complex of superimposed
hardgrounds, locally (e.g. Beer Roads, FIg.1) having a total thickness of 
60cm. Even In the thinnest sections, however. It Is generally only the’* 
basal (Pounds Pool) member that Is absent.
FIg.1 Location of major exposures of Upper Cretaceous In SE Devon.
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The Seaton Chalk consistei of a succession of nodular» marly and flinty 
chalks» and Is also subdivided into 4 members: Connett's Hole Nodular Chalk 
(base)# Beer Roads Flinty Chalk» Pinhay Nodular Chalk# and Clevelands Flinty 
Chalk (summit). The base of the formation Is taken at the surface of the 
Haven Cliff Neocard Ioceras Hardground (=Neocardloceras Pebble Bed of previ­
ous authors)# which is present throughout the area. Like the Beer Head 
Limestone# the Seaton Chalk displays considerable variation In thickness and 
lithology. In general the members thicken towards Hooken Cliffs (Fig.l) but 
probably thinned considerably west of Branscombe# where most of the succes­
sion has now been removed by erosion. This trend of thickening to the west 
Is broken at the base of the Beer Roads Member In Hooken Cliffs» where the 
surface of the Branscombe Hardground represents a significant dIsconformlty. 
The Branscombe Hardground passes laterally Into 8 separate hardgrounds 
(upper part of the Connett's Hole Member# "9m of sediment) at White Cliff# 
which in turn pass laterally into an even thicker succession of nodular 
chalks and weak hardgrounds further east (e.g. The Great Cleft# Fig.l). 
These lateral variations have been ascribed by Jarvis & Woodroof (MS) to 
differential movement on a series of fault blocks.
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The 1Ithostratlgraphic complexity of the region has hampered blostrati- 
graphic evaluation of the succession. Wright & Kennedy (1981) have 
demonstrated that the uppermost Beer Head Limestone (Pinnacles Member) 
yields a Metolcoceras geslinlanum Zone ammonite assemblage but that the 
Haven Cliff Hardground marks a major change In the fauna. Steinkerns asso­
ciated with the hardground are dominated by Neocardloceras# principally N. 
judd11 Judd I (Barrels & Guerne)# while Immediately above the hardground sui—  
face there. Is an jji situ assemblage of Watlnoceras. Large ammonites# 
Mammites nodosoides (Schlüter)# Lewes I ceras peramplum (Mantel I) and 
Metas I galoceras rustí cum (J. Sowerby)# appear above the thin complex of 
hardgrounds that Immediately overlie the Haven Cliff Hardground# at the base 
of the Seaton Chalk. Wright & Kennedy (1981) erected iL. judd 11 and W. 
coloradoense Zones to characterise these faunal changes. Although tne M. 
gesIi nIanum Zone Is widely regarded as Upper Cenomanian and the M. 
nodosoides Zone as basal Turón¡an# there Is no firm evidence from the stace 
stratotypes to locate the new ammonite zones with respect to the 
Cenoman Ian-Turonian boundary. Wright i Kennedy (1981)’argued on taxonomic 
grounds that the junction between the two zones (i.e. the surface of the 
Haven Cliff Hardground) should be regarded as the stage boundary.
The Upper Cenomanian belennite Actinocamax plenus (BlainvMIe) occurs 
frequently In the lower part of the Pinnacles Member but no other belemnites 
are recorded from around this level.
V .# Vvis.V
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The major changes In ammonite assemblages associated with the surface 
of the Haven Cliff Hardground are accompanied by new Inoceramid bivalve fau­
nas. The surface of the hardground yields Inoceramus pIctus (J. de C. 
Sowerby) and marks the first appearance of MytIloldes cf. opa IensIs (sensu 
Kauffman non Bose=lnoceramus goppelnensis Sornay). pictus occurs at 
other levels In the Beer Head Limestone but does not extend above the Haven 
Cliff Hardground. M#. cf. opa 1ensIs Is unequivocally low Turonlan while I. 
pictus Is regarded as a Cenomanian species. Trigger (1981) considered that 
the base of the Turonlan should be marked by the first appearance of M. 
submytlloldes Seitz# which commonly extends below the range of M#. cf. 
Qpalensls. In SE Devon cf. submytlloldes has been recovered from the 
nodular chalks above the basal chalk hardgrounds of the ODnnett's Hole
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tober, and a related torn ¡5 abundant Immediately above this/ in tno 
Ebb Marl (Jarvis i Woodroof MS).
foramlnlferan assemblages have been studied In detail by Hart 
Rota I [porfl C.ushfnan 1 (Morrow)/ a high Cenomanian species/ occurs in 
the lower part of the Pinnacles Member of the Beer Head Limestone/ while 
PxaegIohotnincana iie lvetica (BollI)/ an international basal Turonlan index» 
appears In the nodular chalks above the base of the Connett's Hole M»nber of 
the Seaton Chalk. Neither species occurs In the Haven Cliff Hardground or 
Immediately above it» and these beds are assigned (Hart 1982) to a Zone of
u (Loeblich i Tappan). This Is regarded as Cenomanian by
Hart (1982) but includes both the tL. juddii and ^  -roloradoensp Zones of 
the ammonite stratigraphy.
We hâve studied the pa 1ynostratigraphy of the type sections of tne Beer 
Head Limestone and Seaton Chalk (Fig.2). Unfortunately/ the majority of 
dinoflagellate taxa present do not help define the Cenomanian-TuronIan boun­
dary. However/ a small number of forms which first appear during the 
Turonlan do occur In the succession; ilystrichosphaerldium diffid le Manum i 
Lookson first appears above the base of the Connett's Hole Member, wnlle hL 
tub iferiifii tirevÍspIniiiTi Lentin i Williams occurs at the summit of the same 
member. Q.1 flCptaryg 1 UID dado 1 dfiS Def landre and Senon la^pha^ra rotitnr!;»t;<
Clarke & Verdier, which also first appear In the Turonian, occur In the Seer 
Roads Member.
Where diagnostic data 
Cenomanian-Turonian boundary 
Haven Cl i f f* Hardground, the 
the zonal schemes may be 
succession across tne stage 
tion of the Haven Cliff 
Turonlan assemblages of am 
preserved as pebbles or a 
Sedimentologie cons¡deration 
disconformity/ and that t: 
stage boundary.
are available, they indicate that 
approximately coincides with the surface 
base of the Seaton Chalk. Discrepancies ; 
attributed partly to the condensed nature 
boundary. Reworking associated with the 
Hardground has produced mixed Cenomani 
m.cnites and Inoceramids, some of whic 
re preserved in hiatus sediments within bu 
s indicate that the hardground surface ma 
e faunal succession may be incomplete acr
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of the 
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FIg.2 (caption) Distribution of palynomorphs from the Cenomanian- 
Conlaclan of SE Devon.
The composite section Is based on several measured sections; a)
Upper Greensand - Beer Head, b) Beer Head Limestone - Beer Stone 
Adit, c) Connett's Hole Member - Beer Roads, d) Beer Roads Member 
- Beer Stone Adit, e) PInhay Member - Annis' Knob.
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NEOGENE AND QUATERNARY DINOFLAGELLATE BIOSTRATIGRAPHY 
OF THE EASTERN EQUATORIAL PACIFIC:
DEEP SEA DRILLING PROJECT LEG 85
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Ian Jarvis*^ and Bruce A. Tocher* 
Department of Geology,
City of London Polytechnic, 
Walburgh House,
Bigland Street,
London El 2NG,
United Kingdom
Present addresses: Institute of Oceanographic Sciences, Brook Road, 
Wormley, Godaiming, Surrey GU8 SUB (UK);‘Department of Environmental 
Sciences, Plymouth Polytechnic, Plymouth, Devon PL4 8AA (UK).
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Samples from DSDP Leg 85 Sites 572-575 in the central equatorial Pacif­
ic were analysed for palynomorph content; only those from Site 572 
consistently yielded assemblages of Neogene-Quaternary dinoflagellate cysts. 
These assemblages are described and compared with coeval material from else­
where in the world. Several of the 15 species identified are
stratigraphica1ly restricted» and comparison with published ranges suggests 
that they may provide world—wide stratigraphic indices. Nematosuhaeropsis 
labyrinthea (Ostenfeld) Reid and identified species of the genus 
Impagidinium range from middle Miocene to Quaternary. Palaeocvstodinium 
golzowense Alberti disappears in the middle Miocene and Pvxidiella simplex 
Harland is restricted to the basal upper Miocene. Operculodinium cf 
israelianum Wall and Spiniferites bentorii truncatus (^ossignol) Lentin and 
Williams are Quaternary species. An increased abundance of dinoflagellate 
cysts in the uppermost Miocene at Site 572 is associated with the common 
occurence of the diatom genera Thalassionema and Thalassiothrix. which are 
regarded as indicators of upwelling. The higher concentration of dinofla- 
gellate cysts in this interval is related to the site being located below 
the equatorial high productivity belt at a time of enhanced local upwelling 
in the eastern equatorial Pacific.
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One of the primary aims of Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) Leg 85, to 
the central equatorial Pacific, was to recover undisturbed 
Neogene-Quaternary sediments for detailed biostratigraphic analysis. This 
was accomplished using the newly developed hydraulic piston corer.
Previous attempts at recovering dinoflagellate cysts from equatorial 
Pacific sediments have proven unsuccessful (T. Saito, pers. comm., 1982). 
We have processed 101 samples from Leg 85 Sites 572-575 for biostratigraphic 
analysis, using standard palynological techniques (Neves and Dale, 1963; 
Doher, 1980). The majority of samples (92%) from the central equatorial 
Pacific (Sites 573-575) were barren. However, all five holes drilled at 
Site 572, located at the eastern edge of the equatorial sediment bulge 
(Fig.l), yielded assemblages of Neogene—Quaternary dinoflagellate cysts 
(only 7% barren). Spores and pollen were absent throughout. Biozonal 
correlations produced by shipboard paleontologists, based on foraminifera, 
nannofossils, radiolaria and diatoms, have been related (Mayer, Theyer et 
al., in press) to the established magnetostratigraphy and chronostratigraphy 
of the central Pacific. This integrated stratigraphic framework was used to 
provide age assignments for the palynomorph assemblages recovered. Sample 
locations at Site 572 are plotted stratigraphically in Fig.2 and the posi­
tions of productive samples are listed in the Appendices.
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Fifteen species of dinoflagellate cyst have been identified in the 
present study (Fig.2). The main species are figured in Plate 1.
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Site 572
Most samples from Site 572 (Fig.2; Appendix 1) contain Imoagidininm 
patnlnm (Wall) Stover and Evitt , I_5. sohaericnm (Wall) Lentin and Williams 
Nematosphaeropsis labyrinthea (Ostenfeld) Reid. Two further species of 
Impagidininm appear within the succession. paradoxnm (Wall) Stover and
Evitt occurs towards the top of the middle Miocene (318m sub-bottom depth) 
and ranges into the Pleistocene, while I_t acnleatnm (Wall) Lentin and Wil­
liams occurs only in the upper Pliocene and Pleistocene (above 50m). Other 
genera have more restricted distributions.
Palaeocystodinium golzowense Alberti and Spiniferites pseudofurcatus 
(Klumpp) Sarjeant occur only in the middle Miocene (423 and 319m respectiye- 
ly). Pyxidiella simplex Harland is restricted to the base of the upper 
Miocene (252m), while Operculodinium centrocarnum (Deflandre and Cookson) 
Wall and Tectatodinium occur in the Miocene and Pliocene. Impaeidinium sp. 
A' Operculodinium cf israelianum (Rossignol) Wall. Spiniferites bentorii 
t rune a tus (Rossignol) Lentin and Williams and S . s p . A occur only in 
Pleistocene samples (above 5 m ) .
Other sites
Impagidinium patu1urn. I . paradoxum and Nematospaeropsis labyrinthea 
occur rarely in the upper Miocene and lower Pliocene at Sites 573 and 574 
(Appendix 2). A single specimen of Spiniferites pseudofurcatns was recorded 
from the lower Oligocene at Site 574.
iVf...
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The biostratigraphy and geographic range of Neogene and Quaternary 
dinoflagellate cysts are still poorly known. Pioneering work on Quaternary 
species by Rossignol (1962, 1964, 1969) in the eastern Mediterranean, and 
Wall (1967, 1970) in the Caribbean and western Europe, has been augmented by 
studies on the Neogene and Quaternary palynology of the Black Sea and the 
North Atlantic, particularly offshore eastern Canada (see Reid and Harland, 
1977; Williams and Bujak, 1977; Harland, 1978, for reviews). We know of no 
comparable data from the equatorial Pacific, although Neogene and Quaternary 
dinoflagellates have been recorded in DSDP samples from off the coasts of 
southern California (Ballog and Malloy, 1981), Mexico (Fournier, 1981) and 
Peru (Wiseman, 1976).
Dinoflagellate ranges and zones
There is no formal dinoflagellate cyst zonation for the Neogene and 
Quaternary, although Williams (1975, 1978), Williams and Brideaux (1975), 
Gradstein and Williams (1976) and Williams and Bujak (1977) have developed 
an informal scheme based primarily on material from offshore eastern Canada. 
Other informal schemes have been proposed by Manum (1976) for the Tertiary 
of the Norwegian-Greenland Sea, Harland (1978, 1979) for the Neogene and 
Quaternary of the Bay of Biscay, Costa and Downie (1979) for the Cenozoic of 
the Rockall Plateau and Piasecki (1980) for the Miocene of Denmark. Our 
records correspond most closely to those from the Bay of Biscay (Harland, 
1979) but are less diverse.
Palaeocystodinium golzowense was recovered solely from the middle 
Miocene at Site 572, supporting records (Alberti, 1961; Williams and Bujak, 
1977; Williams, 1978; Harland 1979) which suggest that the species became
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extinct in the mid Miocene. Pyxidiella simplex occurs only in the basal 
upper Miocene, confirming data from the Bay of Biscay (Harland, 1979) which 
indicates that the species is restricted to that stratigraphic level. 
Ppercnlpdinium centrocarpum also only occurs in the Miocene at Site 572, but
the species is a common constituent of Quaternary pelagic sediments in many 
areas (Wall, 1967; Wiseman, 1976; Reid and Harland. 1977) and certainly 
ranges back to the Eocene (Williams and Bujak. 1977; Williams, 1978). 
Nematosphaeyopsis labyrinthea and three species of Impagidinium ( L  
paradoxum, pfltulum and I_j_ sphaericum) range from middle Miocene to Qua­
ternary at Site 572, although I_j. paradoxum appears above the base of the 
succession. X i  aculeatum. on the other hand, occurs only in the upper
Pliocene and Quaternary. Nematosphaeropsis labvrinthea and Impagidininm 
patulum are known to range down into the upper Eocene in the eastern Atlan­
tic (Williams, 1978; Costa and Downie, 1979), but I . paradoxum and I.
aculeatum first appear in the middle Miocene (Stover and Evitt, 1978; Willi-
«•
ams, 1978; Costa and Downie, 1979; Harland, 1978, 1979). We record
if
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SELniferites pseudofurcatus from the middle Miocene at Site 572 and the 
lower Oligocene at Site 574 (Appendix 2), but the species is known to extend 
into the Eocene (Klumpp, 1953; Sarjeant, 1970; Williams and Bujak, 1977; 
Williams, 1978). Operculodinium cf Israelianum and Spiniferites bentorii
truncatus occur only in the youngest sediment at Site 572, conforming with a 
Pleistocene age for these species (Rossignol, 1962, 1964; Wall, 1967; Wise­
man, 1976), although a comparable form of 0^ israelianum is recorded as 
ranging down into the lower Eocene (Williams and Bujak, 1977; Williams, 
1978).
Abundance and diversity
The small number of species recorded here from the Neogene and Quater­
nary of the eastern equatorial Pacific is similar to the low diversity
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displayed by coeval pelagic assemblages from the Atlantic (Williams and 
Bujak. 1977; Williams, 1978; Harland 1919). and off the Peruvian coast 
(Wiseman, 1976) . The common occurrence of Impagidininm acjaleajum, I . 
Bixadoxurn, 1^ . patulum and Nematosphaeropsis labvrinthea supports the widely 
held view (Reid and Harland, 1977; Wall et al., 1977; Harland, 1978, 1979)
that these are tropical to temperate deep oceanic species.
Uppermost Miocene sediments (140-170m sub-bottom depth) at Site 572 
yielded larger numbers of dinoflagellate cysts than samples from other parts 
of the succession (Fig.2), but there is no increase in diversity associated 
with this acme. TTie latest Miocene falls within a broader period (late
Miocene to early Pliocene, 7.8-4.0Ma) characterised at Site 572 by high sed­
imentation rates and the deposition of sediments with low carbonate contents 
(Pisias and Prell, this volume). These resulted primarily from high produc­
tivity as the site passed under the equator. The deposition of siliceous
oozes resulted from the high proportion of siliceous microplankton and the 
diagenetic dissolution of carbonate, indicated by the poor preservation of 
foraminifera and calcareous nannofossils. Dissolution was probably a conse­
quence of the enhanced preservation of organic matter which resulted from 
the increased flux of biogenic debris to the seafloor. An increased input 
of organic matter is supported by the abundance of dinoflagellates.
Subsequent oxidation of organic material during early diagenesis caused the 
dissolution of carbonate.
The concentration of dinoflagellate cysts in Site 572 sediments cannot 
be related simply to the equatorial location of the site, since other Leg 85 
sites yielded few dinoflagellates. Site 572 is unique amongst the sites 
examined, however, in having siliceous intervals which are characterised by 
sediments composed almost entirely of diatom species (particularly species 
Thalassionema and Thalassiothrix) which are regarded as indicators of
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and de Mendiola,
1967; Bukry and Foster, 1973; Sancetta. 1982, 1983). Sediments of this ty^e
were deposited at Site 572 (Barron, this volume) in the late Miocene~early
Pliocene (7.8-4.0Ma) when the site crossed the equator, and in the mid
Miocene (13.0-11.8Ma), an equatorial Pacific-wide interval of high biogenic
silica accumulation (Leinen, 1979). The occurence of upwelling diatom
%
assemblages has been related (Keller et al., 1982) to periods of expanded 
Antarctic glaciation causing increased gyral circulation, and increased 
upwelling throughout the eastern equatorial Pacific. We suggest, therefore, 
that Site 572 falls geographically in a broad area favourable to dinoflagel- 
late productivity, but that during the latest Miocene (a period of enhanced 
upwelling) when the site was located immediately below the equatorial high 
productivity belt, there was a significant increase in the flux of dinofla- 
gellate cysts to the seafloor.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
EiA^re i. Location map of DSDP Site 572. Positions of other DSDP 
drill sites in the central Pacific are indicated. Isopachs relate to
acoustic sediment-thickness (units are tenths of seconds two-way travel 
time) .
ZiA^re 2. Range chart of dinoflagellate cysts recovered from Site 
572. Lithostratigraphic units (left) are those distinguished by Leg 85 
sedimentologists - Unit I (0-454.5m): cyclic siliceous calcareous 
ooze-chalk; Subunit A, gray-brown ooze; Subunit B, varicolored ooze; 
Subunit C. green-varicoiored ooze; Subunit D, yellow chalk. Unit II 
(464.5-?479.5m): metalliferous chalk. Unit H I  (479.5-489.Ora): basalt. 
Chronostratigraphic subdivisions (right) are based on age assignments 
made by shipboard paleontologists using nannofossils, foraminiferi, dia­
toms and radiolaria. The nannofossil zonation is based on Pujos (this 
volume). Dinoflagellate cyst abundance can be gauged from the graph 
(right center) showing the number of specimens recovered from each 20g 
sample of dry sediment.
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PLATE CAPTIONS
Plate 1. Dinoflagellate cysts fron DSDP Site 572. All figures are 
magnified xlOOO except number 10 which is x400. 1. Impaaidininm
aculeatum (Wall) Lentin and Williams, sample 572A-3-2(115-135),
21.65-21.85m sub-bottom depth. 2-3. sphaericum (Wall) Lentin and
Williams, sample 5720-2-2(144-150), 13.04-13.10m. 4. patulum (Wall)
Stover and Evitt, sample 572-1-3(100-120), 4.00-4.20m. 5-6. I_^
E.aradoxum (Wall) Stover and Evitt, sample 572C-3-5( 144-150), 
27.14-27.10m. 7. sp. A, sample 572-1-1(115-135), 1.15-1.35m. 8-9.
Operculodinium cf Israelianum (Rossignol) Wall, sample 572-1-1(115-135), 
1.15-1.35m. 10. Palaeocystodinium golzowense Alberti, sample
5720-29-4(140-150), 422.90-423.00m. 11. Tectatodinimn sp. B, sample
5720-12-4(144-150), 261.44-261.5 0 m . 12. Tectatodininm sp. A, sample
572A-4-4(95-115), 34.05-34.2 5 m . 13. Pyxidiella simplex Harland. sample
5720-12-4(144-150), 261.44-261.50m. 14. Cyst (?Protoperidinimn) sp. A,
sample 572C-5-5(144-150), 46.34-46.40m. 15. Spiniferites .n, A. sample
572A-l-4(50-70), 5.00-5.20m. 16. ^  bentorii truncatns (Rossignol)
Wall and Dale, sample 572A-1-4(50-70), 5.00-5.20m.
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APPENDIX 1
Samples from Site 572 (27 samples, 2 barren) examined for dinofla- 
gellate cysts. Age assignments are based on nannofossil, foraminifera, 
radiolaria and diatom determinations made by shipboard paleontologists. 
No a_ priori assumptions were made concerning the stratigraphic ranges of 
dinoflagellate cyst species.
Location Core-section-interval (cm) Sub-bottom depth (m) Age
Hole 572
Hole 572A
Hole 572B
Hole 572C
1-1(115-135) 1.15-1.35 (Ghiatemary)
1-2(100-120) 2.50-2.70 (Quaternary)
1-3(100-120) 4.00-4.20 (Ghia ternary)
1-1(0-20) 0.00-0.20 ((Quaternary)
1-4(50-70) 5.00-5.20 (Quaternary)
2-1(0-20)* 9.50-9.70 (Quaternary)
3-2(115-135) 21.65-21.85 (Quaterna ry)
4-4(95-115) 34.05-34.25 (upper Pliocene)
6-3(85-105) 49.75-49.95 (upper Pliocene)
9-3(85-105)* 76.15-76.35 (lower Pliocene)
13-5(85-105) 116.75-116.95 (lower Pliocene)
2-3(123-143) 163.53-163.73 (upper Miocene)
2-2(144-150) 13.04-13.10 ((Quaternary)
3-5(144-150) 27.14-27.20 (Quaterna ry)
5-5(144-150) 46 .34-46.40 (upper Pliocene)
7-5(144-150) 65.54-65.60 (lower PIiocene)
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10-5(144-150) 97.34-97.40 (lower Pliocene)
Hole 573D
17-3(144-150) 144.74-144.80 (upper Miocene)
1-3(144-150) 155.44-155.50 (upper Miocene)
2-5(144-150) 167.94-168.00 (upper Miocene)
7-5(144-150) 215.44-215.50 (upper Miocene)
12-4(144-150) 261.44-261.50 (upper Miocene)
18-4(144-150) 318.44-318.50 (middle Miocene)
21-4(144-150) 345.94-346.00 (middle Miocene)
24-5(144-150) 376.94-377.00 (middle Miocene)
29-4(140-150) 422.90-423.00 (middle Miocene)
32-4(140-150) 453.40-453.50 (middle Miocene)
Species records are given in Fig. 2. = barren sample.
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APPENmx 2
Samples from DSDP Sites 573-575 yielding dtnoflagellate cysts. Age 
assignments as in Appendix 1. Samples were identical to those used for
pore-water analysis, see Stout (this volume) for further details of ba
ren intervals. Number of specimens recovered are indicated in brackets
after each record.
Location Core-section-interval (cm) Sub-bottom depth (m) Age Species
SITE 573 (28 samples, 24 barren) 
Hole 573
9 5(140 150) 74.10—74.20 (lower Pliocene) paradox^m (1) 
12—5(140— 150) 102.60—102.70 (upper Miocene) I . paradoxum (1)
I . patulum (2)
N. labvrinthea (5)
16~5( 140—150) 137.70—137.80 (upper Miocene) I . paradox^^»» (4)
N . labvrinthea (1)
Hole 573A
6 4(143 150) 55.13— 55.20 (lower Pliocene) I_^  pa radoxum (1)
I . patulum (2)
SITE 574 (29 samples processed, 27 barren) 
Hole 574A
7-4(144-150) 51.84-51.90 (upper Miocene) labvrinthea (1)
Hole 574C
29 1(135 150) 461.85-462.00 (lower Oligocene) S_^  pseudo fu rea tus (1)
SITE 575 (17 samples processed, all barren)
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